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Pronounced by the San Francisco press to be tbe
greatest success for years, entitled,

Ball and Bears 1

respectfully inform the citizens oi Portland that be is prepared to furnish Coffin*,
Cashel* and Grave-Clothc*, of all styles, at
the shortest possible notice. Everything connected
with llie management of funerals, day or night, will
receive prompt attention. Residence No. 219 Federal,
corner of Temple St.
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GrandgConcert by

Chandler’s Full

Band

(S^r^Dancing to commence at 9 o'clock. Music by
Chandler’s Quadrille Band.
Floor Tickets $1.00; Gents' Gallery Tickets 50
cents; Ladies’ Gallery Tickets 25 cents.
Members can procure their tickets at- the door.
Refreshment* furnished in Senate Chamber by D.
K. Reed
Clothing checked tree. Sets formed at
sound of Cornet.
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isliing, kalsomining, papeiing, lettering, staining
gilding, &c., 50 cts. Book of Alphabets, 50 Scrolls
and Ornaments, §1. Watchmaker and Jeweler, 50.
Hunter ami
Soap-maker, 25. Taxidermist, 50.
Trapper’s Guide, 20. Dog Training, 25. of booksellers or by mail. JESSE HANEY & CO.. 119 Nassau
apr5d3m
St., N. Y.
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wear

and color to

50 Snow

Flake, Marble. Damask, Rep. Plaid and Scotch granite, 40c. Address, WM. H. WEEKS, 34 Lisbon
Street, Lewiston. (Please state what paper you saw
this in.
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These Medallions are larger than a Silver Trade
dollar, being Ig inch, in diameter, handsomely put
up and sell readily at sight.
THE

MOST VALUABLE

SOUVENIRS AND MEMENTOS
EVER ISSUED.

GOOD AGENTS WANTED
Town in the V. S. and Canada, to
In every City
whom exclusive territory will be given, if desired.
and

RETAIL PRICES—For the Albata Silver, 50 cts.
Gilt, $1, in fancy l|px. Usual discount to the Trade.
A complete outfit ot magnificent samples for
agents, in satin or velvet-lined morocco case, containing Six Medals, diflerent designs, one gilt, suitable for jewelrers’ show windows, etc,, sent on
receipt of draft or Post-office Order for §4, or will
ship Express C. O. D.
Descriptive Circular Price List and one sample
sent upon receipt of 50 cts. Immense profits. Sells
at sight.
Correspondence solicited. Information
tree. Extensive fields for enterprise. Address all
communications

U.S. MEDALLION CO.j 212 Broadway,
P.0. Box 5270.
Hew York
1111118
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The great benefit I have received from the use of
VEGETINE induces me to give my testimony in its
favor. I believe it not only of great value for restoring the halth, but a preventive of diseases peculiar to
the spring and summer seasons.
I would not be without it for ten times its cost.

Vegetiue
MarlO

Texas is

The Texas
a Democratic state.
have no centennial notions about
It Is
not
the] lost cause.
enoughs
that a candidate for parly honors is a Democrat. He must have a good “war record. ”
Just now they are picking up a candidate for
United States Senator. Mr. Hancock of the
House is a candidate. He is a good Democrat now but there is a little opposition to
him because he was a little inclined to be a
Union man during the war. As a member
of the legislature of Texas when that state
seceded, he refused to take the oath of allegiance to the confederacy. The ultras remember it against him. He did not fight against
the national government and consequently
now is not fit to be a United States Senator.
All the Texas Democracy lack to avenge the
“lost cause” is a Democratic federal govern-
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goods. Call at 42J Exchange Street, between
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&c., to Box 1932, Portland, Maine.
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EDWARD T1LDEN.
Attorney and General Agent of Massachusetts of the
draftsmen's Life Assurance Company, No. 49 Sears

Building, Boston,
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philosopher thrusting his arm into the unknown plucks forth a great discovery to benefit his race, he must expect the disciples of
the old dispensation to stauu aloof and doubt
at him, but shall we, who see that the deaf
hear, and hear that the dumb speak, hesitate
to aid with all our hearts the effort to place
within reach of every unfortunate mute child
the magic wand which will unseal his ears and
loose his tongue ? If we are sixty years be
hind Spain in learning how to teach we may
yet outstrip her by making it universal among
our people.
Nothing will so much encourage
progress a mong our scientists as the prompt
application of meritorious discoveries; and
perhaps science has but just started on the
race, and that the great truths lie beyond.
And we may hope that America will yet
take a position iu philosophy as advanced as
that she holds in mechanical arts.
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indictment but
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and roughs. Saturday evoning

a

large meet-

ing was held at which addresses were made
by Hon. Leonard Swett, Rev. Arthur Mitch,
ell and others, and resolutions adopted looking to armed resistance in'case of an attempt
to renew the outrages that attended last
Tuesday’s election.
Rockland Gazette expresses the
opinion that the “public inte-ests would be
subserved and the law's delay mitigated by
the adding of another judge to the number of
seven justices of the Supreme Judicial Court
The

of this state.”

tices

It says that presiding justo adjourn courts to meet

obliged
appointment when cases are wait
iDg trial, to the great detriment of all except
the lawyers.
are

the next

The prospect of the passage of the bill
transferring the Indian bureau to the war
department i3 very slim. Discussion has
only served to strengthen the opposition.
Even if the bill should pass it is pretty

sure

the President’s vetn_

Another man who will enjoy the luxury
of reading his own obituary is Home, the
Spiritualist, The Paris Seicle's story of his
death was an error.
Political Sews.
Every Democratic paper in Missouri is supporting Hendricks for the Presidency.
The Springfield Union says: Prof. Seelye
is for Blaine for President. Gen. Butler is
for Bristow and reform.
The Calais Times doesn’t seem a bit happy
at the Republican victory in that city last
week.
The Cincinnati Commercial says that the
only difficulty with Judge Davis is that he
died of political old age some years ago.
They are sowing Montgomery Biair’s letter
on the Presidency broadcast through the
South, in the interest of Tilden.
The Chicago Tr bune rather supports Minister Washburn for Presidential candidate but
would be happy with Bristow or Blaine—
such at least is the tenor of its editorials.
The Hartford Post suggests that it would
be a good rounding out of the career of exPresideut Woolsey of Tale College to send
him to take Gen. Schenck’s place as Minister
■to

England.
It now turns out that

Belknap, in resignsuggestion first
made to him by Clymer, whose blunders
seem to be endless.
The resignation was
his

office,

acted on the

to

being sentenced
original

not tried upon the
a

copy.

There is

tence that the copy wa3 not exact.

no

pre-

made before there was any mention of im-

Tribune says: “Senator Newton Booth of
California henceforth steps down and out as
apersou of large political promise.”
The Louisville Courier-Journal, having
been asked what it thinks about Judge Davis
as a Presidential candidate, says: “Why this
—that he is

a

<mnd

man.

a

nnrn

man

an

ahlo

man, with a stomach which can doable-discount Hallet Kiibourne, and still keep up the
racket.”
The Democrats in

Congress are beginning
growl about Heister Clymer and his investigations. They say that he takes hold
to

of matters over which his committee has not

the slightest jurisdiction, and they are trying to devise some way to choak him off.
Meanwhile Clymer rather enjoys the role of
the great investigator, and is disposed to
“sail in.”
The Illinois Republicans are getting up a
pretty lively campaign over their gubernatorial nomination. One of the objections
made to “Uncle Elihu” Washburne’s candidacy is that he only wants to use the governorship as a stepping stone for Gen. Logan’s
place in the Senate, but that is met and
flanked by the statement from Mr. Washburne that he really couldn’t be hired to go
back to Congress to either the House or the
Senate, but that he should “be immensely
gratified to receive tbe nomination for governor.”
__

Current Soles.
Exaggeration is a bad practice. The Boston Post says that the government printing
costs five millions more than it ought to.
It doesn’t cost but two millions anyway.—
Springfield Union.
The rivalry among the old women on the
Centennial bed quilt question is raging with
true Revolutionary fervor. Thus far a Sandy Creak. N. Y., grandma is ahead, with a
vari colored patchwork of 5,721 pieces.—N. Y. Commercial.
Bristow isn’t much given to talking, but,
like Paddy’s parrot, he must keep up considerable thinking over why it is that the papers
always say “Blaine and Bristow.” when
coupling his name with the great ex-Speakers’s. Can anybody explain! We can’t.—N.
Y. Commercial.
To-day the two most prominent candidates
before the people lor the Republican nominauwu

i'Fc33i3 uiaiuc

aiiu

jDtisiuW)
seems

aim

lu

New Hampshire, while there

to be a
predominant feeliDg favoring the former, it is
safe to say that the second choice of the
friends of Mr. Blaine is Mr. Bristow, and the
second choice of the Bristow men is Mr.

Blaine.—N. II. Sentinel.
That General Grant is responsible for what
has happened it would require the most
shameless hardihood to deuy. We do not
impute to him any personal share in the

crimes perpetrated, or any such knowledge of
the proceedings of the knaves to whom he
had entru-ted the higest responsibilities that
he could swear to their conduct as a witness,
but be cannot escape censure on two important grounds: in the first place, for culpable
indifference to the character of those to whom
he gave the offices which they have disgraced,
and in the second place for culpable blindness
to circumgtauces which should have leu him
to suspect their guilt.—N. F. Evening Post

Inquiry made of some of the larger wholesale dry goods and clothing houses of this
city, reveals the fact that the sales for the

month of March exceeded the sales for the
same month of last year.
This result was
reached notwithstanding the fact that they
have given less credit, the bills have been
smaller, and they have picked their customers with more care.
If the retail trade
has been dull it was undoubtedly due to the

unfavorable weather. Prices are very low,
and with the return of pleasant days the
sales will undoubtedly be large. One of our
leading merchants, just returned from New
York, says that notwithstanding the dullness of the trade, the merchants have more
confidence than heretofore, feeling that the
corner has been turned and that business
will soon be brisk.—Boston Traveller.
In an editorial headed The
Inquisition, the
the Boston Advertiser criticises the course
pursued by the investigating committee of
the House. It says: "The pursuit of the
Secretary of the Navy is a case in point. Mr.
Robesou is no favorite of ours. The depart-

ment has not been particularly well administered uuder his management. As a minister
he has been too obsequious to power, and too
acquiescent in the presence ol rogues, to inBut of
spire confidence in stormy times.
personal or official dishonesty, the committee
of investigation, with the help of ten thousand disappointed claimants aud spies from
every quarter of tbe country, has found not a
trace. Charges without number have been
made, hurried into print as fresh revelations
of discovered fraud, repeated again and again
even alter they have been refuted, but in

Onr New York Letter.
Mr. Dana’s Rrjectiaa an Achievement of
the Newspapers—The
Flippancy and Imparlance af Newspaper Criticism—An
Illustration af Democratic Statesmanship—Presidential Candidates.

knowledge.”

Mr. Dana’s

New York, April 8, 187ft
rejection is the work of the news-

Neither Butler nor Lawrence are entitled to the discredit of it. It was exclusively the achievement of the ‘‘proud palladium.” With that calm assurance which is so
thoroughly characteristic of the profession the
editors took the matter in hand precisely as
they assume to regulate and direct ail the
affairs of state, and they soon made a wreck of
Mr. Dana’s chances. He helped the thing
along by rushing into print. It may have been
all very well for him to write a letter to one of
the Massachusetts senators, bnt that he should
publish it before it was seat was an act by no
meaos calculated to
impress the Senate with a
favorable opinion of his diplomatic
qualities.
paper.

Obituary.
A. T. Stewart, the Merchant Prince.
Alexander T. Stewart, the well known
dry
goods merchant of New York, died yesterday at
1.30 p. m., of inflamation of the bowels, aged

view to the ministry, and it is said that in afyears the great merchant expressed the fear
that he might have succeeded better io some
a

ter

other profession or business
It is also stated
that be had a decided liking*for classical studies aQd kept them up while in active business.

This, however, may be doubted. In 1825, with
a small sum of money, left him by friends in
Ireland, he set up a small retail dry goods store
in New York. He was married about this time
and he and his wife “kept house’’ in one loom
over the store.
When his business increased so
that he was obliged to have clerks, he got more
house room and boarded them, Mrs. Stewart
doing the work. He devoted himself exclu-

sively to business, working in his store from
fourteen to eighteen hours.
When Mr. Stewart began business merchants
relied upon themselves. Credit was difficult to
obtain; banks were cautions and bankruptcy
was not looked upon as a means of
making
Bat it is to an accident, which would
money,
have swamped most rneo, that Mr. Stewart
owed his final sucoess. When doing bnsinesg
in his small store a note which he had given
was about to mature which he could not pay.
Instead of going to his creditors and offering

thirty

fifty

or

per cent, in three or six

months,

pay promptly it ne saonncea nis
last dollar. Accordingly be marked every article in his store down below the wholesale price
and Hooded the city with handbills, originating
the “selling-off-at-cost” style of advertising.
These hand-bills told the story and his bargains
told the truth of the story..
The little shop
ne resoiveu to

peachment.
The “Independent” p apers are disgusted
with their protege Senator Booth of California an account of his vote against Dana. The

In 1864 we find Messrs. Stone and Keep, of
the American Asylum, opposing an appropriation for a new institution for the instruction
of those too young to be received at Hartford, on the ground that the “logic of facts
was entirely against the system of articulation.” It was “a theory ot visionary enthusiasts.” Teachers in institutions where the
sign-langUage was employed, although devoted to the interests of their pupils and to humanity, were entirely convinced that they had
given the system of visible speech a thorough
trial, that to attempt to teach it was to go
back to the dark ages, and that the results if
persevered in would be to give an articulation
to which the Gling of a saw or the shriek of
the steam-whistle would be music. Yet Harriet B, Rogers and other enthusiasts persisted, and the “logic of facts” shows a class of
six, graduating with a good academic education, as evinced by their theses, and with oral
readings and recitations, which were pleasing
and interesting to the auditors. Not only is
the fact demonstrated, but the method is introduced a9 a part ot the common school system of Boston, and even the sign-language institutions are taking it up successfully. As
wonderful as was the telegraph when it first
broke upon us, almost as startling was the
realization which came to the operators a few
years later that reading the marks on paper
was to become obsolete while the ear would

through the blood.
For Ulcers and Eruptive Diseases of the
Shin, Pustules, Pimples, Blotches* Roils,
Tetter, Scaldhead and Biogworm, Vegetine has never failed to effect a permanent cure.
For Pains in the Back. Kidney Complaints, Dropsy Female Weakness, Lencorrhoea* arising from internal ulceration, and
uterine diseases and General Debility,Vegetine
acts directly upon the causes of these complaints.
It invigorates and strengthens the whole system, acts
upon the secretive organs, allavs inflammation, cures
ulceration and regulates the bowels.
For Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Habitual Costiveness, Palpitation oi the Heart, Headache, Piles, Nervousness and General
Prostration of the Nervous System, no
medicine has ever given such perfect satifketion as
It purifies the blood, cleanses all
the Vegetine.
other organs, and possesses a controlling power over
the nervous system.
The remarkable cures effected by Vegetine have
induced many physicians and apothecaries whom we
know to prescribe and use it in their own families.
In fact, Vegetine is the best remedy yet discovered for the above diseases, and is the only relia
ble Bi.OOD PURIFIER yet placed before
the public.
Are not the many testimonials given for the different complaints satisfactory to any reasonable person
suffering from any disease mentioned above, that
they can be cured? Read the different testimonials
given, and no one can doubt. In many of these cases
the persons say that their pain and suffering cannot
be expressed, as in case of Scorfula, where, apparently, the whole body was one mass of corruption.
If Vegetine will relieve pain, cleanse, purify and
cure such diseases, restoring the patient to perfect
health after trying different physicians, many remedies, suffering for years, is it not conclusive proof, if
you are a sufferer, you can be cured?
Why is this
medicine performing such great cures? It works in
the blood, in the circulating fluid.
It can truly be
called the Great Blood Purifier.
The great source
of disease originates in the blood; and no medicione
that does not act directly upon it, to purify and len-

about 73 years.
Mr. Stewart of Scotch-Irish parentage, and
was born near Belfast, Ire'and, about 1803. He
was educated at Trinity Coilegs, Dublin, and
came to New York city in 1823, where he taught
for a short time. His early instruction was with

Harry Hans, well known to the last generPortlanders, had the reputation of
beiDg the biggest fool in town; but this he
disclaimed; his sister was a bigger fool, he
said, because she didn’t know it. Our country is not only behind'some others in important branches of education, but we do not
know it. The following, from the journal of
George Ticknor, during his residence in Madrid in 1818, will illustrate this:

practiced

ENT AND DIURETIC.

The respectable people of Chicago'seem to
be in earnest in their determination that the
city shall not be handed over to the thieves

ing

knowledge

SOLV-

every case it has turnd out that the Secretary
was either entirely right, or it he erred at all,
it was only with such error of judgment as
is consistent with official rectitude, and such
as his worst enemies never dreamed of susThere is
pecting unt'l long after the fact.
wrong-doing enough to be uncovered. No
person bolding public office who is conscious
of guilt has any title to consideration or protection when the blow falls.
But this Is a
specimen of partisan warfare warranted by
no valid
evidence, so far as we have any

mer.

“There are a tew institutions for education here
that should be sepaiately mentioned, because though
useful, they have no fixed position iu the general system
In the first place, there is the school for the
deaf and dumb. It should be remembered, in speaking of this, that the world owes the power of teaching
them to Spain, for it was Bonet—to wh >m Lope de
Vega has addressed one ot his sonnets—that first invented it. The present institution is not a large or
an old one.
It was established on the return of the
king, who gives ts it 2,500 of the 4 500 dollars it costs
and
contains
yearly,
only twenty-seven pupils They
are well taught to read, write, etc., and, what is
One fact I witnessed,
more, to speak intelligibly.
and knew therefore personally, which is extremely
curious. Not one of the pupils, of course, can ever
have heard a human sound, and all their
and practice in speaking must come from their imitation of the visible mechanical movement of the
lips, and other organs of enunciation, by their teachers, who are all Castilians; yet each speaks clearly
and decidedly, with the accent of the province from
which he comes, so that I could instantly distinguish
the Catalonians and Biscayous and Castilians, while
in Spanish felt the Malagan
others more
and Andalusian tones. How is this to be explained
but by supposing an absolutely and originally different conformation of the organs of speech ?”

are

TONIC,

the

ation of

d.Vwi vi4

Vis

for

tuition
of
deaf
mutes
as
a
part of the Portland common
school system
will invest
with interest the report
from the Clarke Institution of the graduation of its first class, which
completed its eight-year course last sum-
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&

’*• H,

2

PORTLAND RUBBER TYPE CO.,

jeal
ber*.

LOCKE,

Snupaptr Advertising Agents,
31 VA..X

P

Miict Metal

providence, R. I..

*

2

A. A. GRAHAM, 67 Liberty Street, New York.
mhl5
d&w6ml2
#

C. J. WHEELER,

BATES

ni

Z

ACENTS WANTED.

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON,

VEK SI’A

<

Carries a X inch ball with accupi
racy fifty ieet, without powder or
(9
percussion. Brass barrel, hair trigger. For sale
by dealers. By mail, free for 75 cents, with per-

DODD’S

121

O

UeKBHiI.il; <<>.. tail U id dir St.
MEBBILL.

a day of Public Humiliation, Fasting and
Pbayeb ; and I earnestly recommend that the day
be observed in a manner befitting the solemn purpose for which it is set apart—the strengthening of
our allegiance to Him in whose hands are the welfare
of men and the permanence of states.
Given at the Council Chamber, at Augusta, this
thirty first day of March, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventysix, and of the independence of the United
States of America, the one hundredth.
SELDEN CONNOR.
By the Governor.
S. J. Chadboubne, Secretary of State.

Ask for Griffen’s Rlieu- i
matic Remedies, they all 5
bear our trademark and
signature, and are put up |
securely. Price $1.00 each; B
forwarded to any part of S
the United States by express, prepaid, on receipt
of $1.35.

U

Twentieth Day of April

Next,

**

3

THE GOVERNOR.
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LOSS
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NERVE
POWER euredby use oi
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MAINE.

PROCLAMATION !

Thursday, tSie

®

►>

“P. ot. P.”

OF

The Chinese scare in San Francisco has
ils origin in the decision of the Supreme
Court that states have no right to impose
checks and restrictions on emigrants. The
state of California had by legislation imposed a long list of such restrictions and by
them had to a great extent prevented Chinese
immigration. With these restrictions removed
a large influx of Celestials is to be looked for,
and consequently the workingmen of San
Francisco who are unable to compete with
John Chinaman’s cheap labor are greatly
agitated. Unfortunately for them our treaty
with China expressly recognizes the right of
residents of the two countries to emigrate
from one to the other, and as China has kept
her faith to us it is a little difficult to see how
we can honorably break our pledge to her.

to encounter

Following the established usage, I hereby appoint,
by and with the advice and consent of the Executive
Council,

uvaie, hub any just ciaun upon public attention.
When the blooa becomes lifeless and stagnant, either
from change of weather or of climate want of exercise, irregular diet, or from any other cause, the
Vegetine will renew the blood, curry oil the putrid
humors, cleanse the stomach, regulate the bowels,
and impart a tone ot vigor to the whole body. The
conviction is, in the public mind as well as in the
medical profession, that the remedies supplied by
the Vegetable Kingdom are more safe, more successful in the cure of disease, than mineral medicines.
Vegetine is composed of roots, barks and herbs. It
is pleasant to take, and is perfectly safe to give an
infant. Do you need it? Do not hesitate to try it.
You will never regret it.

PI

Watches, Jewelry

BY

§
|ft

h

ic Rheumatism
Neuralgia*
Spinal Complaints, can only

Schumacher,

ttention.

«

3. A.

H

Scrofulous Honor, Tumors, Cancer* CanHumor, Erysipelas, Salt Rheum,
Syphilitic diseases, Canker, faiotne** at
the Stomach, and all diseases that arise from impure blood. Sciatica,Inflammatory and Chon-

at-

FRESCO PAINTER,

*237

Stair Builders.

STATE

Vegetine is made exclusively from the juices of
carefully selected parks, roots and herbs, and so
strongly concentrated that it will effectually eradicate from the system every taint of Scorfula,

FUEL.

Middle

Chas. J.

TKK, No. !>;* Eichuvgf

e MBPl, Vo. Tail Fo r Street,cor.
C'roi«H St in Ochno’H .fJIill
€i. t*
B!OOI*I-:R, t or. fork nod ftlnplc•^trprl*.

0

republican national committee.

Washington, January 13,1876.

<1
ft

cerous

Doubles tbe strength in three months. Do^s not
Refreshes anil invigorates.
fatigue nor exhaust.
Removes dyspepsia and indigestion. Tones the nervous system.
Improves the circulation. Warms the
extremiti«s. Increases the general vitality.

N fleet.

Beal Estate Agents.
JOHN €. FHIM
Nlrrft.

FAVORITE

Street,
jan5dlf

!TllLLEK,No.9l Federal Street

«

‘i9 Mnrk.t Square Portlnud Me.
eodtf

I. 3?. FARRINGTON’S,

LADIES

Hoofers*

*

W UTTER BROS. & CO.

novlOdtf

180

Plumbers.

Mctov 3c CO., 2S *»»

E. D. MORGAN, Chairman,
WM. E. CHANDLER, Secretary,

®

of the

goods.

A. S. DAVIS A CO., No SO Middle Street.

J. N.

r

ness.

We have purchased of MESSRS SHEPARD & Co.,
their entire stock of mantels and have been appointed
by the Mayfield Slate Co. soleagents for Portland
aud vicinity for all goods manufactured by them.

LAW,

1 THOBODHGH GYMSASTIC SYSTEM

Photographer.

h
R

Purifies the Blood, RcnoTates and Inrigorates the Whole System.

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

Pattern and Model Maker.
BARROUK, !iSO Fore Street, Cor.

J. 1.
of CrosM, Portland.

w

2

VEGETINE

aul7

nov5dtf

JATIIiN

Weak-

apr6

WM. H. MOTLEY,

Office in

Mhoers at No* 70 Pearl St.

•

AND MENTION PAPER.

CRNJfl,

COUNSELLOR AT

WHITNEY, No. 50 Ex.
all kinds

Horse Abners.
BOUISSON A
YOUNG, Experienced
11

P.

JOHN

St.

Si.
Upholstering of
done to order.

change

Nervous

cured

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
WAI.TKK COREY Ac
18 jFree Street.

JOBBER,

5B Market Street, Printers Exchange,
Jul
PORTLAND, ME.
dly

tended to.

Street.__
Carpenters and Buildeis.
WBITNKY & WEANS,
posite the Park.

&

Street.

SHACK FORD, No. 35 Plum

8

Marblized Slate Mantles.

PORTLAND.

11, Printers’

Exchange

No. Ill

MAKER

Legal business of

Book Binders.
A. «ll’INCY.

of
official dishonesty, and an economical administration of the Government by
honest, faithful and capable officers; who are in favor of making such reforms in government as experience may from time to
time suggest; who are opposed to impairing the credit ot the nation by depreciating any of its obligations,
and in favor of sustaining in every way the national
fkith and financial honor; who hold that the common
school system is the nursery of American liberty, and
should be maintained absolutely free from sectarian
believe that, for the promotion ct these
control,
ends, the direction of the Government should continue to be confided to those who adhere to the principles of 1776, and support them as incorporated in
the Constitution and the laws; and who are in tavor
of recognizing and strengthening the fundamental
principle of National Unitv in this Centennial Anniversary of the birth of the Republic.

„

Neuralgia, Nervous Pros-

octlldtf

119 1-2 Exchange Street,

Booksellers and Stationers.

WM.

PROPRIETOR FOR MAINE.

means

ft

M
0
Ee,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

BABCOCK

sophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, Ac.,

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
FOGG, No. 01 Middle

P.

MANUFACTURER OF
Watch and Chronometer Markers’ Tools,
Mathematical, Optical and Philo-

from 8 until 9.

HOY J A

C. IL. MARSTON.

*

manner.

MODEL

17th.

ft
J

_

We are also prepared to receive orders for the copy
ing of Specifications, Deeds, Bonds and all kiuds o!
Papers, which will he done in a prompt and satisfac-

C.

April

Brokers!

atter being properly adjusted is always regulated,
an actual saving of from 15 to 40 per cent, in
the consumption of gas over any other burner.

with

Office Fluent Block, (Room No. 14)
Corner Congress & Exchange Sts.,
PORTLAND, ME.

—

EASTER MONDAY,

»

°

of Hie
fills and Elixir—alternating one witli the other
according to Directions.
To
effect a permanent
cure, the Pills and Elixir
must be used in conjunclion with the Liniment.

ft

q

Shade the light is deflected, and being so
as to allow the heat to pass upwards,

of

s

constructed

14S Exchange Slrce«,
Agent Wanted.

the
is

Treated

<■

Writing; Visiting Cards a Specialty.
Jan26dtf

HALL,

£

FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT,

tory

Irish American Relic! Association
—

GEO. SI. CLARE
_

by the members of the

33.

oPtivdeb,

9*«_
CHAS. W. DAVIS.

n

A

i

our

in

disease

H

edec ed to be the best Gas Light vcr produced—
quite as steady as the Argand, which varies as ihe
pressures varies, and need to be constantly watched,
as all know, beside the great annoyance from the
heat caused by the styles of the shade and cbimDey.

By

No. 37 Plum Street.

will be presented the play of

P.

BERRY,

cmd (paid

c,

u

..

Eox office opens Thursday.
Tickets limited to
ten to each person.
Ladies’ flaiinee every Wednesday and Saturavat2 p- m.
Box office open from 9 a. m„ to 9 p. m.
se2dtf

articles

The

p and removes the inflam0 malion. the cause ot pain
m
in a very short time, thus
5 restoring freedom ol movey ment and elasticity to the
r joints.
The disease being
0 a blood poison, of a pecuft liar nature, is

ft

Combined

!

ft
£h

j

Gas Burner, Regulator and Shade

.iff

prepared
market.

g

THE ELLIS PATENT

Wild.©,

nov8

Store,

CONSUMERS!

The Natural Magnetic Physician,
shall lay hands on them and they shall be healed.
Rooms 11 and 12 Fluent Block

He

Isadora Cameron

Rubber

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.
matOdtf

UndLor ta lx. or*.

Dr. R. T.

PRICE LIST—No. 1. For
Children 4 to 6 years $1.00.
No. 2. For Children 6 to 8,
No 3. For Chil$1.10
dren, 8 to 10, $1.20, No. 4
For Children, 10 to 14. $1.30. No 5. For Ladies and
Children, 14 years and upwards, $1.40. No. G. For
Geutlemen of moderate strength, $1 50. No. 7, $2 GO.
Complete set of seven, $9 00. No. 7 is fitted with a
screw-eye and hook to attach to the wall or floor.
Two of this size properly arranged make a complete
Gymnasium. Sent post-paid upon receipt of price.
Address

Hall's

Sexton Second Parish Church,

Tuesday evening,

ft

^

externally
by
the Liniment,
which, when properly applied, reduces the swelB ling, relieves the tension

244= Middle Street*

Probate Easiness and Collections.

*m

only

the

Scientifically

«

MAINE.

matted._

The next Uniou Republican National Convention
for the nomination of candidates for President and
Vice-President of the United States will be held in
the city of Cincinnati, on Wednesday, the fourteenth
day of June, 1876, at 12 o’clock noon, and will consist
of delegates from each State equal to twice the number ot its Senators and Representatives in Congress,
and of two delegates from each organized Territory
and the district of Columbia.
In calling the conventions for the election of delegates, the committees of the several States are recommended to tnvite all Republican electors, and ail
other voters, without
regard to past political dilterences or previous party affilatioDs. who are
opposed to reviving sectional issues, and desire to
promote friendly feeling and permanent harmony
throughout the country by maintaining and enforcing
all tne constitutional rights of
every c tizen, including tfie full and free exercise oi the right ot
suffrage
witnout intimidation and without
fraud; who are in
favor of the continued prosecution aud
punishment
all

R

MANUFAOTUKKK OF

Congress and Exchange Streets.

I. T. IVI E II & CO.,

disease that afflicts
95 per centum of the
human race
Almost evcry effort heretofore made
in the treatment of this
disease has been to allay
the
present
suffering
trusting to luck to eflect a
cure. DR. P. J. ORIFFEN
A CO., after years ot research, now present to the

R

ST.,

__

Republican National Convention.

§

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,

boxed and

«
w

over

R

dtf

journal.

1S76.

M
R

J. H.

*

Reception Ilall, City Building, Tuesday,
April 1 Ilk, 1870.
Tickets 25 cents.
apr7d4t
v

W

PERRY,

HOOPER,
U h* HO LSTERER

or reserve commu-

■

0

201, Nearly Opp. (lie Falmouth.

dtf

J.

Rheumatism
is

—

will be given at

jl

o

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

Wedne«day afternoon, from 3 to 5 o’clock,
Admission, 5 cents. The Fair will continue during
week.aplOdlw*
—

ISepair

janl

1-3 EXCHANGE

49

on

INTRODUCTORY

b

Clocks, Ac
W'atches and Jewelry left for
Insured against Fire#

Parlor

a

TO

Attorney at l*aw,

_

Fair

Waltham, Elgin A Swiss Watches, Specta*.
cles, Opera Classes* Silver Ware,

Fxchangc St,

JOHN

toot of Dow St
d5t

Cengrcss St.,

aplO

1
g

jan3ldlw*ttf

Tickets for admission, 25 cents, which entitle eacl
holder to a premium valued from 25 cents to $2.00.

JOS.

JEWELER,
201 MIDDLE ST.,

removed to

PORTLAND,

janl3

sam<

Friday

FOGG,

COTTNSEIjI.OR-AT-I.AW.

GRID FLORR EXHIBITION

till

guaranty cf good faith.
We cannot undeitake to return
nications that are not used.
as a

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned
by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. Ail railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our

BLOCK,

jams_dtf

42 1-2

Monday, April 10th,

STANTON

Has

EASTER FLOWERS

WRITE

OR

No. 31 1-2 Exchange Street.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

with

but

Law,

at

1876

We do not read anonymous letters aud communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensaole, not necessarily tor publication

; DTw. FESSENDEN,
Attorney

peess.

TD£sda¥ Hum APEIL 11,

Plans and Specifications for Iron or Wooden
Bridges, or the combination. Plans and bills of Timber for Wharves, &c., &c
apr7d3m

less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine Statj :
Pbess” (which has a large circulation in every par
of the State) for $1 Ofl
per square tor first insertion
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

pains

CO.,

JORDAN &

Ciril Engin«m and Email Sarveyow,
No. I»4 Middle St., Portland*Me.
Surveys made for Proposed Railroads. Water
Mill Dams, and Storage Reservoirs surveys
Works,
| of
!
Counties, Towns, House Lots, &c Estimates of

or

taken extra

ttttt;

MISCELLANEOUS.

&c

of

Having

MISCELLANEOUS.

| Brickwork, Plastering. Slating, Stone Masonry,
j Earthwork, Earth and Stone Excavation, &c., &c.,

Is published every Thursday Mobsi.no it $2.50;
year, if paid iu advance at $2.00 a year.
Rates

E. C.

CARDS.

ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

crowded and his name became a household
word among that class who seek to get the most
for their money. In a few days the crowd extended out on the pavement, and In a short
time every article in the shop was sold out The
was

troublesome note

was paid and a handsome balAfter this experience it is said that
he purchased no more on credit. He watched
the market in old times.
In 1848 he built his large marble store on
Broadway aad Chambers street, and from that
time to this has been at the head of the dry
goods business in this country. Today his name
is known in all the markets of the world. He
ance

left.

had the sole control of many desirable brands
ol goods and made the trade pay tribute to
him. He was a shrewd and skilful purchaser.
He watched the market, and in lime became
the master.
He led and all others followed.
His mark on goods sold them.
He brought
new

methods to the trade.

He could furnish

emeraency. His capacity as an
He dies with the
organizer was wonderful.
reputation of having amassed a larger fortune
by trade than any man who ever lived in this
an

army

on

an

country.

During the war he was a strenuous upholder
of the Union, and was prominently identified
with the Republican party.
President Grant

And

theD, to make matters worse, the newspaper men, not content with commanding the
nomination, which was entirely proper and
seemly, must needs threaten and bully the

Senate, a proceeding that natnrally provoked
the indignation and disgust of the Bepublicans
and Democrats in that body and rendered the
confirmation impossible.
It is hardly worth while to speculate
upon
the probable

passing

over

results which would flow from
the administration of the govern-

ment to the press, as there are
constitutional
obstacles to such a consummation which are
insuperable. The constitution has confided
these functions to the Executive and the
two
houses of Congress. Yet in spite of this or-

ganic law, the jonrnalists of the country manfully deem it their prerogative to take care of
all these matters. If they
(simply contented
themselves with offering advioe and suggestions in decorons and respectful
language, It
would be all well enough, but ordinarily they
issue their commands in terms so peremptory
and offensive that a plantation overseer would
be ashamed of them.
The flippant and impertinent tone of current
criticism in respect to the highest legislative
assemoiy

or

tne nation is an

affront to common

decency. The members of that house, independently of their high station, are, with now
and then a possible exception, gentlemen of
education and culture. Most of them hare
reached their present elevation by the
display
of eminent abilities in other spheres of private

public duty. There is no reason for supposing that they are less conscientious, upright or
patriotic than the average of their fellow citi-

or

On the contrary it is a natural infereuoe
that they excel in those attributes, otherwise
they could not have attained political honors
so high that they are the eager
quest of honorable ambition. The deliberations of the chamber are as a general rule remarkably dignified
and courteous, and the conduct of the Senators
zens.

Individually and collectively is circumspect and
irreproachable.
Nevertheless it is the commonest thing in the
world to find in newspapers of wide circulation
insolent insinuations or coarse lampoons directed against many of the ablest and purest
members of this august oouncil of the Repub-

lic. Their acts are misrepresented, their motives impugned, their record falsified with an
effrontery which could not be practiced in any

community,

civilized or savage, which bad not
become habituated to, and demoralized by, noxious clamor and vulgar ribaldry. If any one of
these seventy-four Senators were to perpetrate

during

bis six years term a single act as violative either of truth or of propriety as these editorial censors practice almost daily, he would
be expelled from his seat. With no higher standard of morals than that which prevails in

his first Secretary of the
but being a heavy importer he could
not accept the position.
Mr. Stewart did not have the reputation of
being given to promiscuous benevolence. He
never had time to give to the begging promoters
of charitable objects. He was said to be a terror to such persons. Frequently he has bestowed his wealth in large amounts. In 1847, at the
time of the famine iu Ireland, he chartered a
vessel, loaded her with provisions and sent her
as a gift to his native country.
He has carried
out a plan of his own for furnisbing laboring
men with comfortable homes in the vicinity of

newspaper circles the government would crumble to pieces. Its real foundation is the faith of
the people, and that would be forfeited wholly
if it were put to such a test.

New York, During the war he was liberal.
He is represented as a man hard and rather
reDnlsive. of average heivht. slim with a Hi-

ment should be directed to tbe exposure and
excoriation of tbe vice. Everybody reads tbe
papers, and if they are rapidly becoming impotent for good, they still retain a prodigious

nominated him as

Treasury,

bernian face, almost red bair, with sharp, cold
and rapacious features, and cold, clear eyes.
[From the Detroit Free Press.]

A

Quaker Trick.

When a stranger has climbed four pairs of
stairs and made a half dozen turns he finds
himself at the door of the chief editorial room
of the Philadelphia Bulletin. Max Adeler sits

just inside, and

as the stranger enters he is
seated at Adder’s right hand.
He is seated in
an old-fashioned splint-bottomed chair, the bottom of which has gone to look for the dust of

the Pilgrim fathers.
There’s a newspaper
spread over the vacant spot, and Mr. Adeler

cheerfully remarks:
“Sit right down—fine day—when did

ar-

you
rive?
The man sits down. If he is a small man be
sits on the floor, his feet slant toward the ceiling, his knees dig into his throat, and his back
is dreadfully bent, while his bat is jammed
over his eyes.
"Fed through, eh?” inquires Mr. Adeler as
he looks around. “How do you like Philadel-

phia?”

The si ranger struggles, finds himself fast, and
asks to bo extricated. He is politely informed
that it is against the rules of the office to
extricate any one who falls through the chair
in which Artemus Ward used to sit, and is in
just the condition he left it.
“Does Philadelphia come up to your idea?”
kindly inquires Mr. Adeler as he opens another

exchange.

The stranger sets to work to bust that chair
break his back, but he can do neither.
He
thinks the joke has been carried far enough,
but is informed that it is not a joke—that no
man around that office was ever more sober in
bis life.
The victim tries to laugh, and remarks that
five minutes more will finish his spinal col-

or

umn.

“Oh,

no it won’t,” replies Mr.
Adeler.
men who were on the
of
the grave to live in your position for
verge
one hour and sixteen minutes!”
After a quarter of an hour or more Mr.
Adeler calls in three more editors and intro
duces them to the stranger, and they want to
know if he is pleased with Philadelphia, and
if he has any hard feelings against the memory
of William Penn. Five minutes is then spent
in debating whether the victim can be Extricated under a suspension of the rules. The
vole is a tie, and the city editor Is called in to

“Why, I have known

vaou

a

uauuv.

uc

UidArO

»

rApiUlUlU)'

his reason lor voting “yea,” and after twentyfive minutes have passed away the stranger is
released, a photograph of William Penn is
given him and he is told that any street car
line will tabe him to the Centennial grouuds.

News and Other Items.
It is said that Colonel Forney is writing

a

play.
Dufferiu’s late fancy

ball

in

Canada

cost

$30,000

Only 11,740,500 postal cards were issued daring March.
Mr. Bennett’s marriage with Miss May bas,
according to tbo Washington Chronicle, been
for a year,
Ex-Gov. Letcher of Virginia has had the
good sense to decline the appropriation recently

postponed

made by the Legislature of tbat state to
for bis expenses during a fit of sickuess.

Boston,

as

becomes the

American

pay

Athens,

pays the largest per capita postage in the
United States. $3.S0. New York follows with

$3.16, and Chicago comes next.
per capita in twenty-two cities of

The average
the Uuiou is

$2 01.
When Dr. Mary Walker gets mad she is mad
in every sense of the word. It is uot simply a
convulsion of the sides, au undue shaking of
the diaphragm and a quick
quivering of the
lips, but from the soles of her small feet to the
of
her felt hat she rages. List
top
week, while
she was passing dowo one of the
principal
streets of San
Francisco, a very small bootblack, no larger than a minute, with red hair
and a pugged nose, cried
out, “Hello, pants
where are you goin’ with that woman?” and,
without stopping to pull down her vest, she
took the boy in at the first grab and shook
him until the air fairly swarmed with a large
assortment of blacking boxes, brushes, hat and
yells. When the bov picked himself up from
the pavement, she placed her arms auimto
and inquired, “How do you like it as far aB
you have got?” The boy didn’t say, and si e
passed into an apothecary shop and laid in a
stock of

peppermint drops.

There is no doubt
in

a

great maoy of the strict-

public men which are so rife originate
thoughtlessness. It would be too serious a

ures

upon

reflection upon human

they

were

all

uic, luicvwuuo,

prints

nature

inspired by
nuu

nucu

that
Bad habits

to assume

malice.
bciwuu

(iiuiuiIttfUb

tbe fashion of recklessness of statement and rudeness of tenor, their evil example
is apt to find numerous inadvertent imitators.
But it is high time a wholesome public sentiset

capacity for mischief.
The right to discuss an executive nomination
temperately and decorously is indisputable.
It is the legitimate province of publicists to

express their opinions freely on suob subjects.
But to do this in a vituperative and declamatory spirit is simply to destroy tbe effect of the

performance. Senators are presumed to act
upon their oaths, and it must be conceded that
their knowledge of the facts is superior to that
of the general public. Nominations are considered in secret session, and until tbe injunction of secrecy is removed the causes which
may have induced a confirmation or rejection
matters of conjecture rather than certainty.
I regretted extremely that Mr. Dana’s appointare

ment was not approved by the Senate, but until tbe reason why can be ascertained, it seems
to me to be in excessively bad taste to assail
those who prevented it, with abusive epithets.
It is quite as objectionable to furnish a list of
affirmative and negative votes, for that is at
The name of our Reparaded in this way by
a hostile sheet, although it is difficult to comprehend how any body, possessing ordinary
mfeans of obtaining information in respect to
best mere guess work.
publican Senator was

movements at the Capitol could have made any
mistake about his friendliness to the confirmation.
Taken in connection with antecedent
misrepresentations of the same party in the
same quarter, the inference is justifiable that
the error was intentional. That is one of the

exceptional privileges of the press. If the
facts do not ^conform to thsir theories they
must be set aside.
No ethical limitations are
permitted to restrain the soaring fancy of the
man
who illuminates the popular mind
from the editorial tripod. If his averments are
he simply responds with vehement iterations of the original fabrication.
The country has had an impressive opportunity to observe tbe height, and depth and
breadth of Democratic statesmanship in the recent cutting off of the anDroDriation for li»ht
and fuel for the publio offices to Washington
and the principal cities of the Union. Oar

oontradioted,

new Post Office is unswept becanse there
is no money to pay the sweepers, and would
□ot be supplied with gas, if the parties who
furnish it had not consented to give the government credit until the means could be tarnished to remedy the deficiency. If this is the
consequence of giving tbe opposition sway in
one branch of Congress what would happen if
they bad all three? That is a question the people will be called upon to answer next November at the ballot box.
Tbe roll of Republican candidates for tbe
Cincinnati nomination is narrowing as tbe
time for action approaches. There are

grand

really

but two whose chances at this momeut are
worth calculating. One of them is from your
State and tbe other from ours. Morton labors
under such

disadvantages, both because of his
physical disability aud his somewhat erratic fi-

nancial record, that it is scarcely possible for
him to command the requisite support.
Mr.
Bristow is a favorite among those who know
him. His fine presence and efficient administration of the Treasury Department give him
considerable prestige.
But the geographical
objectiou in bis case is one that will almost certainly prove fatal to his chances. No man will
have a place on that ticket who lives in a
Southern State. There is not one of tbe thirty seven delegations, whether hailing from tbe
North or the South, upon whom that objectiou
will not make a grave impression. Tbe Southwill oppose such a choice eveu more
strenuously that, tbe Northerners. Therefore,
in my mind Mr. Bristow cannot be
erners

reckoned

among the available candidates.
Consequently assuming that neither Maine nor New York
:an carry off the
prize, some comparatively anknown man may come to the
surface as has
happened more than once before. But it will
sot be anybody whose
of the

support
present
o)ministration has ever been lukewarm or
halting, Tbe Republican heart has lost none
hf its
hus

confldence.in,

and devotion to, the iilnstrinow honors the

soldier and statesman, who

Executive clair.

He is entitled to and will re-

ceive tbe sincere encomiums of the party to
which be has always been constant and of the
country which be has served in war and in
peace with an ability and fidelity which deservedly rank him as the foremost citizen of
the Republic.
Yarmouth.
[Jewish Times.]

Sn apping Souls.
AN INGENIOUS STORY FOR THE

CREDULOUS.

THE EMMA MINE.

BY TELEGRAPH.

Ex-Judge McKean’s

Forty •Fourth

Washington, April 10,—Whoa the House
Committee on Foreign Affairs met this mornFire in Lewiston.
ing Gen. Scbenck’s counsel submitted a list of
Lewiston, April 10.—The dwelling of M. E. witnesses for whom subpoenas were desired, in
Perkins, Main street, was consumed by fire this order that they might testify in support of his
statements. The list iucluded Geo. Baxter,
Insured
morning, from a defective chimney.
Mr. Gager and Sir. Selover, and numbered nine
in the Westchester Company for §1000, which
in all. Mr. Monroe remarked that these together with six for whom subpoenas had alcovers the loss.
ready been issued on application of General
Schenck’s counsel, would make fifteen, and if
YORK.
the other side wanted an equal number the
granting of the present application would involve the examination of thirty more w itnesses.
Death ot A. T. Stewart.
The committee then went into secret session to
death
10.—The
of
Mr.
New York, April
decide on the application.
He had
The committee at 12 30 o’clock opened the
Stewart took place at 1.45 o’clock.
doors and announced that they had agreed to
been sinking rapidly during the morning. The
was
maintained
and
two ser- accede to Mr. Schenck’s request to summon all
utmost quietude
vants were kept in front of the doors to answer
the witnesses named by bim.
the questions of visitors. As soon as the ruJudge James B. McKean, ex-Chief Justice
mors of his death
gained circulation callers of the Supreme Court of Utah, was sworn ard
were quite numerous.
few
were allowed
examined by Mr. Crittenden.
Very
admittance into the house. By 3 o’clock sev.
Ex-Judge McKean testified that shortly after
eral hundred persons had oongregated in front
his arrival in Utah in 1870 a suit was brought
of the house talking of Stewart’s death, his
in his court by Joseph E. Lyon, who applied
wonderful business success and probable wealth.
for an injunction to restrain the Emma Co.
His death took most people by surprise befrom selling tbe mine. Mr. Chittenden read
cause up to this morning
his symptoms had
Lyou’s statement that he endeavored to get
not taken an alarming character.
McKean removed because the latter tried a
A plaster of paris oast ot the deceased was
suit in which he was interested peisonally.
taken to-night by A Bierrstadt. The impresJudge McKean pronounced this statement utsion was very true to nature. The funeral arterly false. He had never done anythiug of
tbe kind. He recalled one case wherein he
rangements will be made known to-morrow.
discovered that two hundred feet of a certain
lode bad been located in his name without his
WASHINGTON.
knowledge and he thereupon immediately
transferred the case to another judge for trial.
He never had an interest, directly or indirectly,
The Tariff Bill.
in the Emma mine or in any other, except to
the extent above indicated, which amounted to
Washington, April 10.—The Committee on
Ways and Means today made various changes nothing, and none of his associates who are on
the bench bad any interest so far as he knew.
list
of
Morrison’s
tariff
in the free
Mr.
bill as
When he refused the injunction asked by
follows: They added'to mineral and bituminous
substances in a crude state not otherwise proLyon, Park was not interested in the miue.and
after
Park bought in he (McKean) granted the
vided the words “except chromate of iron".
order in favor of Lyon and against Paik. He
Aniline dyes and colors by whatever name
known have been taken from the free list, and had never giveu any decision favoring Park.
are to pay a duty of 25
Question—Was any attempt ever made to
per cent, advalorem,
influence your decision in the Emma mine inand French green, Paris green, mineral green,
mineral blue, Prussian blue and Indian red junction case?
not ground in oil 15 per cent, advalorem.
Judge McKean stated that Mr Hollister,
and now revenue collector in Utah, informed
Sumac and parchment have been struck from
him that Lyon had intimated that there was
the free list; also the following articles which
an interest of one-twelfih, valued at $100,000,
are to pay one-half of the present duty: Exwhich would be at the disposal of the judge if
tracts and decoctions of logwood and other dyewoods; ochres and ochrey earths; Spanish ha would grant the injunction. Both himself
brown, rurber, Vandyke brown, Venetian and Hollister regarded this with great indignarea. vermmion, rose, pins, uuicupmir, cnrome
tion, but paid no other attention to it.
Q—Wbat is Lyon’s reputation in Utah for
painter's colors
yellow and paints and
lead and oxide truth and veracity?
except white and red
A—It is bad, very bad.
of
none
of
the
above
zinc,
beiDg
Q—Would you believe him under oath?
ground in oil. Brichromate of potash, chlorate
A—I tbiDk if Mr. Lyon believed tbe truth
of potash, bydriodate of potash and iodide ace
wou.d promote his own interests he would
tate, prussiate yellow and prussiate red of pot
If he believed a lie would proash have also been taken from the free list and swear to it.
mote his own interests he would swear to
are to pay one half of the present rate.
1
that.
would not believe him under oath unThe committee have now only a page and a
was true, or
half of the bill to act on nearly altogether re- less I m\self knew what he said
.1.
lating to the free list. Tea and coffee have not
compel me to believe.
yet been considered.
In respouse to questions Judge McKean said
The Committee on Printing.
he bad no knowledge of any attempts being
The Committee on Printing further examinmade by Park or Stewart at any of the judiThe committee did not
ed Mr. Clapp today.
ciary and he had never heard anybody in Utah
regard his explanations on various subjects be- say these parties bad attempted any impropriefore them as satisfactory.
Members of the
to this mine or other iuterests in
ty in
committee assert that responsible parties whose Utah.regard
Witness testified that he resides in
names will be made
public, have proposed to Salt Lake City and is able to state that the
give ample bonds to do all the public printing opinion of practical miners and scientific exat $400,(100 per annum less than it is now done.
perts in Utah is that the Emma mine is still
They also state that the reports of Clapp do cot very valuable, and that its apparent failure is
give a correct account of the expense of printing due to incompetent or dishonest management
the Congressional Kecord, and that it is much
or both
Witness could not now recall the
greater than he represents.
name of a single expert who said the mine was
Various matters.
not a good one. His opinions was partly based
The
Senate committee on railroads this on a letter from Dr. P. C. Winslow, a scientific
laid
over
the
so-called
Huntington gentleman of Utah, to Prof. Silliman, in which
morning
project for constructing the Southern Pacific the lattet’s report was pronounced perfectly
railroad ou the line of the 22d parallel, with the
warranted by the condition of the mine, and
understanding that neither it nor the Texas by the statement of John C. Hall, a mining exand Pacific bill shall be taken up except by the
pert of Calitomia,
direction of a majority of the full committee
On the conclusion ot Judge McKean’s examand upon one week’s notice to be given by said
ination, Mr. Swann said that all Judge McKean’s testimony concerning Lyon would be
majority.
stricken from the special records a3 the com
The further investigation of the affairs of the
board of audit shows that claims against the
mittee had decided last Friday on the motion
District have been sold to D. F. Hamlin under of Gen Banks that questions affecting the
advice from Watson, clerk of the board, who
credibility of witnesses should not be brought
into this investigation.
told the holders they would never get anything
Gen. Schenck remarked that be had not been
for them as long as the claim remained in their
informed of the committee coming to any such
own hands. Thomas Lucas bad a claim which
until Judge McKean’s examinadetermination
he could never get lurther than the clerk, until
he paid H. J. McLaughlin one half to get it tion had begun. He desired to say that the
through for him, when McLaughlin took the testimony of Lyon and the testimony ot Johnson
also were made up cf loose statements
claim and recovered $73,000 from the District.
which placed him in a disgraceful position, and
The Senate lias confirmed Charles McMillan
of New York Consul General at Home, vice
he therefore thought it his duty not only to
Paul Dahlgreen deceased, and John D. Caroth- disprove their statements step by step, but
ers Consul at Saltillo, Mexico.
furthermore to show their general bad characThe impeachment managers are examining
ter.
After some remarks by Mr. Faulkuer insistthe testimony of General Custer and Messrs.
TraiDor and Peck, the post traders, taken by
ing that the determination of the committee
was proper and needful, and by Gen. Schenck’s
the Clymer committee, with a view to framing
other counts on which to try Belknap.
counsel in opposition to this view, it was agreed
The President has signed the joint resolution
by the minority of ihe committee still present
making the]4th iust. a legal holiday in this in the committee room that the subject be held
District; also the bill authorizing the sale of the open for further consideration by the full comPawnee reservation.
Secretary Bobeson bas returned to Washington.
DETECTIVE BELL.
__

Hungarian journal copies from the Medical Weekly Journal of St. Petersburg, a periodical devoted to medical and psychological
science, the following strange story:
Orenburg is a town of European Russia, situated in the Ural mountains, near the Asiatic
border. About a year ago Abraham Chorkev,
a wealthy Jewish inhabitant ot that town, was
lying dangerously sick with typhoid fever. On
the 22d day of September, at midnight, a crisis
set is which seemed to take a fatal course; tbo
man

suffered aud

struggled,

and his physicians
A number of

called it the agonies of death.

Jews were called in, prayers were offered, wax
candles lit, and behold! the patient, who was
thought to be in the last stages, commenced to
breathe freely, opened bis eyes, and looked
with astonishment at tbe surrounding scene.
Well, this has happened before. Many in
whom life was thought to be extinct rallied
again .md recovered their health. But the
sequel has no precedent. Tbe man soon after
fell into a sleep which the physician declared
In the morning he awoke,
to be a healthy one.
saw wife and children arouud him, who partly
in anguish and partly in joy were waiting for
his awakening. His wife, overwhelmed with
joy, wanted to throw heiself upon his neck,
but by signs he repelled her, and demanded
something in a language which none of them
understood.
It should be mentioned here that Abraham
Chorkov is a man of sallow appearance, tall
and lean, looking like a genuine Russian Jew,
with long black whiskers and beard, black eyes
and a long oriental nose, and (bat before bis
sickness he understood no other languages
than Hebrew and a little Russian, being one
of those illiterate Jews found in such large
number in that part of the world. How the
man began to speak in a language unintelligible to every one around him. The physician
who was summoned did not understand him.
With contempt he pushed away his wife and
children whenever they attempted to come neat
him, and the doctor gave it as bis opinion th at
in consequence of tbe typhus tbe fellow bad beTbe despair of the family lasted
come insane.
for many days. His wife bad in tbe mean-

recognize

Abraham would not
not understand their language, and
to be angry that no one understood
After a week he rose from the bed, his
gave him his clothes as worn by him be-

their arrival

them, did

appeared

him.
wife
fore his sickness, the usual habits ot the Russian Jews; he examined them closely and
laughed heartily. He wanted to run out, but
his people quickly shut the doors, fearing he
would catch cold. He remained in the room
pacing it with meditation. Passing a lookingglass, he beheld his figure in it; be stopped before the mirror amazed, touched his curls,
his big
burst
nose, his long beard, and
out laughing, but then, all of a sudden, became
quiet and earnest, and in deep meditation.
His wife and parents, who had witnessed this
strange behaviour, looked at each other with
astonishment, and it now appeared to them
that the man before them was not their Abraham Chorkov, but a stranger. But Abraham’s
forehead bore still the black line with which
he was born, so that even the physician who
had attended on the patient for nearly two
months, had to laugh at the idea, Abraham
Chorkev looked often out of the window and
seemed surprised at the country about him,
and one day he made strong efforts to run
away. The family now decided to call in the
government physician and other doctors, whc
after a careful examination pronounced him
thoroughly sane. Although they did not understand the tongue in which he spoke, they
recognized it as a regular language, well articulated. Thinking that he could make bimsell
understood in writing, Abraham wrote a fen
lines on a piece of paper, which the physician
read, but without comprehending their meaning. The writing was in a plain, good band,
in Latin letters, but the language was nnin
telligible to all, and no one could make out hon
Abraham Chorkov came to use Latin characters.

So things went on until it was agreed to take
Abraham to St. Petersburg to the medical university, to hear the opinion of the prominent
scholars. As soon as Professor Orlow heard
the language of Abraham he recognized it
forthwith as English. Abraham expressed immense pleasure of being enabled to make himself understood, after some conversation Professor Orlow pronounced Abraham to be a very

intelligent Englishman.

‘’But for God’s sake!” cried his wife, “how
does my husband come to the English, and
how did he forget his Hebrew language?”
Professor Orlow listened with astonishment
to the story of Abraham’s life, and would not
believe that he had been a commoD, illiterate
Russian Jew. He asked Abraham in English
who he was and whence he came, and Abraham replied in the same language:
“I am
from British Columbia, in North America, my
native town is New Westminister.
I have
there a wife and one child living, and God only
knows how I came here, or to this woman.”
It is easy to imagine the great amazement
of all parties. The professor declared the parties to be frauds, or that a man-abduction bad
taken place, He called upon the government
to have them alter investigated, and the family
physician of Abraham, his neighbors and others were officially examined, the examinations
lasting a few weeks, but. to be brief, nothin?
came of the investigation, the matter remained
as deep a mystery as ever, and the physicians
contented themselves with declaring it to be a
psychological puzzle, a revelation of the human soul, which can not be explained.
Abraham told the professor that although his name
is Abraham, it is not Abraham Cborkov, but
Abraham Durham, and that he bad no other
desire than to go back to his family.
One
morning, when his wife arose, she found his
was
had
place empty—he
gone,
disappeared.
The marvellous story soon reached the ears of
the Eussian emperor, who forwith ordered diligent search to be made after the lost one; but
all of no avail, the man could not be found,
and at last it was generally believed that he
had been insane, and in his insanity sought his
death in the river Neva.
In the spring of 1875, Professor Orlow of St.
Petersburg visited Philadelphia at the request
of his government, to arrange the preliminaries of the Eussian department of the Centennial exhibition. One day, reading a newspaper, the following arrested his attention:
‘Tn New Westminster an occurrence recently took place, which caused great sensation
throughout the whole territors of British Columbia. On the 22d day of September, 1871, a
fur-dealer of said city was in a dying condition,
suffering from typhoid fevor, and ne one, not
even his physician, seemed to entertain
any
hope as to the possibility of his recovery. Nevertheless the patient rallied and fully recovered.
But wonderful te relate, the patient, who was
an intelligent Englishman, had forgotten his
mother tongue and speaks a language which
is understood by no one around him, but which
at last is recognized by an inhabitant of the
city to be a jargon of bad Jewisb-German. The
patient, before his sickness a short stout fellow
and a blonde, is now thin and leans like
a
refuses to
stick,
recognise wife and
child, but insists that he has a wife
and several children somewhere else; the man
is believed to be insane. All at once a Eurotraveler arrives, marked with a genuine
ebrew face, and claims to be the husband of
the wife of the fur-dealer. He speaks to the
woman in the same language her husband was
wont to speak to her, be gives her and even his
parents who live in said city, but who, of
course, do not recognize him #s their son, the
most detailed and minutest descriptions of
bygone events, aud insists upon being the woman's husband and the parent’s son. The poor
woman is almost in peril of her
reason, the effect of the trying ordeal. She
incessantly
asks: ‘Who is this fellow, how does he come to
claim to be my husbandd?’When she hears
him speak and does’not look at his figure, she
is ready to think that he is her husband, but
as soon as she looks at
him, the spell is broken,
for, surely, this stranger with the Jewish face
can not be her husband whom she had
just
nursed in his sickness. But the man PfinHiinoa
to press his claim, and tells her the most delicate and secret facts, evidently known
only
to hnsband and wife.”
Professor Orlow recollected now all about
the occurance last fall, and to solve this ‘'psychological phenomenon,” He decided upon going to New Westminster. To his great surprise he really found there the same black
Abraham, whom half a year ago he had seen
in St. Petersburg. He asked the blonde furdealer in the llnssian language whence he
came, and was answered: from Orenburg; and
when asked for the name of his wife, be gave
the name of a Jewish woman who had called
upon him with her husband, now before him,
in St, Petersburg.
When asked what his
namewas.be answered: ‘‘They call me here
Abraham Durham, but my right name is
Abraham Cborkov.”
Professor Orlow was struck with a strange
idea. He reasoned this way. A man abduction couid not have taken place, the bodies
have not been changed, one is short, stout
and blonde, the other thin, long and
dark,
and then New Westminster is 2,000 German
miles away from Orenburg.
Metemsyehosis
must have taken place.
It must be remembered that on tho 22d
day
of September at the midnight bout both were
lyiDg between lile and death; the soul of
each one must have flown into the
body
of the other, and thus a complete metempsychosis has taken place; that at the midnight
hour of the 22d day of September begins the
shortening of the days; that the inhabitants
of the two cities are antecians, that is, if a
spike were driven through the center of our
globe, entering at Orenburg, it would come
oat at New Westminster, and then when at
Orenburetbe hour is 12 at midnight, the time
in New Westminster is 12 o’clock noon.
Prominent men of science are now occupied
with this most marvelous occurence.
Professor Orlow has taken the blonde fur dealer
W!‘uliim to St. Petersburg, whither the woman Cborkov of
Orenburg will also be brought
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developments

are now

oat that ‘here
„/llt8,0Ud ta.L°
‘he case, then the

expected.
is

fraud
?f
theory of the
tbe sou,s would have a
strong
proof, and this theory will extend not only
as
to the metempsychosis from
dead beings into
living, but also as to between living persons
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Strawberries are plentiful in the St.
Louis
market at the present time, but the
Dispatch
that
no
one
can
afford
to bny them unless
says
he Is in the post trading business or nestles in
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THE SAFE BURGLAR F.
Solicitor

Wilson Corroborates Some of
His Testimony.
Washington, April 10.—The Clymer committee to-day examined Solicitor of the Treasury, Biuford Wilson, who corroborated Bell’s
testimony that Wilson had sent a telegram to
Col. Dyer after the conviction of McDonald,
congratulating Dyer upon that result. He also
corroborated Bell’s testimony on other points
and read a letter that be wrote to Dyer in December telling him of Bell’s suspicious movements in Washington and telling him to beware of Bell, as Bell had come here and
pretended Dyer wanted to implicate the President.
Mr. Clymer—What were the
suspicious

What Whitclcy Testified to at the
Trial.
The Prosecution Jiot Dismissed by the
President’s Order.

Washington, April
Harrington

10.—The .Republican
trial of the safe burglar} case, abought eighteen months ago Whitechief
detective
of
the
ley,
treasury, was called
to the stand and was sworn.
The following is
from the record of the trial:
Question—Had you any knowledge of this
Bale robbery here in the city of Washington.
Answer—Only what I have seen in the papers and what has been told me. That is all.
Q—And knew nothing of it in advance of its
being done?
A—Nothing whatever in the slightest degree.
Gen. Babcock appeared before the Judiciary
Committee today and produced the letter of
Whiteley.ithe substance of which be endeavored
to give Saturday, the original not having been
found by him until yesterday.
Ex-Attorney Baofield confirms the testimony
of Babcock, bat about the last of March, 1874,
he, at the request of Babcock, sent to Whiteley to come and see the General which Whiteley did, but he knows nothing of the business
between them nor has he any knowledge of the
burglary conspiracy further than the published
reports and rumors which reached him, which
are not considered testimony.
The call made
at the solicitor’s office by Babcock in response
to Whitele.v’s letter was after Bantield had
been succeeded as sobcitor by Bluford Wilson,
and consequently Bantield knows nothing abont
the matter. The name of Bantield was on Saturday erroneously stated in this connection instead of that of Wilson.
Ex-Attorney General Williams repeats today
that he had no order from the President or suggestion from Babcock to dismiss the safe burglary cas^fi, and that the nol pros were entered
after a full consultation with Kiddle and Bill,
the government’s special counsel, the Supreme
Court of the District having declared the grand
jury which found true bills against Harrington
and others to be illegal, and besides, at that
time the trial which had taken place showed
that there was not sufficient evidenoe to consays: In the
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movements.

Wilson—He visited Bradley, Luckey and
Babcock, and was reported to me by the seeret
service officers.
Mr. Cly mer—Have you any reason to believe
efforts were made by the deteuce to look into
the hands of Col. Dyer?
Wilson—I have no doubt the defence were
exceedingly anxious to know what the evidence
against Babcock was. On February 10th Bell
came to bis office and told him substantially
the same story he had sworn to before the committee. He sent a telegram to Dyer informiog
him of Bell’s remarkable revelations. Dyer
replied that this testimony would be very valuable and asked him to send Bell. In the next
telegrattn from Wilson 11 Dyer, Wilson said
Bell hud Chandler’s commission in liis pocket
and had rendered Jewoll good service, and his
evidence would of course destroy the case of
the defence. Id this telegram occurs a remarkable statement of the evidence. He, in Wilson’s judgment, was beaten because Judge
Dillon would decide Iu favor of the defence on
all questions, thus showing that Wilson feared
already at that time Dillon’s charge, which according to Dyer and Broa Ihead really acquitted
Babcock.
Dyer subsequently telegraphed from St.
Louis that be did not dare trust Bell and the
government had decided only to use him in rebuttal. Wilson telegraphed back that he was
content with their decision.
Mr. Clymer asked whethpr he was more suspicious of Bell than he would otherwise have
been because others had been led to see into
the hands of the government, and Wilson alter
reluctance admitted that he believed Koger
W. Sherman was iu
St. Louis in the
interest of the defence.
Since then however,
he bad beard the explanation of District Attoruy Bliss and Sherman and had somewhat
modified his impression
He believed Bell at
first because Bell showed him the cipher and
the commission from Secretary Cband'er and
also because Bell repeated the contents of some
private memoranda from Wilson to Dyer,
showing that Bell had examined then in
Dyer’s office. Bell had a conversation with

kn

future time. Biddle says he intended to bri ng
the case before the next grand jury, having
made arrangements to receive new testimony
through Whiteley, but his dismissal as special
counsel prevented him from doing so.
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Crimes

nud

Casualties.
of Tarrytown is miss-

Deputy Sheriff Briggs
ing. Also about $100,000.

A car loaded with horses was found on a side
track of the New Haven railroad, by officers
of the anti cruelty society. The animals had
not been given any water for 100 hours, and
they had gnawed nearly all the interior framework of tho car to pieces.
A fire at ICeesville, New York, Sunday, destroyed eight stores. Loss $00,000; insurance

$30,000.

Panama advices of March 25th state that
Capt. Downing and the second mate of the brig
Nile were drowned by the upsetting of a boat
near

Graytown.

The coroner’s jury iu Pawtucket find that
the death of the wife of Price Gamble was
caused by exhaustion, and that she was neglected by her husband.
The testimony indi
cated that he drew her money from the saving's
banks on irregular or forged orders.
A fire at Marysville, Kentucky,Sunday night,
destroyed a large stock of plows belonging to
Baldwin & Co.
Loss $25,000; insurance oa

buildings $12,000.
Mrs. George Collins of Eutuney,

N. H., attempted suicide by cutting her tnroat with a
butcher knife, and now lies in a very critical
condition.

Noah Adams of Townsend Harbor, Mass.,
committed suicide, Sunday, by cutting his
throat. He was insane.
Silas H. Cutting, an employe of the Northern railroad, was tound in the front hall of his
house at Potter Place, N. H
yesterday, *with
his skull fractured uud numerous cuts and
bruises on his head and face. He is supposed
to have been murdered.
In the case of Andreas Fuchs, tried for the
murder of Simmons, the jury last uight relumed a verdict of murder iu the first degree,
Peter Schnader, empioved iu tho Boston
Belting Co.’s works, fell down stairs yesterday,
and will probably die.
Considerable damage has been done at ChiNapoleon, Arkansas, by the flood.
Fire in Baltimore yesterday, destroyed the

cot and

wooden ware and broom store of Lord & Robinson.
Loss on stock $20,000; fully insured;
on
building$10,000; fully insured
Willis Bailey, a youug married man of New
Haven, has beeu arrested for rape upou Mrs.
Fvarts, a widow lady nearly 70 years old.
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War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal )
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
>
April 11, (1 A. M,) )
For Middle and Fast Atlantic coast,northerly
wmds, stationary barometer and temperature,
and partly cloudy or clear weather.
The first despatch about a short peach crop
Ohio, where It is said the recent
destroyed seven eighths of the coming crop.
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the day after he published the cipher telegram
iu the Herald and Wilson told the President
that Bell bad informed him of having been
employed by Babcock. Bell said be had talked
with Robert Bonner of the New York Ledger
and the latter advised him toretrace his steps
and confess the iniquitous part be bad played.
Bell told him about January that Avery was
willing to turn states evidence and Avery went
to Bristow telling him Bell bad informed him
Bristow wanted to see him, wheat Bristow was
astonished and declared he had never desired
to see him.
Mr, Danford asked him if he did not regard
Bell as a man willing to sell to the highest bidder and Wilson replied that this was as accurate a statement as could bo made although he
would not have stated it so roaughly on Mr.
Bell.
_

FOREIGN.
MEXICO.
The

Revolution.

Galveston, Texas, April 10.—A Brownsville special says the taking «f Matamoras a
week ago bj the Diaz party, causes a dearth of
revolutionary news. Diaz maintains the strictest order in tha city, and has made appoint-

all municipal offices, He seems to he
ments
well backed financially from outside sources
and is strengthening his position and accumulating arms and stores. It is probable he will
soon organize a force to make a movement in
the direction of Monteray.
Pnerse will be
there with only about 700 men.
Letters from the revolutionist Trevino, says
that Melano routed Ardinez at Aragua with
000 men, 200 of whom came over to Trevino.
A report is current that Cortina has been shot,
hut it lacks confirmation.
to

Foreigu

Notes.

The government of Bosnia telegraghs that
ths troops defeated 1500 insurgents last Saturday. The Turks lost five killed.
Ali the members of the new Italian cabinet
have been elected to Parliament by a nearly
unanimous vote.
MINOR TELEGRAM*.
The palace steamers Bristol and Providence,
with hands of music, begun their summer trips
yesterday on the Pall River Lound line.

Specials from Washington report the President as quite excited over the alleged testimouy
by Whiteley and Babcock in the safe burglary
case, and he is reported to have requested to be
allowed to testify in the case.
The Massachusetts Supreme Court has decided that if aimed with the proper warrant au
officer alter demaudiog admission to a house
where he has reason to believe a party sought
is, and being refused may enter by force anil
cannot be treated as a trespasser, even if the
party sought is not in the house.
The suit of the United States vs. James WatJ
son Webb, ex-Minister to Brazil to recover §45,-

000,

Was

SENATE.

Testimony.

MATTERS IN MAINE

begun yesterday.

The present freshet on the Delaware river
has proved very damaging to lumbermen.

Congress—First Session.

box shooks

During the morning hour a larKe number of
hills and petitions were presented aud referred
to appropriate committees.
Mr. Boutwell, from the special committee
appointed to investigate tbe recent election in
Mississippi, submitted a resolution autboiizing
the committee to employ a clerk and stenographer, to send for persons and paper.*, to
take testimony, &c. Agreed to.
A bill to further provide for the administration of oaths in the Senate, was passed.
Mr. Morrill of Maine, from the committee on
appropriations, reported favorably on tbe bill
appropriating $10,000 to defray the expenses of
the special committee appointed to enquire into the late election in Mississippi. Passed.
Mr. Wright, from the committee on claims,
reported adversely ou the bill lor the relief of
sufferers by the raid on Wsshington in Jnly,
1804, and it was indefinitely postponed.
Mr. Hitchcock, from the committee od territories, reported favorably on the bill to establish a territory of Pembina and provide for a
temporary government therefor.
Mr. Logan, from the committee

on

military

affairs leported adversely on the bill to extend
the time tot filing claims for drilling and organizing volunteers during the late war, &c
and it was indefiuitelv postponed
On motion of Mr. Sherman the House bill to
provide for the deficiency in ihe printing buthe
reau of the Treasury Department and for
issue of silver coin of the United States in
ot
fractional
was
taken
up.
curreucy
place
Mr. Sherman explained the provisions of the
bill and amendments proposed by the Senate
Financial Committee at length.
In his opinion there were bnt two things
more needed to make this a perfect financial
measure, and they were to authorize any hold
to convert them into 4 per
er of greenbacks
ceot. gold bonds aud to exchange our ti per
cent bonds for 4 per ceut ones. Then specio
payment would come without a ripple iu the
current. Another thing he believed in was an
international convention for a unit of money
and accounts, both of gold aod silver. Be saw
in the bill now before tbe Senate an opportunity to do some good, and be believed true statesmanship was to do all good possible as the op-

poitanity presented.

Mr. Morton said the passage of this bill
would give the country fout kinds of currency.
First, tbe subsidiary coin worth 84 5-S cents on
the dollar; second, the greenback worth 88
cents; third, the new silver dollar which would
be worth about 90 cents aud 7 mills; fourth, the
gold coin worth 100 cents. He asked what was
the use of the new coin. Who would convert
greenbacks into it? Instead of haying a uniform currency, greater confusion would prevail
than we have now.
Mr. Sherman said that the Seoctor (Morton)
talked about subsidiary coin being worth 84 5-8
ceots. To melt it up as bullion it might not be
worth any more, but as money it was worth
To the extent of $5 it was worth go'd.
more.
The Senator (Morton) should keep in view the
ttn

Inn

and

inonnn

value.
Mr. Morton argued that a greenback was
worth more than suosidiary silver because the
government promised to redeem it in gold.
Silver was only worth the amount of bullion in
it.
Mr. Morrill of Vermont agreed with the Sen.ator from Indiana an! said that the bill was a
blundering attempt to introduce nothing but
silver as legal tender in the country and to
avoid the nse of gold. If silver should be introduced now at its present value it would as a
matter of course drive gold out of the country.
He was willing to accede to the proposition of
the Senator from Ohio (Sherman) to have a
double currency, provided that they could be
made equivalent, but was adverse to two currencies where one would be ten or twelve per
cent below the other.
Mr. Sherman then by unanimous consent
withdrew the third and fourth sectious of the
bill, the former comprising the third section of
the bill as it passed the House, which had been
amended by the Senate Committee on Finauce.
After further discussion the bill was passed,
as follows:
Be it enacted, £c.—That there be and hereby is
appropriated out of any money in the treasury not
otherwise appropriated tbe sum of $163,000 to provide for engraving, printing and other expenses of
making and issuing United States notes, and the
further sum of $18,000 to provide for engraving and
priming national bank notes lobe disbursed under
tbe Secretary of tbo Treasury.
Section 2. That the Secretary of the Treasury is
hereby directed to issue silver coins of the United
States of tbe denomination of 10,20,25 and 50 cents
of the standard valne in redemption of an equal

amount of fractional currency, whether the same be
in the treasury awaiting redemption or whenever it may be
presented fbr redemption, and the
Secretary of the Treasury may under the regulations
of tbe Treasury Department provide for such redemption and issue by substitution at tbe regular
sub-treasuries and public depositories of tbe United
Slates uncil tbe whole amount of fractional currency
outstanding shall be redeemed and tbe fractional
currency under this act shall be held to be a part of
the sinking fund provided by existing law, tbe interest to be computed thereon as in tbe case of bonds
redeemed under the acts relating to sinking land.

now

Mr. Sargent called ud his motion to recnnsider the vote by which the petition and names
ot the petitioners in regard to the forfeiture of
certain lands granted the Southern Pacific railroad was ordered to be printed, and the vote
•
was reconsidered.
On his motion it was ordered that the names
of the petitioners be omitted in the print-

ing,

Mr. Morrill of Maine,

submitted the follow-

ing.

Resolved, That the Committee on the District of Columbia be directed to communicate
to the Senate the amount of certificates of in
debtedness, commonly called greenbacks, issued by virtue of the acts of the assembly
of the District of Columbia and of Congress;
also the amount of assessments made in pursuance of said act to secure
the payment of
said certificates of indebtedness, the amount of
said assessments collected and the amount outou'standing unpaid, if any, and the reasons
why the same have not been collected, and
whether any further legislation in the premises is necessary. Agreed to.
The bill relating to interment in the Congressional cemetery was passed with amendment
providing that monuments hereafter erected
there to deceased members of Congress shall be
of granite.
The bill authorizing the Secretary of War to
adjust and settle the claims of the state of
Georgia against the government on account of
the Western and Atlantic Railroad was dis
cussed briefly and laid over untin to-morrow.
Mr. Logan from the committee on military
affairs reported adversely on the bill to repeal
section 2 of the act for the relief of General
W. Crawford and to fix the rank and pay of retired officers of the army and it was1 indefinitely postponed.

The Senate ou motion of Mr. Dorsey went
into executive session and when the doors were
re-opened at 5 o’clock adjourned.
HOUSE.
Bills were introduced as follows:
By Mr. Banks in relation to contracts

lighthouses.

MARRIED.

for

By Mr. Meade providing for the payment of
of judgments of the Southern Claims Commission.
By Mr. Garfield to prevent fluctuations in
the value of United States notes, and to make
them redeemable in gold coin at the option of
the holder.
Mr. Lord of New York, offered a resolution
requesting the President to inform the House
what measures have been adopted to enforce
the stipulations of the treaty with Venezuela.
Mr. Seelye offered a resolution instructing the
Committee on the Judiciary to require whether
any additional legislation is necessary to secure
to the army the right of petition which
belongs
to every citizen.
Adopted.
Mr. Cannon offered a resolution instructing
the Committee ou Foreign Affairs to inquire’
into the cause of the imprisonment of E. O’
Meagher Condon. Adopted.
Mr. Hereford, chairman of the Committee on
Commerce, introduced a bill making an appropriation for the construction, repair, preservation and completion of different public works
on rivers and harbors,
The total amount ap
preprinted is $7,872,850. The bill passed under
a suspension of the rules, yeas 171, nays 50.
On motion of Mr Randall of Pennsylvania,
xveeuiveu, mat me House tooav, xuesaay anil
Wednesday take a recess at 1 30 till 7.30, the
evening sessions to be devoted to the considera*
tion of the legislative and judicial anpropria
tion bills.
The Honse at 2.30 went into committee of the
whole, Mr. Sayler in the chair, on the bill to
carry the Hawaiian treaty into operntien, and
was addressed by Mr. Banks of Massachusetts,
in advocacy of the measure. Mr. Banks spoke
over two hours and a half.
At the conclusion of his speech the evening
session having been dispensed with the Honse
adjourned.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Oren P. Frost of Providence, died
Sunday
from the effect of arsenic, self-administered.
A petition was put in circulation in St. Louis
Saturday, asking President Grant to pardon
Col. Maguire. It is being
numerously signed
by all classes. The press speak sympathetically of the Colonel. His counsel will ask Jud<m
Treat for a stay of execution for thirty
The Brazilian minister has engaged a suite of
rooms at Washington tor the Emperor of Brazil.

days."

The supreme council of the 33d
degree of
Free Masons will hold a biennial session in
Washington iu May next At the same time it
will celebrate the 75th anniversary of its for
mation.
Their proceedings will be preside*
over by Gen. Albert Pike.
The population of Philadelphia, as shown by
the census just taken, is 817,448.
Trade dollars are being practically driven out
of circulation at San Francisco, retail dealers
refusing to take them for over 90 cents.
Association of United Irishmen held a meeting in New York last night for the purpose of
sending a memorial to Gov Tilden, asking him
to commute the sentence of Dolan, Mr. Noe’s

murderer.
The committee investigating the League Island Navy Yard, was in session yesterday with
closed doors.
District Attorney Dyer stated yesterday that
if the point raised in the McKee case is sustained by Judge Dillon, he will go before th3
District Court, call for the appearance of Gen.
Babcock to answer to the original indictment
agaiust him, and if he does not answer ask for
the forfeiture of his bonds, and that a capia3

will bo issued tor his arrest.

FINANCIAL, aCOMMERCIAL

SPECIAL

12c.

Bark

Esther

hence

to

Liverpool

Bark T ewksburv L.
deals 7Ce, timber 30s.
Sweat bence to Liverpool or Glasgow with deals 70s.
Bark Flori M. Hulbert hence to Liverpool or Glasgow
with deals 70s.

1

Daily Domestic Receipt*.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G.
W. True & Co.
Foreign Imports.
27
to

LIVERPOOL, ENG. Br Steamship Sarmatian—
bales goods to C M Bailey, 25 kilderkins Buss’ ale

order.
CAIBARIEN. Schr Valant—235 hhds 41 tea
lasses to Geo S Hunt & Co.

Market
the Brokers’ Board, April 10.]
50 Eastern Railroad
131
35.do. 124
100... 133
at

100.do.13}
50.do. 13}
Second Call.
25 Eastern Railroad... 133
...

.do.

133

D.{

In this
?3 years.

loans were also made flat. The Assistant Treasurer
paid out to-day $33,000 on account of interest and
Customs receipts
$17,000 in redemption of bonis.
$554,000. The clearances at the Gold Exchange Bank

$27,981,000.
Governments steady. State bonds dull. Railroad
mortgages quiet and Arm. Stock speculation—there
was a general decline in prices aud considerable
pressure to sell. Western Union was the weakest
stock and declined from 673 @ 658* There was a
large business in this stock and the free sales were
partly based on rumors thut a further reduction in
rates would be made before the present contest is
over. Erie was another weak stoex.

were

The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States coup 6s,1881... 122f
United states 5 20’s 1865, old.118}

United States 5-20’s,1865, new.119}
S-OO’k.

1R67.1214
1868 do....123

5-20’s,
new 5’s.118*
United States 10-40b, coup.118*
Currencv 6’e...1264
The following were the closing quotations ol
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co.65*
Pacific Mail.. 17}
New York Central & Hudson R It.1123
....

E.

Hanson, aged

years.
[Funeral services Wednesday afternoon at 3 o’clk,
at her late residence. No. 16 Cotton street.
Boston
and New York papers please copy
In Kennebunk, April 9. Mrs. Sally Emery, widow
of the late beDj. Emery, aged 79 years.

Erie.... 17}
Erie preferred.33
Michigan Central. 59*
Union Pacific Stock. 64
Panama... 127
Lake Shore
.59}
Illinois Central. 98
Chicago & Northwestern. 46*
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 62
Central.103
New
Rock Island.
105*
St. Paul.
40$
St. Paul preferred.66
Wabash.. 3
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph. 18
Missouri Pacific. 14*
..

Jersey

Atlantic & Pacific^preferred. 3*
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific

Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.107*

Union Pacific bonds.
105*
Union Pacific Land Grants ..100
91*
Sinking Funds..
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st. 224
Guaranteed. 25*
Domestic

Markets.

New Tlobk. April 10—Evening.—Cotton quiet at
1- 16c decline; sales 571 bales.
Flour—receipts 16,800
bbls; sales 13,600 bbls; the market is dull ana slightly iu buyers favor ;No 2 at 3 00 @ 3 75;Superfine Wes-

tern and State at 4 20 @ 4 60; extra Western and
State at 5 00 @5 30; choice do at 5 35 @ 5 70; White
Wheat Western extra at 5 75 @ 7 00; Fancy White
Wheat Western at 7 05 @ 7 75; extra Ohio at 5 0u @
7 00: extra St Louis 5 35 @ 9 00; Patent Minnesota
extra good to prime at 6 50 @ 7 35; choice to double
extra at 7 40 @ 9 50, including 1900 bbls low grade extra at 5 00 @ 5 25;3400 bbls medium to choice Western
extra at 5 75 @ 8 75; 5000 bbls city mills extra at 5 75,
the market closing quiet; Southern flour at 5 10 (eg,
9 00. Kye flour is firm at 4 15 @ 5 20.
Cornmeal is
Wheat—rescarce and shade firmer at 2 90 @ 3 00.
ceipts 67,200 bush: the market is lc lower: no bosi*
ness in export at decline, closing fairly active for export; sales 17,500 bush; 111 for No 3 New York inspection Spring; 112@ 115 for ungraded Spring; 112
(ft! 1 15 for Milwaukee; 123 for poor No 2 Chicago
afloat; 1 25* @ 1 28 for No 2 Milwaukee in store and
afloat;1 35 for No 1 Spring; 1 20 for Winter Red Western; 1 45 for prime White Michigan; 1 23* @ 1 24 for
old No 2 North Western in store. Rye firmer; State
to arrive this month and first half May at 97*c. Barley more active; Canada at 110 for No 2. Barley
Malt quiet and in buyers favor; 2-rowed Jeflersou
County 97c for 39 days Corn—receipts 12,820 bush;
the market for spot parcels shade belter; sares 49,000 bush; 70c tor no grade Mixed; 70c for Kansas
Mixed «n store; 71|c afloat; 73c for new White Southern ; 70c for new Yellow do on track; 70 @ 72c tor old
Western Mixed in sto»e; 71 Jc afloat; also 20,000 bush
graded April seller double 66c; 800U bush damagel
Mixed on spot E8c afloat. Oats—receipts 32.200 bu§h;
sales 48,000 busii; the market opened a shade more
steadv and closed ouiet: 43 (a) 48c for Mixed Wesrern
ana State; 46 @ 53c tor White Western, including
rejected at 42 @ 43c; No 2 Mixed, New York inspection at 43$ @ 43Ac; No 1 do at 48c. Hay unchanged.
Coffee—Rio quiet and unchanged at 16 @ 19c gold for
Sugar is steady
cargoes; 16 @ 20c gold for Job Jots.
and in fair demand at 7$ @ 7|c for fair to good refinng;7|c for prime; 1000 hhds Muscovado at7§@
7$e; refined is firm. Molasses quiet and unchanged.
Ric; is quiet at 6 @ 7c for Carolina; 5 @ 6$c for Louisiana; 6 @ 6$c for Rangoon. Petroleum is dull and
lower and unsettled; crude 8$c;refined at 14§@ 14gc.
Tallow steady at 8 13-16 @ 8$c Naval Stores— Rosin
is quiet at 1 80 @ 1 85. Turpentine heavy at 39c for
Spirits. Pork is dull; new mess held at 23 00; sales
500 bbls, 600 bbls prime mess at 2150; second call
new mess seller May at 22 80 bid; 22 95 asked; seller
June 22 95 bid; 23 15 asked; seller for July at 23 00
tad; 23 35 asked; seller August 23 25 bid; 23 40 asked.
Beef is unchanged. Cut Meats are quiet. Western
Pickled Hams 20 to 25 lbs at 12$; middles lower at
l2$c for Western long clear; city long clear at 12$.
Lard opened heavy and closed steady; 1200 tcs prime
steam at 14 00; 5750 do seller May at 13 97$ @ 14 08$;
3750 do seller June at 14 10 @ 14 15.
Freights to Liverpool—market is drooping.

Chicago, April 10 —Flour quiet and weak. Wheat
unsettled and lower, opening strong and higher and
closing at inside piices; No 2 Chicago Spring at 99c
od spot; 1 03$ for seller May; 1 04$ seller for June;
has sold at 1 05$ seller June; No 3 Chicago Spring at

87$ @ 88c; rejected at 78c. Corn is in fair demand
and lower; No 2 strictly fresh at 47c; egular 50|c on
Oats dull,
spot; 47§c seller May; 47c seller June.
weak and lower; No 2 at 31 $c on spot; 33$c for seller
dull
and
lower
at
63 @ 65c.
26c.
May; rejected
Rye
Barley generally unchanged, some sales rather higher at 56c on spot; 57$ @ 58c seller May.
Pork steady
and in fair demand at 22 15 @ 22 25 on spot; 22 15 @
22 20 seller for April; 22 50 @ 22 57$ seller May;22 52$
@ 22 55 seller for June. Lard active but not quotably higher 13 40 cash; 13 50 seller for May; 13 67$ @
13 70 seller June
Bulk Meats are firm; shoulders at
8§c; clear rib sides 12; clear sides at 12$ Clover Seed
in good demand and shade higher at 875@9 1C;
Timothy Seed in fair demand and prices firm at 2 00
@ 2 40.
Receipts—0,500 bbls £ our, 51,000 bush wheat, 47.000 r>ush corn, J6,00- bush oats. 10,000 bush barley,

1700 bush of rye.
Shipments—13,000 bbls hour, 88,000 bush wheat, 10,000 bush corn, 14,000 busu oats, 50 oash barley,
00 bush rve
On the call of the board in the afternoon—Wheat
was weak and lower at 1 02| seller May; 103$ seller
June. Corn weak at 47| @ 47$c seller May; 46$ @
48c seller June. Oatsjeasier at 33c seller May. Pork
Lard
easier at 22 25 seller May; 22 50 seller June.
easier at 13 47$ seller May; 13 67$ seller June.

Toledo, April 10,—Flour is quiet. Wheat is dull
drooping; No 2 White Wabash 1 37; No 1 White
Michigan at 1 28; exira White Michigan at 1 36; Amber Michigan 1 25 @ 1 25$ seller May; 1 27$ seller for
June; No 2 Amber Michigan at 1 07; No 2 Red Winter held at 1 28, 127 offered; rejected Lake Shore Red
at 81$c. Corn is firm for spot and steady for futures;
High Mixed 53$c; seller for April 52$c; seller tor May
at 53$; seller for June at 50$c; low Mixed 52c; seller
April at 50c; 49c bid; Kansas 52$c; no grade 52c; do
Dayton and Michigan 51 |c Oats are dull and drooping; No 2 at 35c; Michigan 35$c; rejected 32$.
Receipts—000 bbls tiourt8,000 bush Wheat, 18,000
bush Corn, 2,000 buah Oats.
Shipments—600 bbls flour, 8,000 bush Wheat, 65,000 bush Corn, 2,000 bush Oats.
Milwaukee, April 10.—Flour quiet and unchanged. Wheat opened firm and shade bighe”; closed
steady: No l|Milwaukee at 113$; hard at 1 22$; No 2
Milwaukee at 1 02$; seller May at 1 06$; seller June
Corn is steady; No 2
1 07; No 3 Milwaukee at 94c.
fresh at 48c. Oats steady and in fair demand; No 2
and
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higher; No 2 Spring fresh at 91c asked; 90c cash and
seller April; No 3 Spring fresh 56c. Rye—No 1 at 69
@ 70c.
Receipts—4100 bbls floor, 12,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—4,400 bbls flour, 23,000 bush wheat.
St Louis, April 10.—Flour unchanged. Wheat is
inactive and lower; No 2 Red Fall 1 47 @ 1 48 cash
and seller April; No 3 do at 1 39. Corn is unsettled
and lower; No 2 Mixed at 44$ @ 45$c for cash and
seller April; 44$c bid cash. Oats are dull; no demand; sales small; rejected at 31$ @32$. Rye inactive at G5c. Barley steady and in good demand.
Lard
Pork easier, jobbing at 22 87$.
nominally un-

changed. Bulk Meats weak and little doing; shoulders 8$; clear rib .and clear sides 12. Bacon and and

FROM

Sarmatian.Portland... Liverpool.Apl 22
Moravian .Portland... Liverpool.A pi 29

tried.

I know several

THE

—

Steamship Eleanora, Johnson, New York—Henry
Fox.
Sch A Dcnike, Jones, Washington—D W Clark

SAILED—Scbs L A Knowles, and Eliza B Coffin.

New York.
Ar at Cardenas 7th inst, brig Long Reach, trom
St Thomas.
Sid 7th. sch F L Richardson, North of Hatteras.
Sid tm Cardenas 6th, barque Norton Stover, Sherman. North of Hatteras; brig Alice M, do.
Ar at Sagua 6th, scbs M A Folsom, Rose, St Tho-

11 16

@ 12$c.

European Jtnrlu i*.
London, April 10—12.30 P. vi.—American securi1
States
10-40’s at 100$. Ki ie 16$; do preUnite
ties—
1
ferred 28.
Liverpool, April 10.—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
dull and easier; Middling uplands at 6«d; do Orleans at 6$d; sales 7,000 bales, including 1000 bales
tor

speculation

and export.

Would you be free from tho tormenting paius
Portland Wholesale Market.
caused by Kidney Disease, use Hunt’s Remedy,
Monday, April 10.—The markets continue firm the
Hunt’s Remedy
great Kiduey Medicine.
with but little demand for groceries, while tbe
denever fails to cure Kidney Dijease, Dropsy, or
any
mand lor corn and grain it excellent.
Sugars are Disease of the Urinary Organs. One trial will convery strong with a fair demand at lOfc for granulated
vince
Try Hunt's Remedy.
9|c tor Extra C. Molasses is dull and quiet. Applet J ap6 you.
deod&wlw
getting scarce and in better demand.
FREIGHTS There appears to be a general deUiuntare Alnmunc,.April 11.
cline in the prices oflered ior freights, and charter*
Sun rises.5 25 I High water. 1.15 PM
are few.
This is largely owing to tbe large arrival
Sun sets.6.38 | Moon rises.10.05 AM

W Holbrook,

MEMORANDA.
Sch Madagascar, of Calais, which recently arrived
at this port in a crippled condition, trom the eftect
ot the gale of Feb 21st, lias fitted new lore and main
masts, and is nearly ready for sea.
Sch C H Eaton, Curry, from Satilla River, Ga.
tor Calais, put into Vineyard-Haven 7th inst with
loss ot anchor, boat, jib, toregaft’, &c.
Wreckers are at work saving the cargo of schr H J
Holway, ashore at Fire Island. A body, supposed to
be that of Cant Thompsoa, was found on tlie beach
7tli, near the lighthouse.
Scb Veto, Thorndike, of and from Thomaston lor
New York, put into New London 7th Inst with loss ot
foretopmast and bead of foremast, jibboom, jib, &c,
in a squall night previous.
Sch Edie Waters, trom Table Bay, CGH, went
ashore clos-e to the wreck ot steamer Celt, at Mossel
Bay. Feb 28th, and would be a total wreck.
Sch Henry G Fay. Philbrook, from Milk River, Ja,
tor New York, (before reported wrecked) had five
teet water in her hold when she went ashore. Capt
Philbrook reports, on the 20th ult, lat 24 13, Ion 83 43,
encountered a gale from the South, shifting suddenly

to tbw NW. wiih heavv cross sea. and
somner aleak.
On the 28tb, oft Cape Fear, had a heavy SE gale lastand
on
the
1st
inst
had another
twelve
hours,
ing
gale, during which the leak increased and the vessel
was run ashore on the 2d at Cattrey’s inlet, NC, to

prevent sinking.
Sch Mary Augusta, ot Ellsworth, ashore at Block
Island, has been stripped and there is but a small

chance of saving hull or cargo.
Sch Ziua, trom Machias tor Boston, which went
ashore at Petit Mod an 3d inst. came oft leaking badly
and was towed back to Machias tor repairs.
Sch Sami Lewis, of Ellsworth, which recently went
ashore at Salem, remains in same position, and no attempt has been made to get her off.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 7th, sch R W Denham, Carver, Galveston.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 1st, sch James Warren,

Drisko. New York.

SAVANNAH—Ar 7tb, sch Anna Leland, Homer,
Providence.
Cld 8th, ship Andrew Jackson, Bartlett, Liverpool.
Ar at Tybee 7th, barque Neversink, Barstow, trom
Antwerp.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Sid 4th, sch A W Ellis, Ferguson, Searsport.
BALTIMORE—Ar 7th, sch Clara*Fletcher,Sargent
Wilmington, NC.
Ar 8th, schs Sarah F Bird, Hall, Wiscasset; J F
Carver, Bray, Boothbay.
Cld 8th, sch Loretto Fish, Young, Belfast.
Sid 7th, brig Clara M Goodrich.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar6th,sch Lottie Ames,Nash,

Rockland.
Ar 7th, brig Florence I Henderson, Henderson, Havana; schs Ella, Driscoll.Cienfuegos; Owen P Hinds,
Clendenin. Calais.
Ar 8th, schs Kate Grant,Conary,Union Island,Ga;
J W Allen, Allen. Rockport.
Ar 8th. sch Ring Dove Swain, Fernandina.
Cld 7tli, schs C F H$yer, Poland, Boston; Arctic,
Ginn, Salem; Belle Brown, Knowlton, for Norwich;

Lunet. Ilinds, Port Spain; Hattie L Fuller, Smith,

Charleston.
Cld 8th. brig Amy A Lane, Costigan. for Gibraltar;
sch Wm Wilson, tor Cardenas; Hattie Ross, Durgin.
Mayaguez; H Whitney, Sbepoard, Beverly; Jas S
Hewett, Corson, PitfstoD; E S Newman, Newman,
Barbadoe; Gen Connor, Shutc, Sagua.
Sid tm Lewes 7tb, barque Daring.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater lOtb.sch Stephen Bennett, Bennett, Matanzas, for orders.
NEW YORK—Ar 8th. schs Ontara, Pettigrove,
Guantanamo 16 days, (lost and split sails); Charlie
Cobb, Kennedy, Baracoa 6 days, (sprung bowsprit
and jibboom): Ocean Pearl, Carver, St George. Me;
E & G W Hinds, Hill, Calais; Ned Sumpter, Pinkham Rockland; Idaho, Jameson, Rockland.
Ar 10th, barque J *l Marsh. Fickett, Cardenas; schs
Saarbruck. Ciark, Sagua; Ella Pressey. Pressey, fm
Baracoa; Hattie E King, Crowley, Caibarien; Henry
Norwell, Burgess, Mobile.
Cld 8th, ship America, Emerson,for San Francisco;
schs Fred C Holden, McRea, Pomt-a Petre; Fredie

Walter, Spaulding. Baracoa; Speedwell. Spaulding,
Island; Almeda Wiley, Wiley, and Wm R
Drury, Henderson, Pensacola; Jas W Brown, Kane,
Bruuawick, Ga; Seth M Todd, Norwood, Boston.
Sid 8th. brig Abby Ellen, for Kingston, Ja; schs
Almeda Wilev, and Speedwell.
NEWPORT—Ar 7th, schs Jas H Deputy. Malian,
and W Morse, Oliver. Bath for New York; Matthew
Kinney, Barter, St George lor do; Eddie F Treat,
Hodgdon, Wiscasset for do.
Sid 7th. scbs Kate Newman, Calista, and others.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 8th, schs Snow Bird, Cripps,
•
Portland; More Light, Allen. New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 8th, sch Emma L Gregory,
Thorndike, Newcastle, Del; Mansfield, Achorn, from
Harbor

Hoboken.

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar7th, barques F M Hurlbut. Handy, New York for Portland; Esther, Wells,
do for Boston; brigs Gambia, Topper, do tor Sa.em;
scbs Sabao, Lamson, Brunswick,Ga, 10 days for Harrington, (lost boat); C H Eaton, Curry, Satilla River
yvui

BY

iyiusuu, rreucu, runianu

tor Washington; L & M Knowles, Harrington, Boston for Sagua; J W Woodruft. Haskell, Salem for
Wilmington; Harp, Bickford, Calais for Providence.
Returned, sch A Hammond.
BOSTON—Ar 9th, scbs Czar, Hammond, fm Port
Johnson; A Williams, Murcb, Bristol.
Cld 8th, brig Iza. Chandler, Portland.
Ar 10th, scbs Swallow,Carlow, Calais; Freeport,
Shaw, Machias; Virginia, Abbott, Sullivan; E A Elliott, Sproul, and Ringleader, Snare, Bucksport; J H
Miller, Shea, and Coquette Clark, Wiscasset; Panama, Mazrell, Portland; Northern Light, Orne, from

MEN’S,

143 Commercial Street.
Fntf
like

“It work*

a

Oil !

Magic

Renne’s

”

charm

INTERNALLY,

Cramp,
Throat,

frOREltiN PORTS.
At Akyab Feb 28, barque Mallevillc, Thompson,
Lizzie Dewey, Davis,

Ar at Queenstown 9th inst, sch Charlie Morton,
Pike, Fernaudina.
Sid fm Buenes Ayres Feb 16tli, brig B F Nash,

SPECIAL

Diagonals,
Broadcloths,
Tricots, &c., &c.

Knickerbockers.

NOTICE.

particularly tne last clause, wun reierence to me u.
S. Goveruient Bonds, and Deposits in Savings
Banks, and thus save hard thoughts, and possibly
hard words, when too late.
Portland, March 25, 1876.
ma25sndtap15

M. L. A.
The Annual Meeting of the Mercantile Library
Association, will be held at tueir Booms, on TUES-

EVENING, April 11th,

7* o’clock,

at

open at 8 o’clock

Polfc

Also at same time a “Special” Meeting will be
held to act on a proposed amendment to Article 19.
Per order,

SAM’L B. GRAVES, Rec. Sec’y.

ap3sndtd

At Ponce Mch 21. sch Etna, Sawyer, fm New York.
Sid tm Mayaguez prev to Mch 25, trig
Smith, Falmouth. E.
In port Mch 25, schs Mauna Loa. Talbot; Carrie S
Webb, Rogers, and Paul Seavey, French, unc; A W
Barker, Suowman, and Allegro, Keller, do.
Ar at Havana 6th inst, brig S J Strout,

[Latest by Europeu steaamers.]

erson, Pensacola.
Ar at Singapore

Feb 17, Albert, Russell, Nichols,
lrom. Samarang; 23d, Samuel D Carlton, Freeman,
Cardiff.
SPOKJE2V.
Dec 21, lat 29 S, Ion 87 W, ship Lydia Skoltiehl, fm
Lobos lor United Kingdom.
April 7. lat 40 47, lou 69, brig San Carlos, Atherton,

F.

EXCHANGE

I'lUJUUii

UIIU

HI. IMILiU

AND ALL THROWN ON THE MARKET AT
FIGURES THAT DEFY COMPETITION.

Pairs of

STREET.

ELEGANT FITTING PANTALOONS

LEAVITT.

A,

sneodtf

marclo

dr7 thaYe
PHYSICIAN AND

r

,

SURGEON,

—-

CONSULTED

CAN

BE

—

FREE
his

at

OF

rooms

CHARGE

The Doctor is

Homoeopathic Schools,

noun 9

to
to

■ J A. IT1.,
8 f*. n.

1

5, and <J
lehl7sneodtt

to

CALLED GOVHHiT BOH
Highest rates paid for Called Govern
ment Bonds or Later Issues, and Good
Municipal Securities given in exchange
All

IUO

U'SV'B

U1

UUU

IOUh,

O)'

000,000 of the November issues of 1861
have been called in for redemption.

Woodbury & Moulton,
BANKERS AND BROKERS,

67
nov29

Clothing

be found on onr counters.

WE^FIT

a

of both the Allopathic and

de8

can

CHILDREN CRY FOR THEM !

has been in extensive practice for twenty years. Diseases of the Eye and Ear, Throat and Lungs, skillfully treated. Also Chronic Diseases in all forms.
The Doctor’s success in both acute and chronic diseases, warrants the assertion (hat he never fail*
to cure where a cure is possible.
Office

than

in

Mechanics’ Hall Building.
Graduate

to select from, cnt equal to cnstom, and
sold at ONE HALF the price charged for
cnstom work.
No Store in the UNITED STATES can
show any finer assortment of

Childrens

JLate of Philadelphia,

Exchange Street.

ALL SIZES

!

From 2 1-2 years of age to 5 with Kilt
SkirtsFrom 4 to 9 with short Pants,
From 9 to 15 with long Pants.
We hare suits to fit the RICH, the

POOR, the TALL, the SHORT, the FAT,

the LEAN
We are now all ready for the SPRING
CAMPAIGN, with OU it PRICE marked
on every garment in PLAIN FIGURES,
and that price LOWER than the LOWEST

C. D. B. FISK & CO.,
the Great One Price Clothiers,

233

middle

Street,

PORTLAND, NIE.
‘•P*

UIX

CAM PAIGN

deodsnly

AGENTS

WANTED.
OF

CENTENNIAL

MEDALLIONS,

Struck in solid Albata Plate, equal in api earance,
wear and color, to
SOLID SILVER OR GOLD.
Presenting a large variety of beautiful Denigna
in relief.

These Medallions are larger than 'a Silver Trade
dollar, being If inch, in diameter, handsomely put up
and sell readily at sight. The moist valuable
Souvenirs and Mementos ever issued. A
complete outfit of magnificent samples for agents, in
velvet-lined Morocco case—including the Bust oi
“George Washington.” Grand Entrance International Exhibition.
Memorial Hall (Art Gallery).
Horticultural Hall. Mam Building, and the grand
representation of the SigniDg of the Declaration ol
Independence (designed by Trumbull), in gilt—sent
by mail on receipt of draft or Post Office order for
$3.50, or will ship by express C. O. D. upon receipt ot
express charges. Agents* circular and Price List and
one sample sent upon receipt of 50c.
Immense
profits. Sells at sight. Extensive fields for enterprise. Address

U. S. MEDALLION CO., 212
P.O.Box 5276.

Broadway,
New York.

mhl6

For several years the Portland Daily Press
has been the largest and fullest dally paper published
in Maine; and Us Publishers announce their determination to make their paper beyond question the

d&w6mll

GRASS SEED!

BEST NEWSPAPER IN

have now on hand an extensive Stock ot
Prime Herd, lira.., Red Top Clover.

WE

Al.ike

Clover,

Cr.»,

Orchard

Kendall &

Whitney,

„_PORTLAND,
$1250 Profit

ME.

investment of

on

$206.
of

customers

our

purchased

spread

100

ONEshares of N Y Central, the put @106 call @’08,
buying 100 shares against the put @107, which were
sold @114.
Selling at the same price the other 100
shares called @108 Netting profit of $1250; this operation can be repeated every month in the year. $10,
$20, $50, $100, $1000 will pay as well for amount invested. Gold Stocks, Cotton and Tobacco bought and
sold oncommission; advances on consignments; send
for price lists and circulars. P. O. Box 3774.
CHARLES

a

on

making ail its departments more complete and by
sparing no effort or expense at their command to
make the Press more valuable and desirable.
The Press has a larger editorial corpa than any
paper in Maine, and has unexcelled facilities for colecting news in all parts oi the state. The business,
agricultural and manufacturing interest of Maine
will receive the continued attention of the Press.
The growing importance of Portland as a distributing center for Maine, and its fast increasing wholesale trade, make a daily paper at this point of special
mportance to every merchant and business man in
the state.

As

a

Political

Journal

SHIEDLEY A CO.,

B

the Press will be devoted as in the past toa descrim
minating support of the Republican Party. During
the pending important campaign, the Press wl,
give special attention to the publication of politic*
news.

At pricto Hint defy competition.
Nice
broad Gold Band Dhadei with fixture,
for 75 cento. Painted Band, for SO cento.
All kind, of okadeo conolaatly on band
and made to order.

mar6d6w*

MAINE,

Blue

liras., Hungarian Urns, and millet Heed,
which we otter at the Cowent Cash Price.. Wf
also have a large assortment of Vegetable and
Flower Heed..

As an advertising medium, the Press stands firs!
among the journals of Maine.

PIKE,

5.'! Exchange Ml., Portland.

Reduction of Price to

BEFOBE BUSING A

SEWING
be

MACHINE,

sure

and

see

NEW PHILADELPHIA

the

or

Mail

Subscribers.

TRIUNE,

Which sells at 40 per cent, less than other first class
Shuttle Machine. Call, or sent for Circulars and

Samples

of

Work,

at

2 Cased St.

Xo.

AGENTS WANTED.

mal5

d3m

Side Lace Boots I

Despite the iact that the Publishers are obliged to
pay the postage, the Daily Pkess is oflered fat
$7.00 per annum in advance; $3.50 for six months;
$1.75 for three months.

A full assortment in French Kid, neat and pretty
Also in French Morocco for Walking Boots. Measures taken and nice fitting Boots made to order tor
men or women.

M. G. PALMEH.
ja-8dtf

NICE OPEN

BOX

BUGGIES

FOR SALE LOW AT

from Boston tor Matanzas.

J.

F.

HOVFY’S

71 Portland Street.

as

disorders of tbe nervous system and the organs of
urination, re-act by sympathy upon the brain, frequently causing a degree of mental depression not remotely akin to insanity. The surest way to banish
the “blues” thus produced is to use that unfailing
antidote to bodily irregularity and gloominess of
mind, Ilostetter’s Stomach Bitters. A course of the
great corrective tonic promptly removes the maladies above specified, as well as u.any others, and restores the cheerfulness which is such a characteristic
attendant of good health. It likewise imparts a vigor
to the constitution which is its surest safeguard
against disease, and the best guarantee of a long life,
lhe aged and infirm, as well a-; tbe sick and convaeseent, derive inexpressible comfort and benefit from
its use.

UillC,

EH SACKS. PLAIN FKOCK and ENGLISH WALKING COATS, with Vests to
match, cut high, single breasted and
long.
THE MOST FASHIONABLE,THE BEST
F1TIING.
THE NOBBIEST ASSORTMENT OF
SPRING CLOTHING TO BE FOUND IN
THIS STATE.

Decorations, Ac.,
1-2

49

Fickett,

Ar at Liverpool 27th, Priscilla, Jones, Rouen.
Cld 27th, Mary E Russell, Nichols, Batavia.
Sid fm Liverpool Mch 25. Caledonia, Potter, Bangor; Geo F Manson, Humphrey, St John, NB.
Ar at Sunderland Mch 26, Sarah A Staples, Nick-

made up into PERFECT FITTING DOUBLE-BREASTED “PRISCE ALBEBT”

THREE THOUSAND

Covers, Canvas Letterings,

Manson,

Portland.
Ar at Cardenas 5th inst, sch Kate Carlton, Grant,
New York.
Ar at St jjobh, NB, 8th inst, schs Bagaduce, Cox,
Philadelphia; E M Sawyor, Kelley, Savannah; J C
Nash, Crowley, Boston.

Stripes, Plaids and Checks

Awnings, Tents, flags, Boat Sails,

Spaulding, Liverpool.

well

Worsteds

consisting of

We would call special attention to the Aaaea*or*’ Notice, which appears in our columns
to-day with reference to Taxes, that all persons
interested may comply with the tenor ot such notice.

Fred A Carle, Condon,

as

Cassimeres,

General Agent.*, Portland, Me.
febl7eod&w3m

aul7

Window Shades,

4

Depreaeing Maladies.
Dyspepsia, constipation and biliousness,

TIC

J. W. PERKINS & CO.,

Ar9th, acta Helen Thompson, Wotton, Rondout.
NEWBURYPORT—Sid 7th, brig Abby Watson,

Mobile.

manufactured within the last SIXTY
DAYS from all the NEWEST and most
desirable fabrics, in all PATTERNS,
SHADES and COLORS, embracing all the
leading designs in FOREIGN end DOMES

EXTERNALLY.
It cures Neuralgia, Catarrh, Rheumatism, Sprains,
Cuts, Bruises, Old Sores, Headache, Toothache, and
in fact almost all the aches and pains human liesh is
heir to. Sold bv all dealers in medicines.
WM. RENNE & SONS, Proprietors, Pittsfield, Mass

Cld 10th, sch M P Chanvplin, Freeman, Calais.
SALEM—Ar 8th, sch Judge Low, Hallowed, from

Europe.
Ar at Oporto Cth inst, sch
New York.
Ar at Harve 6th iust, sch

BOYS’ & CHILDREN'S

Littlefield,

BANKERS & BROKERS,
40 Brond Streel, Near Void & Stock Ex*
change, New York.
<l£w3m4
jan!2_

Hooppr, Darien.

large and complete New Stock of

a

—

mchl6

Cld at Cienfuegos
brig John Aviles, Tracey, for
Baltimore; Hattie M Crowell, Crowell, do.
Ar at Matanzas 10th, brig F H Jennings, Young,
Portland.
Sid 10th. barque Sarah E Frazer. Knight,Portland;
scbs Louisa Bliss, Strong, and A H Waite, for North

Trescott.

Orleans, April 10.—Cotton quiet, demand
fair; Middling uplands 121c.
Mobile, April 10.—Cotton is weak; Middling uplands at 12c.
Savannah, April 10.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands 12$c,
New York, April 10.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands 13 5-16c.
Galveston, April 10.—Cottou market is dull and
nominal; Middling uplands 12$c.
Augusta .April 10.—Cotton market quiet and easy;
Middling uplands 12fc.
Wilmington, April 10 -Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands 12$c.
Louisville. April 10—Cotton market dull; Mid
dling upland 12$ @ 12$c.

&

Harris

mas.

mem;;

FOR SALE

—

DAY

[FROM MERCHANTS* EXCHANGED
Ar at New York lOtb, sch Grace Andrews, Watts,
Caibarien. with loss of foretopmast.
Sid Ini St Jago 2d, brig A O Trtcomb, End even,

^see

! with

sn9m

GRAS^SEED.~

N Dudell, Cranmer, Washington—Ber-

S

AHEAD AS USUAL

TAR CO.,

1>

CLEARED.

Boothbay.

New

n

Morse & Co.
Sch Eliza Ellen. Montgomery, Wiscasset—sawdust
to D W Claik & Co.
Sch Oregou, Dun ton, Boothbay.
Sch Volant, which arrived 9lh from Caibaricn, with
molasses, is consigned to Geo S Hunt & Co.

barque

Ask your

Herds Grass, Clover and Red Top,

Ricker & Co.
Sch Utca, Thorndike, Rockland—lime to C A B

ior uaiais.

FOREST

CO,

233 Middle Street,

all agree

and

USE IT

Steamship Sarmatiau, (Br) Aird, Liverpool
passengers and mdse to H & A Allan.
Steamer New Brunswick, Hall, Boston tor Eastdort and St John. NB.
Brig Iza, Chandler, Boston, to load for River Clyde
Brig Mary C Maiiuer, Titcomb, Boston, to load for
Havana.
Sch Vicksburg, Wentworth, Newburyport.
Sell A C Watson, (Br) Starkey, Halifax, NS, in
bal.a^t, to load flour.

of Hatteras.
Sid tm Matanzas 7th inst,
Mitchell, North of Hatteras.

using it,

It cmes Colic, Cholera Morbus, Diarrhoea,
r.nd Pains in the Stomach, Indigestion, Soro
Coughs, Colds, &c.

Monday, April 10.

Ia.Va

are

Portland, Me., for a cake.
oetl5

TRY IT

ARRIVED.

unchanged

uplands 12

NEWS,

,:„„

who

is unequaled as a shaving soap,”
Druggist for it, or send 35 cents to
that it

This is a purely vegetable, general family remedy
Keep it in the house to use in case of emergeucy.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

& Co.
Sch Jennie
lin Mills Co.

FISK &

ble irritation that always comes after shaving. I also like it for shampooing better than anything I ever

DATE

of Merida.... New York. .Hav&VCruz..Apl 11
Alps.New York. Pt PriDce, &c Apl 12
China.New York. .Liverpool.... Apl 12
City of VeraCruz.. .New York. Havana.Apl 13
Austrian ..Baltimore Liverpool.Apl 13
City of Richmond .New York. .Liverpool.Apl 13
Prussian... .Portland.. .Liverpool.. .Apl 15
Nellie Martin.New York. .Rio Janeiro. .Apl 15
Marathon. Boston.Liverpool.Apl 15
helvetia.New York.. Liverpool.Apl 15
California.New York. .Glasgow. Apl 15
New York .Liverpool.... Apl 18
Idaho.
Amerique.New York. .Havre.Apt 18

000 bush corn,
1000 bush rye, 00

Receipts—4000 bbls flour,23,000 bush of wheat, 112,3,000 bush oats, 4,000 bush barley,
bogs, 00 cattle.
Detroit,April 10 —Flour quiet and steady. Wheat
better; extra White Michigan at 142: No 1 White
Michigan at 1 31 @ 1 32; No 2 White Michigan 1 20;
No 1 Amber at 1 28. Corn dull and easy; No 2 Mixed at 53 @ 54c- Oats are quiet and firm; Mixed 36$c.
Receipts—1380 bbls flour, 10,180 bush wheat, 378
bush com, 6430 bush oats.
Shipments—1295 bbls flour, 16,640 bush wheat, 445
bush com, 2775 bush oats.
Cincinnati, April 10.—Pork is nominally unchanged.! Lard firmer; steam at 13$ @ 13$; kettle at
12 @ 14. Bulk Meats are steady and iu fair demand
chiefly for speculation; shoulders at 8$ cash; 9 buyer
May; clear rib sides at 11 85 cash; 12 25 buyer May;
12$ buyer June; 12| do July; clear sides at 12$ @
12$. Bacon is inactive; shoulders at 9$; clear rib
sides at 12$: clear sides at 13$. Live Hogs firm ;comtair to medium at
mon to good light at 7 50 @ 8 20;
8 40 @ 8 60; receipts 1168 head; shipments 560 head.
Cleveland April 10—The Petroleum market is
quiet and steady; standard White at 11$; Ohio test
12$ lor car lots cash.
Charleston, April 10.—Cotton easier; Middling

FOR

City

n

1876!

Mr. J. \V. McIntosh, of Portland, Me., writes:
‘I have found no soap equal to your Forest Tar Soap

[Funeral services Tuesday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
Vesper street. Burial at convenience ot the
lamily.]
In this city, April 10, Mrs. Mary Connelly, aged 80

o.u

TAR.

FOREST

at No. 6

MARINE

FOR

[or shaving. Sinoe using it my face has been perfectly free from pimply eruptions and the disagreea-

city, April 10, Mr. Elijah

NAME

Spring Campaign

ion of which, per month, exceed 1100,000,

In Bangor. April 9. by Rev. W. M. Barbour, I).
\. Howard Field and Miss Lucretia G. Tyler, both o
Portland.
In Boothbay, March 12, Constantine Carter et Bris:ol and Mrs. Amanda A. El well of Boothbay.
In Saecarappa. March 31, Edward M. Day of Gorham and Miss Abbie Dean of Saecarappa.
In Oakland, Cal., April 6. Everett B. Poraroy, Esq.,
ind Miss Annie L., daughter ot Francis Blake, Esq.,
formerly of ot Portland.

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
York Stock and Money Market.
New York. April 10—Evening.—Money closed
firmer at 4 'a) 5 per cent on call. Foreign Exchange
quiet and Ann at 4803 @ 489 for bankers sixty days
and 4893 @ 4892 for demand.
Gold opened at 113. advanced to 113}. and afterwards tell back to 113, at which it closed. The rates
paid for carrying were 1. 13, 2, 23 aud 4 per cent.;
New

United StflteH
United States
United States

CLOTHING.

Please tell the people that ycu saw their
the circula

DIED.

Boston Mock

100

NOTICES*

Idvertisement in the PRESS

mo-

•

LSales

marriage, to insure insertion in the Press,
oust be accompanied by the name of the clergyman
>r magistrate solemnizing the same.
Not ices ot

with

Washington, April 10

il ffu rn n na hatnronn hiillinn

of vessels at all tlie principal shipping points. We
following charters to report this week:
Brig Mary C. Marriner hence to Havana with sugar

have the

ma31

Boys’

Custom

The

|

Press

has been enlarged and greatly improved the past
year, and is now one of the largest, fullest and beat!
weekly paper in Maine. Terms $2.00 per year in
advance; six months for $1,00; three months for
50 cent

dtf

Clothing !

ZW Special rates to campaign clubs.

MBS. F. €, CH ASE
would iuform her old customers and friends that she
has reopened the store Corner Fortlaud nod
Nlech«nic Nlreei*, where she is prepared to
cm and make Boys’ Clothing in the latest styles.
Trimmings constantly on hand. Old Maxima-‘‘first
mcbldtf
come first served.”
Pasture
NEWLY fenced Pasture within one mile ol the
to
for
let
a term of years.
City
J. B. THORNTON.
feb21c*odtf
Oak Hill.

A

A local agent is wanted in every

Address
jySpeeimcn copies sent free.

FORTUM) FBBLMifi CO.

TON BULOW IN PORTLAND.

press,

TTT~E

TUESDAY M0K1UNG, APRIL 11, 1876
THE PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros.,
Marquis, Brui.e & Co.. Andrews
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kenarick, and Chisholm
trMI18 that run out ol the city,
At Biddeford, of
Phillsbury.
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon,
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French
Bros., and Stevens & Co.

Muperior Court.
TERM, 1870, 8YMONDS, J.,

PRE-

SIDING.

Monday.—In the case of Wright et al. vs. John
B. Curtis, which was an action to recover for three
days dredging at Atlantic wharf in 1874, decision was
given lor the plaintiffs for $509.
N. & H. B. Cleaves for plaintiff.
Strout & Holmes for defendant.
Stephen W. Nason vs. the Inhabitants of Westbrook. Action to recover the value of a horse which
broke bis leg by reason of an alleged defect in the
highway near Pride’s Corner in July last. Amount
claimed $75. On trial.
Frank for plaintiff.
N. & H. B.

Cleaves for defendant.
In the case of Chase against The Eastern Railroad
and the Portland, Bangor & Machias Steamboat
which

was an

action to

recover

damages

personal injuries received by plaintiff by being
thrown from his hack in November last by reason of
a hole in Steamboat
wharf, while conveying passengers to the steamer Lewiston, tho plaintiff discontinued as to the Steamboat Company, and took
judgment against the Railroad Company for $3300 and
lor

costs, by

consent.

Howard & Cleaves tor plaintiff.
Webb and Walker for defendants.

an

Brief Joltings.
Chief Engineer Merrill examined several oi
the street hydrants yesterday and found each

of them in good condition.
E. O. Bailey & Co. sold the schooner Patriot
to E Thomas & Co., yesterday, for $75.
If $30,000 are subscribed for the Orchard

Beach Bailroad the road will be completed by

July.

The steamship Elamborough is coming to
this port to take an extra cargo of 70 car loads
of freight for the New England and Nova Sco-

Steamship Company.

Qainn & Co. have taken

a contract to furnish
six ton boiler, valued at about $1500, to a firm
in Winslow, N. S.
The thanks of the Samaritan Association are
presented to Messrs. Charles A. Plummer, F.
Knapp, H. Perry, and W. Senter and all others
who were instrumental in contributing the sum
of $80 to the funds of the society by the Prom-

a

enade

Concert, given March 27, 1876.
The team of W. W. Harris, left standing on
Commercial street, started to walk about the
street yesterday and collided with N. O. Cram’s
carriage and overturned it, breaking one of the
thills short off.
John Greeley, employed at the Eastern depot, had one’finger and a thumb badly jammed
last week, by the bumpers, while shackling
cars.

Mercantile Library Association held

The

their annual meeting this evening.
The Other Side—Mr. Courtnay, the bookkeeper of Messrs. James Hogan & Co., who
accused by certain parties called tramps
failing to pay their men on the Western Division of the Portland & Ogdensburg Baiiroad,
gives the following for the other side in the
Argus of yesterday:
In the first place there is not a single laborer
who has been employed on the western division
of the P. & O. B. B. or Lamoille Valley B B.,
were

of

lmtn'Pnn

.Tnlinonn on/1

...

V...

has not received his pay for four months.
On or about the fifteenth day of January
they received the pay due them up to the first
day of January. Of the four hundred men or
so employed on the construction, two-thirds of
them are to-day in debt to the contractors,
Messrs. James Hoean & Co., and owing to the
failure on the part of the railroad company to
pay the contractors the amount of their first
estimate for work done and materials furnished
during the preceding four months, due them on
the 10th day of last month, instructions have
been sent by Mr. James Hogan to his superintendents to immediately reduce the force employed, by the discharging of all the men
indebted to him.
In the second place, I do not know of any
resident of the State of Maine a sub contractor
on the work, and 1 am positive there is no subcontractor to whom James Hogan & Co. are
indebted to the amount of $1700, for they, like
the men. are for the most part indebted to the
contractors.
In the third place, it is a base misrepresentation of facts to say that Mr. James Hogan has
received §200,000 in bonds in payment for work
performed. The facts are simply, that out of a
net estimate calling for §36,000 in cash and
§36,900 in consolidated bonds of the P. & O. R.
R., or iD lieu thereof a certain stipulated cash
equivalent, he has received, cash 8500, consolidated bonds $27,000, and he has disbursed in
cash to sub contractors, laborers, &c., during
the progression of the work, $17,600.
Parish Meetings.
The following religious societies held their
annual business meetings last evening and
elected the following officers:
First Baptist—Moderator, S. S. Bich; Secretary, M. M. Duroy, Jr.; Treasurer, J. B.
Mathews; Assessors, W. P. Hastings, F. G.
Cummings, A. Brunei; Music Committe, E
P, Chase, M. D. Stevens, Geo. Chandler.
High Street—T. E. Twitchell, Moderator;
Richard Abbott, Clerk; Wm. Ward, David

Kezar, R, Abbott, H. P. Storer, G. A. Tyler,
Assessors; Phillip Henry Brown, Treasurer;
Geo. H. Cook, Collector.
Chestnut Street—R. W. Turner, G. L.
Kimball. Samuel Rounds, Parish Committee;
Richard Cole, Collector; R. H. Turner, Clerk;
James

Noyes,

Treasurer.

A Challenge for Davis —The West End
Boat Club of Boston, is desirous of matching

“Frencby” Johnson against M. F. Davis of
Portland, to row a two or three mile race in
twenty-three feet working boats on Charles riv.
er, for any amount that Davis may desire, although giving

the Portland Oarsman the preference; and incase he does not accept, they
will match “Frencby” against any oarsman in
the North End, the race to be rowed in above
mentioned boats.
They will also match him
iigamsi
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10 row a

Whitehall or seventeen toot working boat
racet
the distance to be rowed at the option of the
of
this.
The
amount
to
rowed
for
be
acceptor
not to be '.ess than 8500 a side.

Mr. Willis.—A gentleman who returned
from North Conway yesterday reports that Mr.
and Mrs. Benjamin Willis are very contented
in their mountain home.
Mr. Willis is calm
and behaves himself as well as any one.
His
wife is in hopes that he will fully recover.
From another source we learn that the attendant who left here with him has returned,
and says he would not remain with him at aDy
price; also that the proprietor of the hotel where
he is stopping has ordered him to leave. Take
your choice of the statements.
Centennial Guide.—From Commissioner
Haskell we have received the Centennial
Guide, published by J. B. Lippincott & Co.,
Philadelphia. This is the only guide book sold
on the exhibition grounds, and is a very valuable one. It contains a large map of Phil-

adelphia and of the exhibition grounds.
who intend visitiDg the Centennial should
sult this book before starting.

All
con-

Slight Fire.—A lire was discovered on the
roof of Quinn & Co.’s boiler shop yesterday
morning by a gentleman passing on the street.
An alarm was raised and the workmen rushed
out of the
building and succeeded iu putliDg
out the lire by the
use of a dozen buckets of
wate. The building was
but

slightly iDjured.

The

Museum.—This evening ‘'Bulls and
Bears” will be brought out at the
Museum,and
the public are promised gieat
things in the way
of acting, plot and scenery.
Those who have
ever seen the “Big Bonanza” one of the most
successful of recent plays, will feel much curiosity concerning “Bulls and Bears,” which is
similar to it, though said to be better.
Steamer Arrival.—The Allan mail steamer Satmatian, Capt. Aird, from Liverpool the
30th inst., arrived here yesterday morning with
50 cabin and 155 steerage passengers. She had
a

very pleasant voyage,

The select reading, “The Witch’s
by Miss Weld, and “The Curfew,”
B. Tracy, were wamrly applauded.

great

piano.

The proceeds of the entertainment go
towards the purchase of an organ for the Freewill Baptist church.
Personal.
Judge and Mrs. Waterman did not sail on
the Scandinavian as was stated, but will wait
another week and go in the Prussian.
Miss
Robie of Goibam, will accompany them,

Mr, Ambrose Leighton has received an offer
to catch on the Boston Nine this season.
The weather was so severe last week that the
International steamerNew Brunswick was compelled to remain in Mt. Desert harbor over two
The passengers were so highly pleased
days.
that they tendered Capt. E. B. Winchester and

felt in lis-

tening to him. His manner is not at all mannerism; it presents few salient points for special description, from its perfect equality and
balance. His playing is by turns majestic, delicate, pathetic, graceful.

his officers a vote of thanks “for their seamanship on that occasion and care for the lives ot
the passengers, and to endorse their action in

remaining

No finer selection than the Chromatic Fantasia, or one of greater musical interest, could
have been made from tbe compositions of Bach
—whom von Bulow, in his admirable notes upon this very werk, has called “the
gteat founder of instrumental mueic.” It is a
composition
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evening,

prophetic voice of the old master, a word spokon to solve the musical problems of
our time.
Dr. von Bulow’s rendition of this graud work
was beyond praise.
The tbeme of the fugue
was given with peculiar
distinctness and
beauty. .The Gavotte in D minor was taken a
little faster than many artists have played it—
for instance, Mr. Theodore Ritter, who imparted to it

charming mixture of piquancy and
languor—but as Dr. von Bulow played it, it
had an airy brightness, a delicacy and sweetness that constantly won the listener more and
more to his interpretation. The familiar sonata
in A flat, was filled with the true spirit of the
composer; and the pitiless, tragic funeral
a

march,

and the bitter, hard eagerness of the
rondo formed a vivid musical scene.
The
Mendelssohn fugue, of course excellent in itself, suffered somewhat by its proximity to one
of Bach’s; but Dr. von Bulow’s treatment
of it was most admirable, as was also the spirit
and freshness with which ho gave three Songs
without words. The selections from Chopin’s
works showed shifting moods
and
varied
“1»
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with perfection of truth and sympathy.
The
Berceuse, in especial, was exquisite in its swaying, lulling melody. Nor was Dr. von Bulow
less happy in the vivid Italian sketches of
Liszt—the deep flow of the Venetian canal, the
luminous darkness, the charm of night and
the sea whioh are the essence of the GondoHera; and the unrestrained hurrying measures
of the brilliant Tarantella.
The comparison of
von Bulow with Rubinstein, who has been
heard here so lately, seems almost inevitable.
They are two of the greatest of lit ing pianists;

they are friendly rivals, each

of whom receives
reflected glory from every fresh triumph of the
other.
Rubinstein is full of magnificent ca-

prioe, superb passion and a singular impassive
quality—almost a loneliness of individuality—
whose voice is his unique playing.
Von Bulow is fiery, keenly alive to every impression
that the composer has noted, and interprets
with a faithfulness that is almost a religion,
and a breadth and depth of understanding, in
itself a wonder. One can say, “I have heard
Rubinstein, he played this or that, but it was
he himself that

I

knew under his disguise of
concerto or fugue.”
With von Bulow the case
is different. It is Bach, pious and calm before
his clavichord, it is Chopin with subtle, varyng moods that we meet; and later we remember that it was also von Bulow whose entire
absence of effort has made us forget for a little
the triumph he has achieved, whose desire it
was to be for a while forgotten in the compositionhe played.
In hearing Rubinstein one
hears the marvellous musician, in hearing von

Bulow—music itself.
The playing of Rubinstein affords at times a more intense pleasure—
that of von Bulow is more wholly satisfying.
Miss Lizzie Cronyn has a round, sympathetic voice and

good style;

and

gives promise of
great excellence. She is evidently profiting by
the lessons that she receives
von Bulow, and in having the

hearing Dr.
advantage of his
in

accompaniments.

Her modest, refined and
pleasing presence, her earnestness and evident
intelligence will ensure her future progress and
success.
Apparent timidity somewhat marred
the effect of the cavatina from the Freischutz,
but in the Meyerbeer songs the good! qualities
of her singing were hear! to much better adIn reply to a cordial encore, she
vantage.
bowed her acknowledgment.
The house was well filled, and with an appreciative audience, who testified their admiration for Dr. von Bulow by spontaneous and

significant pDudits,
cu mo icnaiu ui
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to be hoped that he may be induced again
allow the Portland public to enjoy his playing;
and to become acquainted by his means, with
the thoughts of the masters of music.

Preble Chapel.—From the report of Mr.
Phelan we learn that the Preble Chapel Sunday school has been very successful the past
year. The average attendance has been about
100 and there are now 130 children, divided into 20 classes and representing 70 families.
The
sewing school, with its 7 teachers and 30 scholThe pastor,
ars, is of incalculable benefit.
Mr. Phelan, has made 450 visits to 00 families,
95 children have received aid in clothing and
also 51 adults; 30 families received aid from
the parish pastor; 8 families received from the
sick drawer; 10 persons were paid in clothing
for work, and 7 individuals assisted by small
loans of money. From the First Parish col-

lection, 35 families received a good Thanksgiving dinner. One gentleman contributed 8
barrels of Hour and 500 pounds of meal to 13
families. The ladies of the Unitarian Circle
furnished §280, and other sources
§158, aud
$72.71 were collected at the chapel.
Accidents.—A child of Baker Orne, No. 6
Hancock street, about two years old, fell Saturday, seriously crushing his elbow.
One day last week a little girl aged 10 years
fell at the North School House, fracturing her
collar bone.
Wm. G. Davis, Esq., fell down sta:rs at his

residence

Cape Elizabeth,yesterday,
Dr. Gordon
and sprained his ankle severely.
attended him.
summer

Concert

This

at

Evening—The

Orpheus

Symphony Club give their introductory concert
at lleceptiou Hall this evening.
This club is
under the direction of Mr. Fred ter Linden,
who is an excellent instructor. On this occasion two
young ladies will make their first appearance as vocalists. The tickets for the concert are in
good demand.

but was

accouut of the
postponed
weather, is to be presented this evening, and by
the following cast it will be seen that several
members of the T. C. and C. T. Club will par-

ticipate:

Boeworth, a spy.Mr.

Uriel

Hill

Butcher 1 T„ripp
(Mr. Rich
Burpe ) ±oneB.i Mr. Walker
Rachel Sterling.Miss Littlefield
Rutu

Steiling,

her

daughter.Miss

Yeaton

Prudence Granger, Elmers sister.Miss Hooper

I

Grand Mass Temperance Meeting —The
Reform Club if making arrangements for a
grand mass temperance meeting to be held in
this

city

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per mouth, exceeds 100,000.

GOLDEN !

the 10th and 11th of May, and have
engaged City Hall for that purpose. Delegates
from all the clubs in the state will be
present,
as also Mrs. Crossman and others of the BanCrusade
Association.
gor
Among the arrangements it is designed to have a
on

marching through

some

of the

procession,
principal streets.

Real Estate Tp.anspers.—Tho following
are the real estate transfers recorded in this
county yesterday:

Falmouth—Lot of land from George Smith
to Albert G. Merrill.
Portland—Lot of land and buildings from
FrancesC. Walker and others to James M.

Rose.

Sewerage.
Mu. Editor:—In the Press of tho 3J iust.,
the sewers from New State street are projected
to run into the creek at the foot of the
street,

STATE

Spring Opening!

I
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Gorham.
The Gorham Savings Bank held its annual
meeting last week, and re-elected the same
board of officers as last year. Stephen Hinkley will act as Treasurer during the absence of
The deposits amount
Judge Waterman.
1115,000. _

to

[From the Lewiston Journal of Saturday.]
Tlie End of the World.
Waiting for the]

Second Coming of the
Cord—A Cittlc Company of Disciples in
Cewiston—Cast Night the Appointed

Time for the End of Prophecy— The Believers Wash One Another’s Feet and
Await the End—The End Postponed.

It is of course difficult reverently to approach all parts of the religious creeds of those
who differ from us; but we owe it to “Sweet

From

Personal attention given to orders and satisfaction guaranteed

Charity”

Reasonable Prices!

H. F. GOLDEN,
Under Preble House,

burlesque or caricature the religious opinions of good men and women, albeit

_

PLAIN TINTS,
FRESCO BORDERS,

W’AINSCUATfNGS.

OWEN

HARMON.

the natural man in a’most any of our creeds
might 2nd abundant opportunity for the exercise of the diabolical genius for travesty. We
have hitherto hinted that there were in this

BANK
32
myrt

Exchange Street.eodtf
PATTJEN,

Practical and

Expert Accountant,

145 COMMERCIAL ST.

Hand Sewed Boots.
We hare just received a line of the
Celebrated Newark Hand Mewed Work
for Gents’ Wear, New and Nobby.

It is in obedience to this command that the
Adventists at Wakefield’s Hall in this city
practice the rite of washing of feet.
But the most peculiar characteristic of his

DAVIS,

No. 1 Elm Street.

eblO

deodtf

NICE

PRKBLF^DAVIS.1' } LEAVITT & DAVIS.
jan6

No.

make a
and his

the second

probability

coming of]

the

prove to be the

of

April 7th,

Accordingly, quietly and unostentatiously,
the devout flock on Friday made
ready for the
sacred event. Wakefield Hall, a little nook in
Central Block, was made
ready for the occasion. There is gallery-room for a few
spectators. The faithful occupied
Ihe visitor to the hall was

the

main

floor.

courteously shown I

Face, ttlackliead*
or Fleshworms

Ask your druggist for Perry’s
Comedoneand Pimple Remedy, the irfalible skin medicine, or consult Dr. B. C.
Perry, Dermatologist, 49
Bond Street, New York.
Tu&S&w4ml5

apll

17

50

4,500 112

50

THIS

HOTEL
WEEK.

Corns, Bunions, Ingrowing and Club Nails, enlarged Joints, Warts, etc., treated in a skillful manner without pain. People who have received unsatisfactory treatment are invited to call.
Office Honrs from 9 A. Ml. till 8 P. HI., 8aturday till G P. HI.

and

FOR
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Flowers

SALE!

Danforlh St

,

foot of

23,000

573 00
70 00
30 00
7 50

1 000

25 00

AND

AT

a

specialty.

aprleodtf

—

Saccarappa, JHe.

Oar

prices will be found

TURNER

ONE

ns

low

ns

_LET

C_A.I>I8IC

MILL.

Inquire of
aP*

apll

utf
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of the latc.t style, and in every quality at

179 middle Street.
eodlw*

Jennie Spaulding, has left
without just cause, I
trusting her on my account,

Store to Let.
No.

STORE

for sale a desirable lot of
containing about 30,000
particulars inquire at No. 218 Fore St.
RUFUS DUNHAM.
aprlltt

subscriber offers
THE
land
Stevens’
feet. For

Plains

on

Wanted.
gentleman and wife a pleasant,

five
BY venient tenement of1856.

Address T, Box

reorganization
o£0.r ft0*
he.d (whether Main apply,

catin^

or

Chairman Bondholders* Committee, 476
New York. Immediate action

Broome Street,
is advisable.

ap8dlm

con-

aprtld3t*

dlw*

or
on

Wanted,

A

Ginger. 8
Mace.50

Best French Prunes.15 cts.^b.. 7 Lbs. for $1.00

SALESMAN, Must be familiar with ihe Carpet and Furniture business, Apply to

aplld3t

B. P.

512

*•

Best Turkish Prunes.10

Valencia Baiuns.13
California Raisins.15
Loose Muscatel.18
Choice Bag b igs.20
Sliced Dried Apple.15
Dried Currants..10
Citron.35

44
44
44
4

4

44
44
44
44

Medium Beans. 7
Pea Beans. 8
Y. E. beans. 9

Qt.
44

44

Split Peas.10

44

Green Peas.10
Carolina Rice.10
Louisiana Rice. 9
Tapioca.10

44
44

Lb.

44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44

44

li
8
7
6
6
7
11
3
15
13
12
11
II
11
12
11
11
13
18
15
22
15
28
28

«

«*

44

44

44

44

44

4*

44

44

44

44

44
44

44

Qts.44

44

44

44

44

44
44

*

Lbs.

44

44

44

44
44
44

4

44

4

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

4a

meai.zy

Tomatoes, (3 lb. cans.15 '• Can 7 Cans
Ya mouth Sugar Corn.. ..18
6
Blueberries. 18
6
5
Peaches, (3 lb. can).23
•<
*•
6
Squash, (3 lb can).18
Horse Radish.10
Btl.il Btls. “
•«
<‘
11
Pepper Relish.10
Sugar, Granulated. 11 cent* Lb
Extra 0. 10
“
Golden C.
10
New Orleans. 91 <<
<•
Yellow C. 9
“
Butter.25 and 30

Flour,

Good

Family.18.00

Bbl.

Choice Michigan. 8.50
St. Louis. 9.00
Minnesota Patent. 9.50
Best Wisconsin Patent.10.00
“
Minnesota Patent.10 50

•«

CO.,
d4w

8

IRTS

Made to Order!

CUNNlNtiHAM,

Washington Street, Bcston.

$2.50 each.
3.50

“

-_4.00

“

-

No. 1.

dly

13

with Klosomn

cunts

------

d3m

AERATED

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 26, 1876,
at 10 o’clock A.

M.,
premises,

cure

aro afflicted,
385
C'ougrea* Street, Portland. Me., Room 3,
Block, where a large number of testimonials can be seen.
Consultation and trial dose free.
jal2tfis&wtfl0

C a boon

If you want Coaf Tar Rubbers yon can
set them where they are advertised.
We keep only FIRST QUALITY GOODS
aud shall continue to sell
MEN’S RUBBERS, all size., 30 CENTS
“
“
••
<•
WOMEN’S
33
«•
•*
••
MISSES’
30
and other Kuober Goods in proportion,
elldtf
M. «. PALMER.

applied by

co.,

‘JS Spring SI., Portland,
HOOPERS AND PAINTERS

jy24

the

Admini.tratar of the r.UMe .f Ja«. Wt.1.1

J. 8. LAMBERT, Auctioneer.

ma23d3w

FRENCH
—

LESSONS
AND

—

LITERATURE.
MA«*8E, formerly
Boston,
late of Philadelphia and New Jersey, proMOTE.
to establish
B.

18th,

E.

a permanent French Institute in
She will commence her Spring term April

poses
Portland.

1876.

Tne course will consist of private French lessons
and classes for any one who wishes to study the language. She will form classes for advanced pnpila
who desire only to converse.
She intends also to have matinees for Ladies, consisting of readings from the best French Authors and
Dramatists, and the conversation will be only in
French. The same lessons will be given twice a week
in the evening lor Ladies and Gentlemen. She will
enmnwiTH’a

thuua ovanlnn

luauina

aarlv in Uui.f.fnko.

Mae. will be assisted by Prof. Masse.
In the early part of June Madame expects an Artist who has been connected with her institute in
I bis Lady is a member or the Academy of the Fine Arts In that city. She gives lessons
in Drawing in all its branches. Oil Painting, Pastel.
Her
during the summer will be WaterColor from nature
For further information please call at No. 16 Free
street. Mme will he at her rooms from 11 A. M. until 5 P. M. and every evening.
Mme. Masse is permitted to refer to the following

Philadelphia

Speciality

gentlemen:
Bt. Bey. Bishop James A, Healy, D. D.
Bt. Bev. Bishop H A. Neely, D. D.
Bev Thomas Hill. D. D., L
D.
Bt. Bev. Bishop W. B. Stevens, D. D., of Philadel-

phia.

Hon. Charles F. Libby, County Attorney.
Hon. Henry J. Murray, British Consul.
Ephraim Hunt, LL. !>., Superintendent of Pnblic
Schools of Portland.
Bichard H. Dana, Esq., of Boston.
Oeorge B. Emerson, Esq., of Boston.
aprStf

Instruction in tie German Language
BY A—

TEACHEfe,

Moderate.
CHAN. 8. ROBICHBK.
13 Temple Hired.

Terms

Address,

References—Or. Wm. Weed, 83 Free Ml.
Mr. Fred M. Hell, 39 Wiater SI.
mh30*2w

Eaton Family School For Boys,
—AT—

Spries Term will csmmeece March 9Tlb.
For Circulars and Portland references address
H. F. EATON. Principal.
auglSMf

Farnsworth,

RESIDENCE

Harmony,

337 SPRING ST.
d3m*

mm BROTHERS’

ON DELIVERY.

CASH

Charles Custis &Co.,
493

Congress

apr2S

St.

AMERICAN SILKS t
Black and Colored Gros Grains.

deowlylp

Nf.

Bosworth,

assortment

Sts.,
ot

of every description for Drapery and Decora*
tire Work. By making a specialty ot this department in upnoistery, we propose to place before the
public every facility for obtaining the newest design
and fabrics, and at lowest prices.
Also Window
Shade* and Fixtures. And a complete assortment of Room Paper,
mh21tf

Carpet Cleansing.

We, the undersigned, having purchased the right
run the Bostou Air Carpet Dusting Machine, are
now prepared to receive orders at our new Dye Heuse

No. 13 Preble Street,

near

Congress St.

Price far Dusting Carpets 4 CIS, per yd.
Carpets called for and returned free of charge.
CARPETS

CLEANSED

At}

CSI'AL.

FOSTER & SON,
ap3dlm*
Proprietors of Forest City Dye House.

Steam Engine and Boiler.
flilHE ENGINE an upright of about six horse
JL power, and an Upright Tubular Boiler of about
loubte the power ot the engino. Apply to WILLI AM LOWE1.L, 36 Union street or W. H. PEN
NELL SCO.. 3# Unioz ,treet.
•uoSSdtL

For Sale

by All the Leading Retailer?

“Cheney’s American Silks combine most beautifully in costumes with all the soft wohl fabrics now in
vogue, and we heartily recommend them for thetr
beauty and durability to ibe attention of onr readers.”— Scribner’s Monthly.
malTlsdlm

New Store, New Firm!
—

AT THE

—

WMesals Produce Commission House,
113 Center Street.
We shall receive shipments ol Gilt-edged Vermont
Butter and Cheese over the P. & O. Railroad semiweekly through the Spring months and weekly by
lefrigerator cars through the Summer months direct
from some ot the best dairies in Vermont, made
from pure imported Jersey stock, and shall oiler the
same to the trade at fair market rates.
Truthlul
8 us lemon in and Slquare Weights will he
•ar Alalia.

D. IIARVEY & CO.

Boots and Shoes !
—

AT

—

G. C. TILER &

CO.,

WHOLESALE DEALER UT

Boots, Shoes, Kubbcrs
And. Loatlier,

130 Middle Street.

Over 158 and 160 Middle Street,
PORTLAND, AIR.

N. J. SANFORD.
apB___dtf

The subscriber, formerly of tbe Arm of TYLER &
COE, would inform the trade that he may be found
In store over Messrs. Geering, Milllken A Co., 138
and 160 Middle Street, where he will continue the

Southern Pine Flooring.
Dry

300 M.

1 & 11-4 Inch
FIRST QUALITY FLOORING,
For sale in lots

or car

J. W.

loaco at Cargo Prees.

DEEBING,

‘410 Commercial Street, Pool of Centre Ml

nel2__eodtf

Seed

Potatoes !

wholesale busiuese ot Bool., Abacs. Rubbers
and Leather.
G. V. TILER.
ma29

$1.25
$2 50
peefc. Compton Surprise $4 00 bbl.. $2.00
bushel,
peck. Also McLean’s Advancer Peas 30c
per quart. Also Early Cabbage or Tomato Plants,
in large or small quantities. For sale by
MOSES H. HUSSEY,
North Berwick, Me.
apr5d3w

IN ArcRealAc,to suit
bum*

to Loan.

partied

WHITE’S

on

Real

Fatale

((OLD.
GEORGE W. DAVIS,
mb23

17 *Pr,n« ,-"f

aiM

R

House and Stable to Let,
water with every

To
SUIT of

dim

Highest Cash Friers paid for Old G.ld aad
Hilvrr. Gold ia any form purchased, by

nov2iseodGm

A

PATENT

in 1)23

OAVIW,
Ki'vte «o«l Mortgage Broker
€2*

VENTILATOR'

Will supply any desired quantity ot pure air, without dust or cold draughts.
Easily adjusted and
adapted to the small room or large hall. Call or send
for circular. W. H. KIMBALL, Agent, 120 Tremonf Street, Boston, Mass
Active Ar< nt* Wauled m every City,

75c
75c

Money

dim

WINDOW

$7 00 bbl., $3.50 bushel,
Earlypeck.Snowflake,
Brownell’s Beauty. $5.00 bbl.,

bushe

dU

FOR SALE.

These Silks, manufactured In the most
approved manner, are warranted not to
cut or change color in wearing, and surpass in weight, finish and durability any
that can be obtained at corresponding
prices.

mh!4dtl

Paint.

The best and cheapest 8now A Davis Patent
Hlate Roofing Paint for Sbiugle, Tin and Iron
Roofs, also for cheap outside work, sold by the gallon

&

on

The Homestead Farm of the late JAMES
WESTON, situated ou the road leading
from Freeport Corner to South Freeport,
containing about eighty acres of land.
Also, one-half in common and undivided
of two acres of land with wharf and
buildings. Also, one-eighth of schooner
Col. Eddie, and about twenty tons of hay.

marl

The best place to get your Boots and Shoes

Oxygen Treatment.
for Catarrh, Asthma, RheumaGENUINE
A istism,
Dyspepsia, Luug and all Chronic Disstill ottered to all who
at

McCOY

sell at

Public Auction, on

Edw. C.

“

Portland Laundry, 22 Union St.

Fireproof Roofing

duly granted, I .ball

license

TERMS.

Air

Mo.

3
Collar^
Pair tJufife.6

a

Teacher of Pianoforte,Organ £

has taken the

Great Reduction iu Pi ices of Laundry
Work.

N.

Pursuant to

NORRIDGEWOCK, MAINE.

PHIOE8.

to

J.

AUCTION.

COMPETENT

New Store Cor. Free & Cotton

Congress St.,

Portland.,

W

SPRING 1876,

Collins & Buxton,

or

IIIBMMS Si

EDUCATIONAL.

UPHOLSTERY GOODS

del4

d4t

SUNDRIES.

—TO—

THE

.f,n°
aP»>_

«

$1.75
1.35

Nutmegs.35

andjntends to keep a full

Wanted.
Country chance to drive carriage or
farm by a Swede, and to do geutral
Both speak Euglisb and
housework by bis wife.
have good recommendations. Apply at
116 NEWBURY STREET.
aplldlw*

City
IN work

stating class of

Line, Milwaukee, MusPacific Division), to EKED. TAY-

sunny,

six rooms, centrally
Will give the best of

NEW BOARDING HOUSE at
Rooms fur*
115 Centre Street,
nished or unfurnished.

iseodtf

Bonds

or

aprll

Minnesota Bondholders.

10
Allspice.
Pepper.10

ONLY!

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS

Shills

Terms cash.
BA,, EV A CO, AicUexem.

FOR

LIVE AND LET LIVE IS OUR MOTTO.

Beal Hair long X witches $1.50 to $3 each.

ON

ror benefit »f wbom it
may concern about 180 Hbds
Sagua Molasses mixed with Balt water on voyage.

STEPHEN WESTON,

50 cts. Lb.
60
"
35
15
30

Formerly with Warren. Bailey & Co.,

522

AT AUCTION.
THURSDAY, April 13th, at 2J o’clock, at
Warehouse on Merchants’ Wharf, we shall sell

Pure.

MUSIC I

MARTIN & PENNELL’S
Carriage Repository, on Elm Street.

X>. "W". Claris..

Burlington, Cedar Kapids and

Spices, Strictly

Cassia.15 cts. Qr.
Cloves.'.15

No. 3,
No. 2,

Patterns sent by mall, post free, on receipt of price.
Mine. Demorest’s Semi-annual Port-Folio, 15
cents; What to Wear, 15 cents; Mammoth Colored
Bulletin of Fashions, $1. Subscriptions received for
Demorest’s Monthly Magazine, yearly, $3, with a
splendid Chromo as a premium.
apl€dis2w

GOOD second hand Phaeton made by C. P.
Kimball. Just repaired and in good running
order. Can te seen at

WELCH’S,

Street,

COFFEES.

in

HASKELL,

apll

STORE,

Bio, (Green).22 and 25c)s.
(Roasted or Ground)...30
Maracaibo, (Roasted or Ground).35
Old Gov’t^Iava, (Green).32
(Roasted or Ground).40
Pure Coflee, (Roasted or Ground).25
Paper Ceffeo.12 and 20

Mine. Demorest’s Reliable Patterns !

A

150 Hhds. Sagua Molasses

Goods

lieamiful Cbromo

A

Geo.

Phaeton for Sale.

said county, the following described personal property, to wit:
Ten cords hard wood slabs.
Ten cords hard wood edgings.
Fifteen cords hand clelt wood.
Seventy-six cords Pine slabB.
Twenty-eight cords Pine edgiDgsOne standing desk.
One table
One Fairbank scales.
One clock.
Three arm chairs.
One hemp carpet.
Terms cash and Immediate delivery.
at "aid FortUnd the 6th
»t April, A. D.

—

WESTON’S TEA

BROS.,

PRICE
AGENCV

8torcr

Abbott’s Corner, Deering, Me.,
Or all orders left with W. B. MOK1ULL, 181 Middle
attended to.
be
will
promptly
aprlleodlm
St.,

HEW

AT

Nos. 21 & 23 Free

Corner Congress and Elm Streets.

business,
any
of pure Milk, and as he will sell only that from his
own cows can guarantee satisfaction in every instance. Please address, giving street and number,

references.

I

—

any market.

HASKELL would inform his

located.

TO

Price List of

Nos. 21 & 23 Free St», Portland.

We shall open as above full lines of
Goods, comprising some o( the most nltractive, in style and quality, to be found
in tbe New Vork and Boston markets.
Extra Bargain, in DRESS GOODS and
BLACK SILKS.
Also IIIOIRNIIG
GOODS in fine quality.

DAY, April 12tb,

— —~

Tuesday, April 11th.

Notice.

nit

dislw

C. A. WE8TOA &

•

a

3 Free St. Block.

dlw*

T. M.

CO.,

aplO

—

TUKJNiiK MUS.,

friends and
the public that having entered again into the
TM.
be is prepared to furnish
Milk
in want

JOHN ADAMS,

H. S. KALER &

Crushed Wheat..7
Fine Oat Meal.
5
Coarse Oat Meal. 7
Rye Meal .4
Graham Flour. 4

THOMAS KANE, Florist.

aprll

in attendance.

eatly inspection respectfully solicited.

Sago. .10
Pearl Barley. 8
Hominy. 6

GOODS,

—

Street, by

Carriages, Wagons and Buggies

of every description; top and no
top, 6ingle and
double, at ten per cent, lower than at any other factory in Maine Concord and Express Wagons
^

Experienced Milliners

Riven with every
pound.
Oolong.40, 50, 60, 70 and 75 cts.
75
Mixed, (Green and Black). ...40, 50, 60,70
75
Japan.60,70
75
English Breakfast.60
Green Tea.40, 50, 60
75
Formosa, (very line flavor).80

SHAWLS I

CUIROPODIST.
8.

Spring and Summer!

THAS !

30 00

on a

187?**1

17 50

200 00

writ and will be sold by public
the highest bidder on WEDNESA. D. 1876, at 10 o’clock A. M, at
the coal and wood yard of Paul Prince Jt Son, on
Wihnot St, corner of Kennebec St, in Portland, in
auction to
ATTACHED

ap‘rlld2tMATT ADAMS, Dap. Sheriff.

corn

—

—

12 50

—

DRESS

FDR

500

Opening
OF

—

700

House- St.
200
5 00
Wilbur, Dorcas F, one-fourth land
trom Merrill St to Shore, with Thurs
ton.
200
5 00
HENRY W. HERSEY,
Treasurer of the City oi Portland.
Portland, April 10th.
aprlOdSt

—

NEW AND DESIRABLE SHADES

5 00

1,200

McGliuchy.
Wnitney, George W, land rear Alms

THE

200

Green St. 1,500
37 50
Hotel and land Green St. 4,000 100 00
Land east ot Canton St.
900
22 50
Quinby, Adeline A, house and land 24
Cedar St.
3.500
87 50
200
Rand, Hiram J, land rear 5 Mayo St.
5 00
Rand, William, land Hanover St.
500
12 50
W.
house
on
leased
Ricker, George
land 584 Congress St.
300
7 50
Rowe, William B, land S E side
Adams St
400
10 00
Shaw, Charlotte R, house and land
cor
Myrtle and Laurel Sts. 3,100 77 50
Smith, F O J. land east cor Congress
and Exchange Sts to Market St_ 12,000 300 00
Buildings aud land W side Cross St 4,000 100 00
Stockman, John B, land Plum St.
600
15 00
True Eleanor D, house and land 301
Portland St. 1,200
30 00
Walker Charles B, one-half shops and
land Commercial St foot of StatJSt,

Dr.* Kenisoai,

Land tor Sale in Decring.

.

Savior would in all

night

Freckle Lotion. It is reliable.
For
Pimpled on the

A large stock of

jal5eodtf

SALE S

guardedly informed his flock that the night for

1870.

Street.

more

that year was in our favor,
aad in accordance with his investigations he

Freckles and l an.
Use
Moth
and
Perry’s

persons
as 1 shall pay no hill of her contracting.
J. H. SPAULDING.
aprlldlw*
Portland, April 10, 1876.

principles

Fortunately,

700

8,000

with

ALL

mal6

122 Commercial street, next below
Dana & Co., now occupied by Joshua Hobbs &
Son. Possession given immediately. Apply at 06
Dantorth St.
C. OXNARD,
dtf
aprll

careful inspection of his figures
of interpretation. Having
done this. Elder Thurman discovered that he
had made a mistake of one year in his reckon-

ing.

5 00
17 50

eases

dently anticipated.
A company of Lewiston Adventists a year
since, under the lead of Elder Thurman, a devoted disciple, fixed on a definite day for the
end of the world, but as the world did not see
fit to end at that time, he felt called upon to

AT

700

FOR

Moth. Patches.

hereby

—

Elm

1

Carroll and Thomas Sts...

00

5

Jones, Jesse H, house and land 12
Quincy St. 2,800
LeMassey, Thomas H, house and land
rear 25 Chestnut St.
1,200
Lowell, Thomas, land Washington St.
300
Lucas, Thomas, house and land 45

Art., A. C. S.

ONLY

aprll

St,

Mayo St.
Hull, John T, block four houses and
cor

IN

22 50

200

at, between land ot J w Perkins
and land otSam Tyler, about 30 feet
on State St, and 130 teet in depth,
new No. 93.
Harvey, William, house and land 21

land

1,200

200

..

land Plum

45

30 00

aplO

cies more

prophe-

aplldtd

House

GLOVES,
ORNAMENTS, etc,,

00

1,800

010

adj Athenajura lot.
one-lialt land N Gor
Montreal and North Sts.
Haines, Allen, house and land N E
side State St. 90 feet N W of Grav

application to
BEST, JR.,

my wife,
AND SHOES WHEREAS
my bouse and home
forbid all
—

2,800

70 CO

Notice.

BOOTS

less accurately translated from the
language of allegory and ecstasy to that of
arithmetic; we have had ascension days fixed
and certain. The second coming of the Lord
as the thief in the night has often been confi-

on

CLERMONT L.
1st Lt. 1st

FITTING

seen when the Adventist comes to prophecy. The
mysterious
words of Daniel and the ,a)legorical beasts and
elders of the Bevelator shine with
significance
to the Adventist. We have had these
or

I

proposals.

all

Further information furnished

INTRICATE

accounts, partnership settlements,
etc., etc adjusted. Previous business written,
and all work requiring competent services promptly
executed Compromises between debtors and creditors ellected. financial ability of debtors investigated,
and settlements effected when desired
Instruction in book-keeping to a limited number.
Business from this city and vicinity respectfully
solicited.
Ample references in this and other cities,
mart
TW&Fteodtf

LEAVITT

1 50

Also,

STOCK, Ac.,

H. C.

you.”

biblical interpretation is

or

Milk

They believe

from God and went to God, riseth from
supper,
and laid aside his garments; and took a towel,
and girded himself.
Alter that he poureth
water into a basin and began to wash the disciples’ feet, and to wipe them with the towel
wherewith be was girded.
*****
So after he had
washed their feet, and had taken his garments
and was set down again, he said unto them,
know ye not what I have done unto you? Ye
call me Master and God, and ye say well; tor
so I am.
If I, then, your Lord aud Master,
have washed your feet; ye also ought to wash
one another’s leet.
For I have given you an
examnle, that ye should do as I have done to

sales to officers
proposals may be ac
tor supplying beef for issue, or choice cuts for
cepted
j5 sales to officers
separately, the one without the other.
:
The Government reserves the right to reject any
and

IN

State and City Securities,

and gifts God bestowed on His early apostles. He will hestow nnnn his latpr Jlaninlos

“Jesus, knowing that the Father had given
all things into his hauds, aud that he was come

officers.

The bids for issues to troops
j! will
be made separately, as

Government Bonds,

ers

in the beautiful rites which the
Lord instituted before his crucifixion—notably
in that act bv which Jesus forever incarnated
that central truth of his kingdom—“He that is
greatest among you, let him be jour servant.”
Hence they practice as a rite that gracious act
of humility which John in the sacred biography thus describes:

Ithe

Plants

a group of
creed is singular.
of hands," and in

15 00

600

reon

bidders, for
furnishing the Fiesh Beef required by the Subsistence Department, U. S. Army, at this station
during the twelvemonths commencing July 1, 1876,
j lor issue to troops, and for choice cuts for sales to

sold by all druggists

Payson& CO.,

600

place

Has rooms at the

DEALERS

city

Adventists whose religious
They believe in “laying on
gifts of healing. They employ do physicians, but they believe in thaumaturgy. They seek to revive the “gifts” with
which Christianity in action first endowed its
zealous apostles. They believe that what pow-

in

day
May, 1876,
they will be opened in presence of

Monday.

H. M.

Walnut lane
&

MOORE,

PROPOSALS,
duplicate, will be
ceived at this office until 11 o’clock A. M.,
SEALED
15th
of
at which time and

!

KID

An

Goold, Sophia A.

DECORATIONS,

arc

CRAPES,
TRIMMING SILKS,

Valua- Tax
tiou. Due.

side North

; Frotliiugham, WHS,

VELVET PAPERS,

_

mhldeod3p&w2msn

Estate taxed as will be sufficient to pay the amount
due therefor including interest and charges,will,without further notice, be sold at public auction at the
office of the Treasurer in said city on the 12th day
of April, A. D. 1876, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.

nade

MOULDINGS.

Sheriff’s Sale.
STATE OF MAINE, 1
CUMBEBl.AND, 88. J

LACES,

Taxes in tlic City
Portland, in the County ot
Cumberland, Cor tlie year 1874.

als, one-fifth land W
St.
Bodge, Joseph G, halt houses and land
58 Green St, with Styles.%..
Bowen, William V, houses and land
41 Munjoy St.
Cameron, Alexander, house on leased
land 147 Oxford St.
Chesley, Margaret M, land M and N
Sts.
Clark, Leander, house on land leased
of D N Philbrook, Cumberland St..
Day, Charles B. land N W ot Thames
St.
Dyer, Ansel, land and flats Thames St
Eveleth, Erascis C, house and land 6
Forest St.
Fay, Joseph S, houses and land 51 and
53 Fore St.
Fitz, Andrew G, land Eastern Prome-

IN EVERY VARIETY,

V

GOODS,

ot

The iollowing list of Taxes on Real Estate ot nonresident owners in the City of Portland, for the
in bills committed to Henry VV. Hersey, Colyear 1874.
lector ot said City, on the 1st day of S6pt., 1874, has
been returned by him to me as remaining unpaid on
the 31st day of August. 1875, by his certificate of that
date, and now remain unpaid; and notice is hereby

DWELLING ON

at 12 o’clock M.,
two Stores and Dwelling over
167 Commercial Street.
tnem,
Tbls building
1. arranged with large store in front. Also Store lu
rear, with entrance on side from Commercial 8treet,
and a tenement over the two; la supplied with gaa
and Sebago water.
The storea are well supplied
with shelves, counters and other fixtures. Deposit
of 20 per cent, required at sale.
V. O. BAILEY dc CO, Anclianeare.
apio
d3t

BLACK ENG.

Blake, Mary

ti.

jyll

near

AND

ON No.

FRENCH FLOWERS,
OSTRICH TIPS,

House

Names. Description of Property.
Barbrick, Theophilus, house and land

j

STRAW

St., to 13 Preble *t
dtf
Congress

Union

0. W. ALLBB

Furniture and General Merckanaise every
Saturday, conunencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
Cougignments solicited.
ocddt
sale of

BY AUCTION.

—ANI>—

ECRU

City Dye

Regular

WEDNESDAY, April 12tb,

■

given that if the 6aid taxes and interest and
charges are not paid into the Treasury of the said
city within eighteen months from the date of the
commitment of the said bills, so much of the Real

Collins & Buxton, 522 Congress street,
Congress St., Cor. Brown.
have just received a new lot of violin strings of
dec29
dtf
the best quality.
j_
aprl0-2t
PROPOSAL FOR FRESH BEEF.
Office A. C. S., Fort Preble, Me., April 13, *76.
Dr. Schrncli’a Standard Remedies.

not to

—

I.

Non-Resident

at

!

MILLINERY

exhibited in Portland.

ever

COTTON HOSIERY.

are

24

ap3

LORING, SHORT- &

Schenck’s medicines
throughout the country.

.1.

Male.ro.m. 33 and 37 Exchange Si.
». O. XA1LXT.

STORE

Wanted.

Foster’s Forest

BRONZE & GOLD LEAF PAPERS,

The standard remedies for all diseases of the lungs
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, Schenok’s SeaWeed Tonic, and Schenck’s Mandrake Pills,
and, if taken before the lungs are destroyed, a speedy
cure effected.
To these three medicines Dr. J. H.
Schenck, of
Philadelphia, owes his umivalled success in the treatment of pulmonary diseases.
The Pulmonic Syrup ripens the morhid matter in
the lungs; nature throws it oft by an easy expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter is ripe a slight
cough will throw it ofl, the patient has rest and the
lungs begin to heal
To enable the Pulmonic Syrup to do this Schenck’s
Mandrake Pills and Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic must
be freely used to cleanse the stomach and livor.
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills act on the liver, removing
all obstructions, relax the gall bladder, the bile starts
lreely, and the liver is soon relieved.
Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic is a gentle stimulant
and alterative; the alkali of which it is composed
mixes with the food and prevents souring. It assists
the digestion by toning up the stomach to a
healthy
condition, so that the food and the Pulmonic Syrup
will make good blood; then the lungs heal, and the
patient will surely get well if care is taken to prevent
fresh cold.
All who wish to consult Dr. Schenck, either personally or by letter, can do so at his principal office
corner of Sixth and Arch Sts.. Philadelphia, every

III

F. O. BAILEY * CO,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

COMMERCIAL STREET,

REMOVAL.

and

are

feet wide, from the foot of Preble street directly across the cove to Deering, so soon to be annexed to Portland, givin a new impulse to the
business of Portland, new industries starting
there, adding to the growth and wealth of
Portland, tbejnew sewer increasing the value
of the land around the cove in Portland and
Deering, making Portland the most healthy
and inviting city for business and elegant residences in New England, will be seriously imOntario.
paired if not ruined.

have received their new

REMOVAL.

meeting.

'-'A

1

■

the finest Slock of

COUNTY.

1/vutuui

by leaving the same
aplld3t

WEDNESDAY, April 12th, A

The steamer Star of the East will leave BosSatins and White Blanks,
ton on Tuesday, the 18tb, for her first trip for
the Kennebec river.
The recent severe storm I
delayed painting and other repairs on the boar. AT PRICES TO SUIT THE TIMES.
The Journal says: Seth Williams Post of the
Grand Army of Augusta, are to have charge of
the services on Decoration Day (the 30th of
May) as usual. They have invited Kev. Horace
W. Tilden to deliver the Memorial SSrmon,
and Bev. Charles A. Curtis to deliver the oraClT'T. W. EMERSON, Paper Hanger,
tion. Both of the gentlemen are members of
has slate at our store.
apll
the Post. The sermon will be given at the Baptist church, od Sunday evening. May 28th, and
the oration at Granite Hall on the afternoon of
the 30th.
Mrs. Maltha K., wife of Leverett Lord of
Our Spring assortment of Ladies* and children’s
Hallowell, d ed very suddeuly in a fainting fit, Plain and Fancy Hosiery is now ready for examinaon Saturday, April 1st, aged about 62 years,
tion
Among the special bargains we quote the following :
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

uvuulvvu

rewarded

ANY

•

prospering.

KENNEBEC

suitably

YOUNG Man lo learn the Wholesale Grocery
and Flour Business- Address by letter,
BOX 1878.
aplldlw

COUNTY.

The Journal says the various corporations of
Lewiston have their cases of goods for the Centennial exhibition in readiness, and they will
The contriprobably be shipped on Monday.
butions ot Lewiston cotton mills to the Centennial are just about one car load, consisting of
about one hundred varieties of cotton and woolen fabrics.
The Jonrnal says: Landlord Young of the
new Poland hotel has ordered 80 sets of chamber furniture of Messrs. Bradford & Conant,
and be could not have found a better firm to
deal with. Mr. Young hopes to open the hotel
June 15th. Many rooms are pre-engaged.
The New Gloucester Shakers propose to build
a large house this season.
They are evidenly

office.

on

was

Warned.
respectable employment by a voting man
of ability. Wages no object. Adddress
**F. J. W.,” This O.ffice.
apt Id 31

■

WE SHALL OPEN

NEWS.

ANDKOSCOGGIN

worn as a

AUCTION HALKft

KALEK & CO.,
3 Free St. Block,

TO

as

enterprising citizens; the charming lots which

being taken up for beautiful houses, which
onr talented architects are designing, will be
thereby rendered most uohealthy. The “Boulevard” around the cove, by the far seeing men

Lost.
GOLD

lost
ANCHOR,
charm,
A board the
Barque H. L. Routli last week. The
finder will be

S——MB

miscellaneous.

Servant Girl Wanted.
i
do geueral housework, bw a small family.
American girl preferred. Apply at
3 DRER1NG PLACE.
aplldtf

creek—18 inches in diameter—be laid to below
Tukey’s bridge, to deep water, taking in all the
sewers from every street running to the cove.
Try and persuade the city government not to
allow the sewerage to flow out upon the “flats.”
which left to tfce sun’s heat will bring all sorts
of fevers to our beautiful city. Deeriog street,
with its elegant houses occupied by [our most

on the marshy flats.
Now, sir, do
say to the city government, “do not allow the
sewerage of this part of our beautiful city to
be left there,” but suggest that pipes from the

A

at this

The Whig says Tower’s saw mill in Brewer, 100 Doz. Milk Clocked Balbriggan Hose
at 95c per ffeair.
that was.lately destroyed by fire, is being rapDoz. Plain
bite and Colored Hose at
idly rebuilt. Last Friday the neighbors in that 50
95c
These goods are fall finper pair.
vicinity collected and went to work en masse
inked both in the feet and legs and are uson the building.
The frame had already been
ually sold for 37c.
|
erected, and they boarded and shingled the j 75 Doz. Ladies’ Fancy Mtriped Iloseat50c
whole mill that day.
per pair, which are cheap at *5c.
lOO Doz. Ladies’ Fall Finisoed (97 inches
ICU1
ca.TO.
^lauu
long) Balbriggan and British Brown
perance rally in the interests of the reform
Roughs at 50c per pair.
movement, was held at Waterville on Satur- 37 Doz. iHis*es’ Fall Regular English
day evening. The meeting was held under the
Mtripcd Hose, all sizes, ac 50c per pair,
really worth 75c io 81.00 per pair.
auspices of the Fairfield Reform Club, assisted
Doz. Cadies’ and Children’s Plain and
950
The names of
by the Augusta Reform Club.
Fancy Striped Hose at from tOc to 95c
fifty or more persons were signed to the ironper pair.
clad pledge, and about double that number to
30 Doz. (Rents* Half Hose at|15c per pair.
the general pledge. The organization of a ReAll buyers of Hosiery are cordially invited to exform Club aDd a Ladies’ Temperance Christian
amine our stock before purchasing elsewhere.
Union will be the immediate results of the

discharging

Lost.
BUNCH of Keys. Supposed to have been 1
Fdropped in the post office yesterday afternoon. |
The finder will please leave them at
aplld3t*
THIS OFFICE.

Heaven.

Ten o’clock. The world has gone to sleep,
ever, little expecting to awake in Eternity; but
these faithful sentinels still wait in patience for
the last syllable of recorded time.
Eleven o’ciock! The clock in the neighboring bell towers strikes one short of midnight.
Elder Thurman’s faith wavers. At 11.30 the
lights are extinguished, and the faithful ones
go home. As ever, true to the Almanac, old
Sol broke over the world this morning. And
the time is not yeti
Elder Thurman on being consulted on Saturday, confessed that the failure of several appointed dates for the final catastrophe has
somewhat weakened his confidence in his
ari'bmetic; but of this he is positive, that the
second coming of the Lord will occur on Passover Day. The Elder has a carefully prepared
chronology of the world, and has ielt that if
this last appointment was not a success, he
should leave the date with the Lord altogether.
He is constrained to see that he is in error, and
he frankly confesses that he cannot set any
further time for the above-named catastrophe.
He takes his figures from Daniel.
The world,
he says, was created in his view, 0000 years ago,
about this time of year.
A table cover red with snowy white linen
was spread in the hall, on which the tokens of
the eucharist were spread. The bread was unleavened and seven days old.
The table was
surrounded by settees. Elder Thurman presided and conducted the service.
Scripture was
read; a hymn was sung, and theEldergave
directious to the flock. The settees were first
turned back to the table. The sisters occupied
one bench; the brethren another, sitting back
to them on the opposite side of the table. Following the example of Jesus, the Elder removed bis coat and girt himself with a linen
towel. He then poured water into a basin and
washed the feet of one of the disciples. Then
the discinlp.fi washed one another’s feet.—ihe
sisters performing the rite, one for another.
Then the passover supper was eaten. An interesting social service followed the supper,
which ended at 10 o’clock.
Each person related his experience, his hope and his iaitb, as
any Christian might.

1

jL*1

seat in the gallery—only this caveat was entered, that no one should enter who came to
make sport.
There were about thirty persons present—all
with a devout and becoming behavior. The
ceremony was solemn and impressive. One of
their number states that more would have been
present but for the bad traveling. None were
admitted to the hall after 7.30 o’clock.
It was now well along in the eveng, and no
sign appeared to confirm the Elder’s prediction. The nine o’clock bells rang out their
good-night peal as ever. The careless world
unheedingly hurried past WakefiedHall. Yet
the good Advent people waited on the Lord,
waited to see Him coming in the clouds of
a

on

Elmer Granger.Mr. Woodman
Obed Sterling, a quaker.Mr. Turner
Ephriam Sterling, his son.Mr. Strout
Pretzel, a Dutchman.Mr. Gosse
Ginger, a negro.Mr. Field

pU3l 1/IUL1S

the perfected speech that succeeds the beautiful reverie. It is the sculptured form that records the brilliant vision.
It seems almost a

centennial drama

of “100 years ago,” that was to have been played at the Congress Square chnrcb last Tuesday

entirely unlike in their general character.
The iugue, united with the freer composition
of the fantasia—forms a musical illustration of

yond the purely technical significance, of the
latter form of writing are strikingly apparent.
To many musicians, no vindication, so to say,
of the fugue is necessary; to those who have
been led to regard it as the formal aDd curious
outgrowth of a mnsical pedantry, this fantasia
and fugue should prove much.
The theme—
which is treated with the perfection of ease and
symmetry of which Bach alone was entire master
—Is tender, expressive, and readily recognized.
Its chromatic character, its harmonies are allied
to those of the
preceding fantasia. It seems

two days in this harbor of safe-

__

are

wonderful beauty. In the close connection of
this most imaginative of Bach’s writings, with
the severe and clearly cut outlines of the fugue
which follow it, the worth and meaning, be-

over

ty.”

which the learned Forkel asserts to have no
parallel in the writings of Bach; and in which
Dr. von Bulow sees “tbe entrance of the romanticism of music.” Here and there indeed,
for a few measures one recalls the second movement of the Italian Concerts, hut the likeness,
luuiucuia-IUU

Butler,

The solos
Mrs. Spaulding, Mr. L.

and Messrs A. H. Barnes and W. S. Graham.
Thanks are due Mr. A. K. P. Lord for his
kindness in giving the use of his hall and

power as well as

artist, secondly the virtuoso, that is

Miss

Daughter,”
by Miss R.

M. Mason, and Mr. A. Bowdoin, were very fine
indeed.
A very attractive feature of the evening was
the singing of “Auld Lang Syne” in the costume of 177G, by Misses E, and H. Bradbury,

impulse. His
playing is entirely unexaggerated, and although
his technique is unsurpassed, it is chiefly tbe
reserve

by

sung

half movement of expectation; and at last tbe
murmur that quickly became warm and unanimous expression of welcome, as he came upon
the stage. His rapid, unaffected movement,
his clear, alert face, were full of concentration
and energy. His manner is quiet, refined and
entirely free from egotism, tbe expression of
his face is intense, and its strong lines denote
thought and passion, under command of iron
will; and his tireless energy has the support of

vaioro

tia

could exceed the childish gracefulness
of her rendition of “The Milkmaid’s Song.”
She responded to an enthusiastic encore
by
repeating the cbarming.little song.
Her fine
execution of difficult piano music won the
praise of all.

arranged

was

programme

Nothing

impressions of the eager faces that waited the
appearance of the great pianist; tbe haif hush,

AUCTION COLUMN.
Sheriff's Sale-Matt Adams.

Company,

composition. Tbe

and Miss C. E. Tracy, who for the
past few
months have been under the instruction of
Miss M. Miller.
Especially would we praise
the performance of little Miss Fantie Clark.

cent resources should be unreservedly devoted
to the best good of his art and of his audience.
All this was to be noted as well as exterior

Golden—Grand Spring Opening.
Paper Hangings—Loring, Short & Harmon.
.Lost—Bunch of Keys.
Orly for Moth Patches.

CIVIL

were more

speaking, Mendelssohn, Chopin
nearly contemporaneous, they represent very
different periods of musical theory.
It was
wholly in character for Dr. von Bulow to arrange such a programme, significant in itself,
not foran y display of this or that individual
trait of his playing, but in which his magnifi-

Wanted—A Young Man.
Wanted-Anv Respectable Employment.
Servant Girl Wanted.
Phaeton lor Sale—Martin & Pennell's.
Lost—A Gold Anchor.
Wanted—B. P. Cunningham*
Hair Goods-Welch

APRIL

anticipations

and Liszt were

Country.

or

than realized in
the commanding excellence of the concert o£
last evening. It was not only enjoyable, it was
also elevating and ennobling.
It was sot
merely the first of pianists that was heard, but
as well the first of interpreters of
pianoforte
All

evident regard to historic succession of
music, affording characteristic numbers, from
the works of Bach to those of Liszt, who is in
srme respects the most prominent prophet of
the modern sobool. Although chronologically

ENTERTAINMENT column.
Music Hall—Cinderella.
1. A. R. A.—City Hall.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Plants and Flowers—Thomas Kane.
New Boarding HouseWanted—By a Gentleman and Wife.
'Cotton Hosiery—Owen & Moore.
Milk Notice—T. M Haskell.
Notice—J. H. Spaulding.
Land for Sale in Dcering—Rufus Dunham,
Store to Let—C. Oxnard.
Dr Kenison—U. S Hotel.
Proposals lor Fresh Beef.

City

Rare musical Enierlniament.
•

with

New Advertisements To-Day.

Wanted—In

A

Centennial Concert.—A very appreciative
audience assembled at Lord’s Hall, West Buxton, Friday evening, to listen to piano duels
and solos, and
Sesongs of “ye olden time,”
lections from II Trovatore, Mozart, Leybach
and Strauss were rendered with skill and expression by Miss Clark, Miss Lord, Miss Towle

rooms

has Sebago water, cemented cellar, stalls deep, wide, light and well

l^et.

without

47 Danfoith Street.

o*six rooms, Sebago
HOUSE
modern cooveuieDce
Stable

toard.

\

pply

at So
uiy'74dtlis

ventilated. On new street from Brackett to Clark.
Street Horse C«rs pass very near. Apply at
feb2i«dtf
No. 70 Brackett St.

3pring

POETRY.
Commercial,”
The North to Jefferson Davis.

from the “Cincinnati

Feb. 11.]

PROFFERING AMNESTY THBOUGH THE REGENERATED HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

Hearken, injured Davis, hearken
To

our penitential whine;
Though a righteous anger darken

we

through your sunny regions

Hurled our hosts of serried
steel;
Stormed your strongholds, crushed ycur legions
Forced your In the dust to kneel;

Oh, forgive

Ifvolleying cannon

thundeied
Chorus to the stern decree—
“Slaves no longer shall be plundered,
But be made forever free—”
Contrite now and sad

are

we scorned your cherished fable
Of each state’s supreme domain.
Showed the world that we were able
Rank as Nation to maintain—

Oh, lorgive us.

Canvassers

We’ll unsay it all again.

FOE

we

If

IN

sail that every nation
Heard the tale with shuddering awe,

Pointing

reprobation
that foul Aceldama,

At

with stem

Situation Wanted.

wees.

Congress
Exchange Streets, small Locket,
The finder will be
containing
picture.
rewarded by leaving it at Stockhridge’s Music Store.
fe4dtf

ON

Time, roll swiftly.
Bring that day ot jubilee!

Pensions like our own shall get.
Confiscations
All paid back, will|swell tbe]debt.

Brown St.
PLEASANT
dated.

A

Board.

PLEASANT

To Let
pleasant and convenient «pper tenement
western part ot city near Spring street
A small family without children precars.
ferred. Address R. J. W., Portland P1. O.

MA

Butter Dairy

man

who has

a

cold, open barn, with nothing but husks,
straw, swamp or late cut hay to feed;
who leaves his chores all to the boys, and
had rather his cows would go dry four or five
months than to bother with milk in winter, I
would, by all means, recommend the first of
May; but for the farmer who has a good
warm barn, and is willing to take good care

of his stock—one that would not mind getting up a cold night to look after a young
calf—and if he has a plenty of early cut hay
to feed, with a little graiD, and wants to
to make the most milk and butter he can, I
wduld consider the first cf February as the
best time of the whole year for his cows to

I find that cows that calve in the
winter, if fed with all the early cut hay they
will eat night and morning and are fed from
two to four quarts of shorts and half as much
calve.

meai

per aay, scaiaea ana given warm in wawill give as much milk in winter as in

the summer on good pasture.
By having
them calve the first of February and feeding
as indicated, we can obtain a large flaw of
milk, which, if properly handled, will make
excellent butter, and after three or four
months of barn feed, when they begin to
shrink a little, we have the flush feed of May
and J une to turn them into, which will increase their milk again.
Then, in the fall
we have our fodder corn, pumpkins, cabbage
and root tops to feed, with which to keep up
the flow of milk until winter sets in, about
the last of November, when it will be time to
dry them off, so they may go dry two months,
which will bring them around to the first of
February again. I find that cows that calve
in the winter or spring will invariably shrink
when winter sets in, and it is hard to keep
up a satisfactory flow of milk in the short,

cold days of December, and what milk we do
obtain will not make as good butter as milk
from new milch cows; the butter globules are

small and the butter often will not come until
after a tediously long spell at churning.
The
cows that calved late in the spring will not
give much more in the fall months than those
that calved in the winter, and both will dry
off nearly together. I am satisfied from my
own experience, that by this-system, I can
obtain one-fifth more milk in the year than by
the old system of having them calve in April
or May.
Aside from the increased flow of
milk it is quite an advuatage to have the
calves come eary, whether intended lor the
butcher, or to raise, they have the advantage
of a longer time to receive milk before the
feed is ready for them in the pastures. The
late calves are apt to be neglected, or weaned
and turned off too young, and seldom make
as good yearlings as
early calves.—Cor. New

To Let.
No. 10 Brattle Street, containing eight
rooms, Sebago water, convenient for two small
families. Apply to S. CHASE, No. 22 Preble Street.

HOUSE,

Can danders Be Cured?
To deny that a certain number of cases of
glanders recover would be rather a reckless
assertion in the face of occasional instances of
recoveries, and of frequent recoveries from
farcy, which is but the same disease with its
local manisfestations confined to the skin.
On the other hand, it must be acknowledged
that recoveries from acute glanders or farcy
in horses are very rare indeed, and that of
apparent recoveries from chronic glanders a
large proportion are unreliable, as the disease breaks out again whenever the animal
is put
to hard work.
In the interval
between
the
apparent cure and the
the
horse'
is
allowed
relapse
by the over
confident owner to mingle with other horses,
and many instances might be adduced of the
destruction of whole studs by glanders contracted from the subjects of such alleged
cures.
Considering this, together with the fact
that the loathsome, painful and fatal disorder
is communicable to man by inoculation,

there is good ground for questioning the
economy or morality of treating even chronic
glanders. Among the remedies which have
at different times succeeded might be mentioned a long list of tonics; but perhaps the
best is the arsenity of strychnia, in doses of
five grains daily. Bi-sulphate of soda may
be added in drachm doses, twice daily. The
fumes of burning sulphur may be inhaled at
the same intervals, for half au hour or more
at a time, care being taken not to have it so

concentrated as to cause irritation. comjhini»
or sneezing.
Finally tee enlargements under
the jaws may be rubbed daily with iodine
to
be
ointment,
stopped when the skin becomes very tendes.
A comfortable dry box and perfectly pure
air, with sound and highly nourishing diet,

all important. In summer the patients
do best in the open air, on rich grass. If
kept indoors, they should have regular exercise, but no work. Such exercise should be
given in a private, secluded place; no glandered horse should ever be allowed in a public thoroughfare, since a speck from his ncse
in snorting or coughing may cost the life of a
human being. The need for care of bridles,
buckets, litter etc. is self-evident.— Prof Law
in N. T.
are

Tribune._

German Hot-bed*.
We feel that in giving some account of
translucent cloth hot-beds, to be employed
instead of the expensive glass frames in general use, we are doing all our gardening readers a service
We can vouch lor the value of

the “German liot-beds,” having tried them
successfully many years ago. For forcing melons, tomatoes, etc. this prepared cloth
is specially adapted, as it can be tacked to
boxes of any size required and cut to fit them.
Little rough square boxes of the proper size
aDd height, covered wilh this prepared cloth,
can be placed over the bills lu wbicb tomatoes, melons, or other seeds are planted, and
tbe plants allowed to stand, without transplanting, until all danger of frost is over,
when the boxes may be taken off and packed
away carelully for another season.
Take white cotton, of a close texture,
stretch, it and nail it on frames of any size
you wish mix two ounces of lime water, four
ounces of linseed
oil, one of white of eggs
separately, two ounces of yolks of eggs; mix
tbe lime and oil with a
very gentle beat, beat
the eggs separately and mix with tbe former.
Spread tbe mixture wilh a paint brush over
tbe cloth, allowing each coat to
dry before
applying another, until they become water1
lie
proof.
following are some of the advantages these shades possess over glass;
Tbe
cost
1.
being barely one fourth.
2.
Repairs are easily and cheaply made.
are
3. They
light; they do not require watering; no matter how intense the heat of the
■

a
■
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2 Rents.

dtf

418
of

Store to Rent.
Congress St. Possession at

once
Inquire
JOHN C. PROCTER.
apr8d3w93 Exchange St.

NO

To Let.
pleasant rooms iu house No. £9 New High
to
a
St.,
family without children. Apply between 3 and 5 P. M.
apr7dlw*

FIVE

To Let.

and all otber property connected therewith. Will be
sold separately or together. The mill contains five
run of stones and all the most approved
machinery
for the manufacture of Flour and Meal
This mill is
the most favorably situated of any in the State to do
a large and increasing grain business,
haviug long
enjoyed a very large local trade, which, with its ship
ping facilities,renders it the most desirable mill property in the State. It has sufficient water power the
year round, having fall control of a large pond near
the mill, and also of Bryant’s Pond.
The above property will be sold low and on easy

A. E. STEVENS & CO.,
Apply to
ap4dtf150 Commercial Street.

THE NEW

ENGLAND HOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

House contains 40 rooms and two Stores; is
situated opposite the passenger station ot the
Grand Trunk Railway, and in the immediate vicinity,
and nearer than any other Hotel to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the city and
suburbs. Address
AUG. P. FULLER*
Portland, Me.
ju24deodtf_

THE

_dtf
To Let.
located, unfurnished

rooms,

BROWN STREET,

NO. 4

Lot

TO

LET.

arunfarnialied. Apply at
Triune Serving Machine Room., No.
4 -Casco Street. References required.

FDRNIKHED

mh!5dtf

large.

street,

located

on Congress near tbe
nrst-class rn every respect.

NATHAN CLEAVES.

cn

II. E.
No. 32$ Emery St.

on

the Spring St. Horse Car Route.
dtt

mh!4__

To Let.
RENTS, $10, $15, anti $20 per month.
J. K. KING,
Apply to

SMALL

m*r8tf_Roar of 30

Danforth St.

Pleasant Rooms to Let
lioard; also a few tabl boarders can be
accommodated at
MRS. ADAMS’.

WITH

feb25dtf

m Snr<n»

To

ct

Let.

at tt 1-3 Dow Street.
HOUSE
tbc premises.
de°I5
•n

Inquire

_<1tf

To Let.
BRICK HOUSE No. 74
rfWE
JL
containing all the modern

quire at No.

10

improvements

Central Wharf.

In-

JpcIO_dtf

TO

J.ET

!

STORE

FRANCIS

Middle,
or

corner

FE&SRNDEN,
of

Exchange St.,

HENRY PEERING,

nov2dtf39 Exchange

St.

obtained in the United States
Canada, and Europe: terms as
low as those oi any other reliable bouse. Correspondence invited in the English and foreign

languages,

with

Inventors,

At-

tornevs at Law, and other Solicitors, especially with
those who have had their cases rejected in the hands
of other attorneys. In rejected cases onr fees are
reasonable, and no charge is made unless we are successful.
If you want a Patent,
send us a model or sketch
and a full description ot
your invention, We will
make an examination at
the Patent Office, and if
wc think it patentable, will send
you papers and advice, and prosecute your case, Our fee will he iu ordinary cases, $25.
Tv TT T
I
fl IlOral or written in all mat-

ADIICteiio

and inventions.
References:—Hon. M. D. Leggett, Ex-Commissioner of Patents, Cleveland, Ohio; O. H. Kelley,
Esq., Sec’y National Grange, Louisville, Ky., and
the Danish and Swedish ministers at
Washington,
D. C.

B3F“Sem] Stamp for

“Guide foe obtaining
Patents," a book of 50 pages.
Address:—1,0Ull* BACGER A CO,, Solicitors OF Patents, Hashing
ton, I). C, P. O
Bo*
our

***•__dec2Edtf

temiEh. -Madame n. a.
Maddox, the celebrated Clairvoyant, Fortune
Teller and Doctress, can be consulted at No. 3 Quincy St. Madame >1. has had large experience in telling fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
treasures, *Src., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss t'uis opportunity of consulting the greatest fortune teller of the age. Persons entering intoany
new business or profession, the conducting of which

Fortunes

do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
ot friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner of disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels since she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents $1 00: Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
tram 9 A. 51. to 9 P. 51.
»o9dtt

they

7 ?*2 Miles of well-furnished

Kailroad,

Liberal terms to families.

Central

I
I

don

and the necessary utensils to carry on this extensive
business. There is also a
STEAM HAW AND GRIST MILL AND
SHINGLE MACHINE, DWELLING

an

tecs you

For

or

V. C.
General

Eaetport, Calai.

Depot.

Hotel, Saratoga.

PHILADELPHIA,

This property is offered for Iras tbitu the cost
of improvements. Titles perfect and terms liberal
The owners invite investigation.,

CENTENIV1AL

GROUNDS.

At No. 7

Exchange Street.
JeWS_d3m
Estate

TO
LOAN
first class Real Estate security, fti Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid,
etc., on

Glove-Fitting
EACH
Stamped

Hotel,

DIyders Iron

rHE

WITH

Newspaper
Advertising.

HEATED BY

KARX A

STEAMSHIP

the very best the market

WOLCOTT & CO.,
au*IU

an

essay upon

advertising;

EVANS
I

Address
se7

GEO. I*. ROWELL A- CO.,
41 Park Row, New York.
dl3im

Wagon for Sale.
A LIGHT
spring MARTIN & PENNELL
V mane wagon, nearly new.
mcblfi-tt
Enquire at this Office.

Fremont
BOSTON,

Fronting (lie

many tables of

■ales, showing the coBt of advertising In various
and everything which a beginoer in adrertising would like to know.

Table set wi‘h
aftords.

2D BOOK The Wonderful Blessings of God on
Labors of MOODY A HANK BY in
Europe
America. Best book and chance for men or
^ and
women wanting a good business and do
good
ys offered this year. Also new maps of U. S. A.
World and all Bible lands and Centennial
•J
3 Combination.
Apply at once to D. h

Proprietors.
deodtf

~

plete lists. Together with a complete list of over
100 German papers printed in the United States.

Also,

Every lady who has
them recommends them. Be sure to get the
jenuine, A novelty, Thomson’s patient fastening
:apped corset steels The, are unbreakable, and
heir tastenings do not abraid the dress.
For sale by
Irst class dealers everywhere.
THOMSON,
LANGDON A- CO.. N. If., Hole Importers
tnd Patentees for the C. H.
feb29tl2w

bed-room,

Medical, Masonic, Jnvenile, Educational, Coinrnr--’
jial. Insurance, Real Estate, Law, Sporting, Musical
Fashion, and other special class journals; very com-

newspapers,

They give entire satisfaction.

worn

TERMS:
Terms hereafter will be but $2.00 per day
Suits of rooms, including parlor and

NINETY-NINTH EDITION.

Containing a complete list of ail the towns in the
United States, the lerritories end the Dominion ol
C anada, having a population greater than 5,000 acwording to the last census, together with the Dames ol
the newspapers having the largest local circulation in
Bach of the places named. Also a catalogue of newspapers which are recommended to advertisers as
giving greatest value in proportion to prices charged
Also, all newspapers in the United States and Canala printing over 5,000 copies each Issue. Also all the
Religious, Agricultural, Scientific and Mechanical

CROWN.

STEAM.

test ot attention given to guests.

■

H(HJSE~
Street.

*3
(

ma31

N. II

___mchlSdfwt

ROUGHS, COLDS, HOAifSENESS,

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,
PUT UP ONLY

IN B LUS BOXES.
TRIED AND HCRE REMEDY.
For sale by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C GOODWIN &CO„ Boston, Mass.

HOWE, Proprietor.
dim

faults Cleaned and Aslies removed.
A LL CRDKRS promptly attended to bv calllnv it
r*. or addressing
R. GIBSON
jauldif
588 Congress Street.
‘"

mh-8dtwt
For a case of Cough, Cold or Asthma that
irm
A DAMSON’S B. O.
j
I

0UUU

n
I LfiT
ruillJ

S°M

»ur31

I
>;y W
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MAINE CENTRAL R. R,
Monday,

WILSON

BALSAM

at 35 cts.

will not

cure.

Circular free.

KINSMAN, Augusta,
Maine.
6

dlwt

October 25ili, 1875.

Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Watervll
Belfast and Dexter at t!2.35 a. m., 1.40 p. ni.
Skew began 1.40 p. m.
Augusta, Hallow el I, Gardiner, Brunswick

Plasterers,

Rockland 17.00 a. m., 1.10 p. m.
Bath {7 00 a. m„ 1.40,5.20 p. m.
Lewiston 47.00 a. m„ 1.35,5.15 p. m.
Farmington 1.40 p. m.
The 112.35 a. m. train for Bangor makos close con.
nection with E. & N. A.
Railway fo> StJobnand
tPullman Sleeping Car attached.
mixed.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
Portland, October 2-5.1375.
oc25dtf

Portland & Rochester R. R,
On and after
1

rHE
Eustis will

Monday, April, 3, 1876,

rain* will

Portland

contijue tbc business of Job Printing
it the old aland, 271 Middle Street.
ap8d3t

..

-.30, 4.00 and 6 20 p

J.I'To

8l° ,B at

to! low.

run a,

a'1

at

7.50

a.

m.,

m

stations

between
and runs through to
at Roche,ler at 10.00 a.
m
Eastern and Bos.
ton & Maine
Railroads.) At N’n.hun at 11.47
m., towel 112.15
p. m Ho.ioii 1.15 p. m
Aver Junction 12 40
p
m., Fitchburg
and at Worcester at 2.10 p. in.,
Plrams South and West
1ft r.
Htenoiboal Exprrm arrives at
KochcHtrr at 4.30 p, m.,connects at
lor .Tlnnclienier and ft'oucord, at Eppinir
Nnnhuu
Low«>l| and Bo«ion. at Aver •unca
•ion for Fitchburs and Kloomnc Tunpel Line at Worcester with Boston &
Albany Railroad, and goes through New
London without
change of Caro,
there
connecting with the
magnificent
Steamers of the Norwich Line, arriving in
New York at Pier No. 40. North Rarer
at 6 00 a. m.
btate Roomo can be seenred in advance at
Barneo Bros., No. 28 Exchange Street and
at the
1.00 •*. m. Train runs to Rochester, stopping at
all stations.
R.tlO ft*. HI. Train runs to Gorbam.

Wo^Mtl^ndaR°!Chester’

„Arrives
Sn (<eMMit«0D?ect,witl1
\

»nSirt,,,K
ip.

CO.

Portland Daily Press

Printing

Dej>ot

I

RETURNING.

i

rrains leave Rochester at 7.20, 11.15, 11.45 a. m
and 8.SO p. m.
MO A. in. Stops at all Stations, arrives in Port
roTl
land at 10 00 a m.
U.‘J5 A. M Steamboat Express from

DPP IC E«

|

f Iteamers Eleanors and Franconia

e
r

A

__d4wt

Ge^Tp^Lt"''

8. H. STEVENS,

partnership heretofore existing between L.
Eustis and J. E. Newman, is this day dissolved.

Job

TTSK

Common.

Alton

an»Ar. fen0”frr

Dissolution of Copaitncrship.

SEM1-WEEKL1 LINE
T© SEW YORK,

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

Tlie above House, furnished eu ituive
gk
*
-r-Hb-iwwit.h
bath rooms, passenger elevator
&c
superior accommodations for familiec
JJALVofferswish
tew
to spent a
weeks in the Cifcv
i|XE||Wfhat
:£ScLElt is located near the principal Ketail Stores
nd Places of Amusement.
Horse Cars nans *i,r>
oor to all parts ol the City.

A. L.

{3CEBN8EI, Pub., Concord,

and

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and
Baugor
Rockland. Mt Desert, Macbias, Eastport, Calais,
St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk
and Maine Central
Station,
'rains at Transfer Station.
«°P »t Exeter 10 minutes for refreshments at hntt-class dining rooms.
^ POrtlaDd

Me.
N. B.—The most delicate work packed to
go safely
my distance.
Joseph Craio.
mai7d3m__James Wilson.

Steamers,

Kocheater, Karmington

Bay at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
For Mcarborough Bench. Blae
Point, Old
Orchard Beach, Naco, Biddcford
and
Kenaebiink it 6.15, 9 00. a. m.,3.10 5.30
p. m.
morning Train, will leaye Kensebunb
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.

No. 4 South Street, Portland,

FOK

MASS.,

For

into a
and style of

“MAINE”

[BADE.

BEST LOCATED HOUSE
FOR BUSINESS MEN.

Hailr,°o“f!, (via New Market Junction) at 6.15 a.
m., and 3.10 p m.; (via Lawrence) at 9.00 a. m.
For Great Fall, at 6.15,
9-00 a. m., 3.10. p.rn.

AND MASTIC WORKERS,
Ornaments in ercry Variety of Styles,
Designed by the best artists in the country, such as
Cornices, Centre Pieces, Brackets, Columns, &c.,
can always be furnishtkl at the shortest notice.
Repairing, Plastering, Whitening and
Tinting done in the neateM manner.

NESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication to and from
Portland and all other points in
ilaine, with Philadelphia and beyond. Through
| ates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached
>y the Penn. Central and the Phil. & Beading K. R.’s
nd to all the principal cities in the South and Snuthiest. No Wharfage. No commission for
forwarding.
Full information given by D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
9 Devonshire St., Boston, or J
B. COYLE, Jr.,
’ortland.
WM, P. CLYDE & CO., Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue. Philadelphia.
3 anil iy

——I

Price, Twenty-five Cents,

Lino of

7"s5

lr,nTr

i

THOMSON”

Situated in the very Center of the
City.

Boston

Copartnership.

Plain and Ornamental

March 6,1876.

will leave Portland far
at 6.15, 9.00 a. m„ 3.10
“
p. m., arriving
*
at Boston at 10.50 a.
m„ 1.45,
p.
Bo.ion at 8.30 a. in., 12.30
3.30 p. m., arriving at Portland
at 1.13, 5.
o.i5 p. m.
Por Lowell at 6.15,9.00 a. m.,
3.10, p. m.
*®r ™allc,l«frr and Concord
and Uaner

Formerly Craig Sc Jackson.

—

ARRANGEMENT,

Passenger Train,

A. WESTON continues the business at 21 and
23 Free Street, and E.O. GOODHUE continues the
business at 75 Middle Street.
C. A. WESTON.
E. C. GOODHUE.
ma30dtf_

Banning between Providence
nd Philadelphia every WEIJt

Corsets !

SPRING

G-

&

oct25dtf

RAILROAD.

THE

CRAIG

at 9.2*

Boston & Maine

firm of C. A. WESTON A CO., was
dissolved March 1st, by mutual consent. Either
party is authorized to sign the Arm name in liquida-

PHILADELPHIA.

Imitations

CORSET

PORTLAND, ME.

Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSONjdealer in Real Estate. Office 3791
Congress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle
and Pearl streets.
au28tf

AND

d2m&wtf

WORLD-RENOWNED PATENT

___eodtf

United States

MOREY

Aifts,

dally

HAMILTON. Superintendent.

LEAVITT & CO.

Dissolution of

m.,

PORTLAND

or

OUCUIHU.

Commercial Wharf; at 3 p. m. touching at the above
andings. Will touch at Cousens’ Island each way.
Por particulars inquire ot Captain on board or
STEPHEN RICKER, .Agent, 131 Commercial St.
my8
dtf

THOMSON’S

tehSP

BULLETIN.

a.

PORTLAND, ME.,

tbc Genuine! Beware

CHASE,

LOWELL, will leave Harpawell Mondays and Saturdays at
touching at Chebeagne, Little Chekeajjueand Lons Inland. Returning, will leave
i

trains leave Portland

^S3?“Freight

The business will be conducted at the office formerly occupied by Charles H. Chase & Co., No. 113
Commercial Street.
WILLIAM LEAVITT.
TEWKSBURY L. SWEAT.
Portland, Amil 1. 1876.
nniu.

HARPSWELL,

OFFICE 166 FORE STREET.

Get

This elegant fire-proof structure was
■built by Richard J. Dobbins express' y to
accommodate Centennial visitors at reasonable prices
It has 325 ooms, all comnleteI y furnished. The cuisine will be firsNclass
m every respect
Large rooms can be enraged for use of commissioners, etc. A fine More
store m
in
be building to let. Address,
P.s. BOOTH BV,
Manager.

O.,

Chatham.

entered

name

On and after October 8tb, 1875,
Steamer Henrietta, Capt. Q.

Active Agents Wanted.

^25__

Directly opposite Main Exhibition Building,

UPHAM & GARDINER,

more

J. W. M UNGER,

On 42d Street, Colombia Avenue, Viola
Avenue and Elm Avenue,

Ac

Company,

COR MIDDDLE ANDEICHAHGE STS.
few

«.

a. m.

rieedom.
At Brownfield for Denmark and
Bridgton.
At hryeburg for Lovell, Stowe and

tion.

FOR

OFFICE

feb2ld&wly9

nauiaA,

1115

1.15 P. HI.—Passenger tiain from Fabyan’a In
connection with through train from Johnson. Vt..
arriving in Portland at 5.45 p. m.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
At White Rock for North Windham.
At Sebago Lake for Standish Comer.
At Baldwin for Cornish,
Porter, Kezar Falla and

Commencing:

undersigned have this day
THEcopartnership
under the firm

days.

uwnimv,

GOING EAST.
8.00 A. OT.—Passenger train from
Upper Bartlett
and intermediate stations,
arriving in Portland at

NOTICE OF COPARTNERSHIP.

WEEK !

Amherst, Pictou.Frederickton, Charlottetown and
Summerside, P. E. I.
H3?“F- eight received on days of sailing until 4
o’clock, p.m.
A. B. STUBBS, Agent.
mar22
3tf

Agent New England Mutual

Free omnibus from Grand

C0~

Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annap

Insurance apply to

r- for Lancaster, Whitefleld,
Littleton,
River, Montpelier, Burlington, St. Albans
&c., &c.
**• ML—Passenger train from Portland for
Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations.

heretofore existing between
under the firm name ot
CHASE & CO., is this day dissolved
by the withdrawal of Charles H. Chase.
All settlements may be made with Chase, Leavitt
& Co„ No. 113 Comme'cial Street.
CHARLES H. CHASE.
TEWKSBURY L. SWEAT.
Portland, April 1. 1876.

On and alter Monday, March
27th, the Steamer New Brunswick,
Capt. E B. Winchester, and City
of Portland, Capt. S. H. Pike,
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
State St., every Monday and Thursday, at 6.00 p. m„
forEastport and St. Jonn,
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the
same

£;
Well’s

THEtheCopartnership
undersigned,
CHARLES H.

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.
PER

of

NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION.

and

TRIPS

GOING
WEST.
8.15 A. M.—Passenger train trom Portland fora
stations, running through without change to St.
Jobnsburv. Danville. Hardwick. Vcrri-. in..
Fark and Johnson, Vermont. Connects with B.

consent. The debts due the late firm will be collected and the copartnership liabilities will be paid
by Chas. L. Dow at the store hitherto occupied bv
the late firm, No. 29 Market St.
J. T. DARLING.
C. L. DOW.
Portland, Me., March 27, 1876.apr4d2w

St. John, Digby,
Windsor and Halifax.

TWO

TRAINS WILL RUN A* FOLLOWS:

THE
pre-

followed by the

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP

TARBOX,

Life Insurance

To bo

NEW CONNECTIONS.
On and after WEDNESDAY, ‘2 2d, Inst,
and until further nolice.

Dissolution ol Copartnership.
Copartnership heretofore existing between the
subscribers under the name and style of DARLING & DOW, has been this davuissolved by mutual

Intermediate passage. 40
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and
outward, and lor
Sight Dratts on England for small amounts, apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.
Portland, Nov. 23, 1875.
uov21dtf

the Host Life Insurance

Information, Documents

day from Montreal.

pro-

Portl^od, Dec. 21, 1875.

Steamship Prussian.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations). 870 to $80

the Haney yon have Paid.

far

UNITEDSTATES HOTEL,

HOIiSES.UAREHOirMES.WORK

ON

Gum

CHAS. S. LELAND, Proprietor
Of Delev an House, Albany, N. Y., anu Claben-

1 Steam Tow Boat, Barges, Loco*
motives and Rolling Stock,

Eeal

HOTEL,

vious

as

“““I

lan^,

SHOPS, SHEDS,

50

CHANGE OF TIME.

COPARTNERSHIP.

The

large
any Company can pay whose
surplus is not swollen by foifeitures.
The Life Insurance Laws of Massachusetts require
Massachusetts companies to give in Life Insurance
the value of every dollar paid into its treasury, without any action on the part of the policy holder.
If a party insured in this Company fails to pay the
premium on his policv when due, the net value or
eg at reserve of such policy must he used as a single
premium to purchase a term insurance, the length of
which, to be determined by the age of the insured;
thus securing to every policy holder young or old
rich or poor, a fair equivalent for the money
paid.
In addition to the aboye safeguard, this Company
will give, if desired, a paid up policy for said net value, or will pay it in cash if preferred.
In all other State companies (with the exception of
the paid up insurance feature) this net value, or legal
reserve which belong to thepolicy holder, is
forfeited,
unless the premium is paid when due.
When you insure your life, insure in the Company
that

ROSSMORE HOTEL,
Junction of Broadway, 7lh
Atc. nnd
4tld Street,
NEW YORK CITY,
Three blocks west of Grand Central Depot, near the
Elevated Railroad, and hut twenty minutes from
Wall Street. A new and
elegantly furnished Hotelall modem improvements.
Rates $4 per day.

profitably

to insure
continued development.
There is also found in great abundance on this rich
tract of
SALT SPRINGS, and unmistakable
evidences of OIL, superior IRON ORE, SLATE.
LIMESTONE and FIRE CLAY, lying convenient to
the point of shipment. «The moveable
property consists iu nart of

Patterson’s

they

are as

re.

Steamship
SARNIATIAN, Capt. Aird,
Will leave this pert tor Liverpool on
SATURDAY, April 13th, I87G,
Immediately after the arrival ot the Train of the

tne

Jne17dtf

PORTLAND& OGDENSBURG RR

Hall, Boston,
FRIDAY, A prim. 1876, twelve
o’clock M., for supplying the BEACH GRAVEL required by the Paving Department daring the year
1876. The gravel must be the best sea-washed gravel,
free from etoues and earth, to he delivered in such
quantities and at such times, and upon such wharves
in the City of Boston, as may be
.esignated from
time to time by the Superintendent of Streets.
The successful bidder will be required to gire
bonds with sureties satisfactory to the Committee on
Paving, far the faithful performance of the contract.
The right is reserved to reject any or all proposals.
Proposals to state the price per ton, including inspectors’fees; to be indorsed “Proposals for Beach
Gravel,” and addressed to the
CHAIRMAN COMMITTEE ON PAVING.
aP3
dllt

Return ’Pickets
granted at reduced rates.

567,000 00

accompauy
•

Portland. June 21,1875.

PROPOSALS will be received at the
SEALED
office of the Superintendent of Streets, City
until

London

to

must

far
Furnishing the City
Boston with Beach Gravel.

CONVEYANCE OF THE

Passengers booked
derry and Liverpool,

The dividends of this old Company are not larger
than am Company in this country or the world, but

at his

Corner Irvins Place nnd I6b Street. New
York.
One Block from Union Square and Broadway.
The most central, and yet quietest location in the
city. Convenient to the great stores, theatres and
ohurches. Elevator and all modern improvements
Easy access to all parts of the city by street cars and
stages.
C. B. FEBBIN. Prop.
sep27d&wly40

MINE,
now

policy

FOB

oiocks

I7ropo.nl.

LINE.

Steamship

tion.
The Company are not responsible tor
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at tbe rate ot
one passenger foi evtry $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER. Superintendent,

ap3_dllt
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.

Canadian and United State. Hail..

2,387,000 00

holders in 1876 as their premifall due.
Ratio of expenses to mean
amount insured in 1875.

Ocean

tJNDEB CONTRACT

1,303.000 00
1,5 85,000 OO

ums

patients

Nonircal

.‘100,000 00
3,121.000 00

1.1876

to

00

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from PorMand to tbe West
KT'PULLMAN PA ACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

CHAIRMAN COMMITTEE ON PAVING.

INDIA
P. m.

are

ALLAN^

to

about....$15,000,000

OST THE EUROPEAN PLAN.

W alnut.

liabilities) amounting

ure

Market value of which, more
than cost, Jan. 1, 1876.
Income for 1875.
Returned to policy holders in
1875.
Accumulation in 1875
Surplus over liabilities January

Surplus to be returned

treat

WESTMINSTER

Equitable.

Accumulated fund (to meet fut-

HOTELS.

—

this line

or me

Southwest.

J. C. FUBNIVAL, Agt.

The right is reserved to reject any or all proposals.
The successful bidder will be required to turnish
bonds with sureties satisfactory to the Committee on
Paving for the faithful performance of the contract.
Proposals to be indorsed “Proposals for Paving
Blocks,” and addressed to the

reminded that they se
comfortable night’s rest and avoid (he ex
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
Tickets and State Booms for sale by 1). H. Young.
No. 266 Middle street
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, ibr sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual
dec27-75
J B. t'OVT.E, Jr Gen’l Agt.

No permit required for change of Residence or Occupation. This Company possessed January 1, 1876, an

~

—AND—

P. G,

Policies Liberal and

Eossesses

For further particular.- call upon

No. 55 on the easterly side of
Exchange
Street, five doors below Middle Street. Also
front am' cear offices in same building
Apply to
172

Biver,

Kentucky,

Extensive and of superior quality
operated, with

Passengers by

at 7

Northwest, West and

the edges to be sharp and straigth. forming
right angles at their intersection both horizontally
and vertically. The faces to be straigth split and
Each and
free from bunches or depressions
every block to be equal both as reqards quality and
finish to the sample on exhibition in the office of the
Superintendent of Streets, and to be in every respect satisfactory to the Committee on Paving and
the Superintendent of Streets.
Proposals to 6tate the price per thousand blocks
delivered on such wharves in the City of Boston as
may be designated from time to lime by the Superintendent of Streets.
Also the number of blocks
which the proposer will deliver per month from the
first day of May to the first day of November.
A separate proposal will be received for blocks delivered when required on streets in Roxburyf Dorchester and West Roxbury.
sample

—

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

All

posal.

ATO

To Canada. Detroit. Chicago, Hllwaa.
kec, Cincinnati Mi. Louis, Omaha,
Naginaw, Mt. Paul, Mall Cake City,
Denver, Man Francisco,
and all points in tbe

Me.

SEALED

follows:

as

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

PROPOSALS will be received at the
Office of the Superintendent ot Streets, City
Hall, Boston, until FRIDAY, April 14th, 1876,
twelve o’clock M., for supplying the City ot Boston
with Granite Paving Blocks during the year 1876.
The blocks to be equal in
quality to the best Cape
Ann or Quincy Granite, ana of the following dimensions :
Width 3 1-3 to 4 inches.
Length O to 8 inches.
Depth 7 1-3 to 8 inches

$1.00.

FARE

Century Experience in I.ife

Passeneer Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

Famishing the City of
Boston with Granite Paying Blocks.

nnAAva

7 o’clock P. M„ and

BOSTON, daily
(Sunday. excepted).

BOSTON.

Express from Lewiston and Aubnrn at 8.45 a. m.
Mail from Quebec, .Montreal and West at 2.45 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 2.50 and
5.45 p. m.

Proposals for

cute a

RELIABLE Clairvoyant can be found at the
rear of 30 Danforth St„ where 6he will examthe sick, and advise or prescribe as each case demands. Terms ^I.OO, She will visit those who
are unable to come to her residence if desired.
Mrs.
King, in addition to her clairvoy nee and remedies,
a remarkable healing power which makes
er very successful.
febl7dtf

OAK,

Danforih Street,

to

at

WHARF.

INCORPORATED IN 1835.

A

—

A COAL

and

.TO VI TV

Mail train for Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island Pond,)* connecting with
night mail
traiD for Quebec, Montreal and the West at 1.50
p. m.
Rxprees train for Auburn and Lewiston at 5.10
p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Mail train fromGorbam and Interneiliate Stations

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

ine

PINE,

THOMPSON,

Kelley medicine,

INTI

1ston.

leave

will

apa6dlwWelchville,

a

Daily,

LEWISTON, Capt. Decring.

ARRANGEMENT

On and alter Monday, N'ov.
dBm; trains
15th, 1875
will run as follows:
Express train 7.00 a. tn. tor Anhurn and Lewiston.
Mail train or Gorham and intermediate stations at
7.10 a. id,
Express train at 1,40 p. in for Auburn and Lew-

Kennebunk, to comprise Hemlock dimensions, and boards. Spruce plank Booting, clapboards. Bhingl-S and laths. Bills will be furnished
on application by mail to
E. ANDREWS,

Life
f I TV’

ALTERATION IN TRAINS.

WINTER

undersigned will receive proposals until
THE
April 12th for about 125,000 feet of lumber to be
delivered at

on

eodSw'

)

MRS. L. T. B. KING,

which may he found in paying quantities.

Elaols.

the

AND LIVERPOOL,

will, until further notice, run alternately
Leiving

Half

—

PROPOSALS.

WIGHT.

i

Nearly

Pullman Parlor and Sleeping Cars are
run on all through trains.
Stops lor reireshmen
made at the usual places,
oelldtf
GEO. BACHELDEK. Supt.

PROPOSALS.

ESC* LA A7 Ft

OF

diverging therefrom.

Desert

For Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick,* j
Southwest Harbor, Mt. Desert, Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport
Returning, leaves Machiasport, every Monday
mormug, at 5 o’clock.
For further particulars, inquire of
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l-Agent,
apSdtf
Railroad Wharf.

Tlie Superior Sea Going Steamers,

FflRF«T

CLAIRVOYANT.

WM TIMBERED LIND!

the Thompson Block, Nos. 17 & 19
IN Middle
Street Good location below the Post
Office

where all the wholesale drv goods and other
classes of trade are located. The "finest store in the
city, with light and airy basement, two entrances,
two counting rooms, brick safe, and elegant show
windows, tables, counters and other fixtures. Will
be let very reasonably f applied for soon.
Apply to

OF

G,

mutual

office, No 1 Myrtie Street, using all of the genuine
CLAWSON KELLEY medicine. Office hours from
8 to 9 a. m., and 1 to 9 p. m. All afflicted are cordially invited to call. Consultation free.
ap4d6t*

ACRES

%

—

Wholesale Store,

use

For JSSctlo.

19,600

IV E W

Patients, and to the people of
Portland and Vicinity, that he still CONTINUES to

We would invite the attention of the enterprising
Capitalists ol the State to the following list of property placed in our hands for sale,

viz:

GEO.

EASTERN RAILROAD TRAINS
directly through to points on the Maine Centra
ltailroad without transfer, and make direct connection in Portland with all Steamboats and Kallroads

Returning, leaves Bangor, every Monday.
Wednesday and Friday morning*, at G

o’clock.
Sr earner

STEAMERS,

BOSTON

J. M. HEATH.

mh25

would say to his old

AValuable Property

—

United States..$l,927,196 92

Agents iu Cumberland County:

DR. MARSHALL Analytical Physician,

—

Clinton County.

LIABILITIES.

NOTICE.

water, 50 apples and pear trees,
brick bouse, ten acres early
land. Price $4000. Apply to WM.
__■H. JERRIS, Real Estate
mh27d3w&wlw*
Agt.

good

To Let.

08

m

run

Sjint,
angor.

SATURDAY of
each week, from Pier 45, North River.
CITY OF ANTWERP,
CITY OF LONDON,
CITY OF BERLIN,
CITY OF LIMERICK,
CITY OF BRISTOL,
CITY OF MONTREAL,
CITY OF BROOKLYN,
CITY OF NEW YORK,
CITY OF BRUSSELS,
CITY OF PARIS,
CITY OF CHESTER,
CITY OF RICHMOND,
Passengers will lind these steamers tastefully fitted up, while the State-roomB are light airy and
roomy. The saloi ns large and well ventilated, are
the breadth of the vessels, and situated where there
is least noise and motion.
Smoking rooms, Ladies’
Boudoirs, Piano-tortes and Libraries, Bath-rooms,
Barber's Shop. &c.
Instant communication with the stewards by
electric bells.
The steamers of this Company adopt the Southerly Route, thus lessening the danger from ice and
fogs.
Rates of passage—$80 and $100, gold, according to
accommodation, all having equal saloon priv.leges.
Round Trip Tickets—$145 and $175, gold.
Steerage—To and from all points at reduced rates.
For dates ot sailing and plan of staterooms apply to
JOHN G. DALE, Agent,
ma31d3in15 Broadway, New York.

Net amount of unpaid losses. $213,024 62
Amount required to re-insure outstandtag risks. 1,246,249 28
Amount reclaimable on perpetual poli..
294,293 64
T.c„ie?:
Life liabilities. 115,643 47
All other liabilities....
57,985 91

Bridgton,

a. m.

lO o’clock.
For Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, SandyBuckeport, Winterport, Hampden and

ercniog*,

MAIL STEAMERS

QUEENSTOWN

m.

at 8.59 a. m., 12.58,8.27 p. m.
Nalern at 9.12 a. m., 1.10, 8.40 p. m.
Portsmouth at 11 a. m., 2.57,10.14 p. m.
Dover at 10.40 a. m„ 4.45 p. m.
Great Falls at 10.22 a. m.. 4.19
p. m.
Keunebunk at 12.10, 4.03 11.20 p.m.
Biddeford at 8.00 a. m., 12.30,
4.20,11.38 p.
Saco at 8.05 a. m., 12
36,4.25, 11.42 p. m.

—

AND

m., 3.10 p.

Lynn

LINE“

TO

a.

TRAINS FOR PORTLAND LEAVE

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, Capt Kilby, will leave
Portland, every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday

at

LINE

Sailing from New York

ASSETS.
Real estate owned by Company......... $460,000 00
Bonds and mortgages. 1,143,400 00
U. S. stocks. 1,592,618 75
States stocks.
30,800 00
Loan on life policy.
2.223 65
Cash in Company’s office.
10,007 14
Cash In banks.
254,442 40
Interest due and accrued.
25,590 29
Premiums in course ot collection.
289,929 55
All other assets.
12,304 30

DR. SAMUEL EDWARDS,
dlf
ma.29Boston, Itlass.

Farm in Westbrook lor Sale.
One hour’s ride from Portland, 95
acres, well-divided,plenty wood and

Cumberland

FOR

December 31, 1873.

Portland,

at 9

Biddeford, Msco, West Ncnrboronitb, Nearbo rough and Cape Elizabeth at 9 a. m.
3.10,5.20 p. in.

Grand Trnnb £. II. of Canada.

PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
Jii23-1 v
YO Long Whnrf, Boston.

—

INSURANCE COMPANY.

^Aggregate liabilities in

—

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.

—

Aggregate assets in United States.$3,824,316

Kitlery, Eliot. Nonlh Rervrich Junction.
North Berwick, Wells and Kenaebank

SAMPSON, Agent,

Mt.

Bangor,

Wharfage.

ROYAL

need comments. I shall be at the office on the 1st
and 3rd Tuesday and Wednesday of each month.
DR S. B
(kOWElliL, who has had much experience with the Kelley Medicines, will wait on the
sick in my absence.
I can recommend Dr Gowell
to the full confidence of all in want of medical treatment, and especially all long standing and chronic
Diseases that have resisted other treatment. Consultation and advice free.

For Sale.
house occupied by me, No. 327 (formerly 153)
Spring Street, Portland

Situated on

the

—

F

m.

53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence, R.

AND

INMAN

I

frame, slated roof dwelling

THE
feb24dtf

THE

of

—

NOTICE.

Terms favorable. Inquire of
ROLLINS, LOR1NU & ADAMS,
22 Exchange Street, .Portland, Me.

mhlldtf

dtf

ROOMS

and

OF

Boston at 8.30 a. m., 12.30, 8.00 p. m., arriving In
Portland at 1.15,5.00 p. m., 12.15 (except Mondays

INSIDE

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Pino Street Wharf, Phila>delphia, at 10 a. m.
insurance one hair the rate ot
sailing vessels.

United States Branch

HEREBY inform my patients in Portland and
Vicinity, that 1 have established an Office at
419 Congress S-reei the only place in the city
where Dr J. Clawson Kelley’s genuine remedies can
he had
The Kelley Medicines are too well known to

UPPER
House, containing eleven rooms, with all mod-

LET J

Room in the Second Story oi the
Printers’ Exchange, with power it
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON Ac CO, 111
Exchange Street.

improvements,

No

STATEMENT
—

Boston.

no2dtl

Steamship Line.

C. D. MUNGER.

ANNEAL

lrl,
Sains,

Gloucester nud Rochport at 9a. m., 3.10 D. m’
*
Dover at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
Woltboro Rochester and Great Falls at 9
a. m., 3.10 p. m.

E.

Leave each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y.

mh!8dtf

iU

Banian 2.00(except Monday.),9.1:0a.
m..3.19 n m.
arriving at 6.15 a. ro„ 1.45, 7,55 p. m
tn
time to connect with New York and
Western
Lynn, Natem, Newbnryport and k>ortamonth at 2.00 (except Mondays),9.00 a.
m., 3.10 d.

—

Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $15.00. Excursion Tickets $25.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to

day cf sailing

a. m. on

TRAIN’S WILL LEAVE PORTLAND FOR

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and McClellan.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane
Mosely.
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. C'ark, Agent, 240 Washington St..

PH ILADELPHIA

Underwriting.

For Sale—At.a Low Figure.
ern
neau oi stare

—

Munger & Co.

J. W. MUNGER.

10

Monday, Oct. Utb, 1875,

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE,

B O ST O IST

President.
JAMES E. TILLINGHAST, Sec’y.

AGENTS,
No. 166 Fore Street, Portland.

MEDICAL

PORTLAND, ME.

new

UUilUUU

05

ARNOLD,

John W,

ma25__dtap!5

91 Commercial Street,

balf of

FRED W.

To whom it may concern.
Notice is herebv given, as required by the aforesaid order, which is made apart of this notice.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

—

mchietf

HOTEL TO LEASE.

0C12

OK

IU

City Clerk’s Office,
March 25, 1876.

Paris Flouring Co., South Paris,
—

$253,189

Scotia,

For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
_oct28dtfJOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

CITE OF PORTLAND'

Address

terms.

now

PLEASANTLY
ma30

Bargain.

■

Also, House, Store, Stable, Land, Water Privileges

No. 149 Commercial Street,
occupied
STORE,
by Joseph W. Read. Possesion given May 3,
1876.

~TO

11

vv

DAYS, at 4.00 p. m.
No freight received after

40

standard. 67,156 87— 83,313 27

CITY OF PORTLAND,

Sotitli Paris, Maine,

W. W. CARR,
197 Newbury Street.

$16,156

In Board of Mayor and Aldermen, )
March 24, 1876.
)
ORDERED, That the City Clerk give notice to all
interested, by publishing a copy of this order
parties
in one of the daily papers of this City, for three successive weeks, that thio Board, on TUESDAY, the
eighteenth day of April next, at 5 o’clock P M., at
the Aldermen’s Room, in City Building, will hear all
parties interested in the Petition of I. P. Farrington
and others, for Sewer in Congress Street; commencing opposite center of passage way between land of
First Parish Church and land of said Farrington,
and thence north easterly through Congress Street to
Chestnut Street, and thence through Chestnut Street
to the old Sewer in said Chestnut Street, and that
thereafter this Board will determine and adjudge if
public convenience and necessities require the con#
struction of said Sewer.
Read and passed.
Attest :
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
A true Copy of Original.
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

-AT-

LET.

Inquire of

Qpr8

.

FLOURING MILLS

aplOdlw

_TO

Great

««..vv

00

3.250 00

Reinsurance reserve, New York

Assessors of the City of Portland hereby
V

32

EASTERN RAILROAD.
On and after

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. H. Keith, Ageut, 222 Washington street, Boston,
And to all points in the West by Baltimore A Ohio
R. R., C. A. Chipley, Agent, 219 Wasnlngton street,

SATURDAY at 4.00 p. m. for
HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, to** Windsor
Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and steamers for
Prince Edward Islaud; also at New Glasgow, N.
S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Breion, and
at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns, N. F.
^“RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUES-

1 1 150

expenses.

pointed.
Ey In no case where the assessors have been put
to the disagreeable necessity of making a doom will
the possession of Government bonds or deposits in
the Savings Banks be allowed as a plea in mitigation
of such doom.
S. B. HASKELL,
)
WM. O. FOX,
J Assessors.
STEPHEN K. DYER.)
D3F*Blank schedules will be furnished at the room
of the Assessors.
Portland, March 25,1876._
ma25d3w

!

England Farmer.

very

_SA

For Sale at

dlw»

aprlO

ADAMS,

LE

unpaid.$11,750

Dividends.
Commissions, taxes and office

over.

Yarmouth Upper Village, 5
minutes walk from depot, a ii story
house containing 10 finished rooms,
with cistern and well in the cellar,
new stable, and all in good repaii. Lot containing about ere of ground. For
further particulars apply to
A. T. SMALL
marid&w8w
Yarmouth Village.

in

Losses

And any person who neglects to comply with this
notice will be doomed to a tax according to the laws
of the State, and be barred of the right to make application to .the County Commissioners for imy abatement of his taxes, unless he shows that he%as unable to offer such lists within the time hereby ap-

BIDOEFOBD, ME.

FOR

TO LET.

THE FARM AND HOUSEHOLD.

Mb. Editoe :—For the

P.

In

Washington, February, 1876.

n

SII.4S
mh31d&wlm

front Rooms furnished and unfurnished to let with board, at
ma21dtf
416 & 418 CUMBERLAND STREET.

To the future
Empire ana revenge belong.

fWtm

aoma

from the reservoir belongine to
lower floor contains six large
rooms all lathed and plastered and furnished with
ample closet room, while the sleeping rooms are arranged so as to be thoroughly ventilated Attached
to tbe house are piazzas on three sides, and it is also
furnished with ample shed room. A lot of laud adjacent to this residence, upon which can be built a
stable, will be sold either with or without this hfose.
For terms of sale apply to

few boarders can be
MRS. MATHEWS.
apr3dtf

Then, O chief, though once defeated
By our legions myriad strong,
Yield while lowlily entreated—
Amnesty may purge the wrong.

SALE.

ii*r»n cinlrc onH fonpota in tVia

at 21
accommo-

ROBINSON, City Clerk.

$336,502

Nova

Washington

time* a week.

AND

—

The Steamship “£HASE,”
Capt. J. Bennett, will leave Grand
Trunk
Railway Wharf, every

16,’469

liabilities.

city, that they will be in session every secular
day from the first to 'the fifteenth day of April next,
inclusive, at their room in City Hall, from ten to
twelve o’clock in the forenoon, and from three to five
o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving
lists of the polls and estates taxable in said city.
And all such persons are hereby notified to make
and bring to said Assessors true and perfect lists of
all their polls and estates, real and personal, or held
by them as guardian, executor, administrator, trustee
or otherwise, on the first day of April, 1876, and be
prepared to make oath to the truth of the same.
And when estates of persons deceased have been
divided during the past year, or have changed hands
from any cause, the executor, administrator, or other
person interested, is hereby warned to give notice of
such change; and in default of such notice will be
held under the law to pay the tax assessed, although
such estate has been wholly distributed and paid

the pure spring water
the Association. The

Room and Board.
front rooms lurnished, to let,

Bat the joy of joys supernal
Brightens o’er your conscious face,
As you doom to lash diurnal
Once again that hated race!
Southern triumphs
All “Amendments” will erase,

When Should the Cow* of
Culrtf

a

BOARD.

giant Debts united
Shall by taxes vast be met;
And vour veterans, now slighted,
our

rjlHE

_

Lost.
or
one

H. I.

Halifax,

&

First Class Steamship
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Boston direct every TUESDAY
and SATURDAY.

With connections to Prince Edward Is*
laud; Cape Breton and St Johns, N.F.

25^0
3’611

..

........

said

This residence is located on the
grounds of the Old Orchard Camp
Meeting Association, on the main
road from Saco to the Beach, and
I
_commanas the finest view of the
Beach.
The house is adapted for one or two families
and contains twelve large rooms, two of them having

LOST AND FOUND.

bonds..

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
—

FOR

ROBINSON, City Clerk.

Four

OTHERS.

MAIL LINE TO
Market Val.

Bank stocks...
.$132 750 00
Rea! estate in City of Providence.
120,000 00
Loans on bond and
mortgage. 15 000 00
City
0 00
with
Loaned
collateral security.
00
Cash in b ink and office..
22 871 48
Premiums in course of collection.
84
Accrued rents.
300 00

—

ORCHARD

OLD

AS

JNortnern gold tlie South will guerdon
For the slaves we dared to free;
Yours to govern—ours the burden
Thus does Nemesis decree.

AT

$200,000

«...

CITY of PORTLAND.

SPLENDID SUMER RESIDENCE

COPYIST, and all kinds of writing, at a
moderate salary, by a young lady.
Uuexceptionable references given. Address
mal7dtf
“A.,” at this Office.

you loftier soaring
eagle flight you close
Midst triumphant iriends adoring,
Ruler o’er your vanquished foe«—

Yarmouth, Tic.

—

PORTLAND.

CITY OF PORTLAND.
City Clerk's Office, 1
Aprtl 3, 1876. j
To all whom it tray concern:
Notice is hereby given as required by the aforesaid
order, whieh is made a part of this notice.
Attest
ap4dta26H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

ULA
Good Farm for Sale or Ex#*jnH«Kchange for City Property —Located
kCTwMiJ-in Deering, three miles from Portland;
^^^23Mpiemy of wood and water; good orchard;
buildings in nice order. Price $3,500. Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.
March 7, 1876.
ma29d4w*

A

see
Till your

ter,

ma30d2m

Cash Capital,
ASSETS.

H. I.

OF ALL

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely uew and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always iii advance of all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little.& Co.'s,49J Exchange St.
L. W. F1LKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,
ocll ’73dtf

J an.uary 1st. 1876.

Read and Passed.
Attest:
A true Copy,
Attest:

YORK,

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

PROVIDENCE, R. I..

}

the creek.

Bargain. An excellent place for Dry and Fancy
Goods, Millinery or Tailoring Business.
A good
stand in the central part of the Village, near the
Depot.
WM. II. MARSTOIV,

Wanted.

we

offer my Store
without Stock

or

a

SETTER PUP, about 9 months old. Red and
white preferred.
Call at Office Portland
Stone Ware Co., Deering’s Bridge.
ma30dtf

Noble chieftain, heed the offer,
Free us from our abject tears;
Take the amnesty we proffer—
Haste to join youi brigadiers;
They will greet you
With their strident Southern cheers.

Then

to change business. I
WISHING
aud Dwelling conbined with
at

Cumberland, Kennebec, Lincoln, Sagadahoc,
Oxlord, Androscoggin. Franklin and Somerset

A

We must plead in mitigation
What, alas! *tis plain to see—
We are no chivalnc nation,
•‘Mudsils of the North” are we;
Oh, forgive our
Foolish sensibility.

Stern—exacting
Vengeance for a decade’s

For Sale.

Wanted Partner.
Smart, active young man; must be strictly
temperate; capital required $150; to such an
one the best chance in this State is offered to make
money. Apply from 10 a. m. till 2 p. m.. to the
Agent of the Y. M C. A., at the rooms. ap7dlw*

Rank with horrors
Worse than Dante’s pen could draw—**

But

Wanted.

)

ORDERED;

Cuts ten tons hay. Laud all cleared. Nice
location for a vegetable garden
Price $100 per acre.
WM, H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent,
Apply to
d3w*
apl

AHEAD

F. & I Insurance Co,,

In Board of Mayo® and Aldermen, I
April 3,1876. )
That the City Clerk giv6 notice to all
parties interested by puolishing a copy of this
order in one of the daily papers of this city, for three
successive weeks, that this Board, on WEDNESDAY,^ twenty-sixth instant,ar 5 o’clock p. m.,at the
Aldermen’s Room in City Building, will hear all parties interested ir. the petition for a 6ewer in Cumberland Street, commencing near its junction with High
Street, thence westerly through said Cumberland
street to State street, and northwesterly through
State street to Portland street, thence across Portland street and through Deering’s Oaks (so called) to

Corner.

Counties to sell the new illustrated County and Railroad Map oi the United States, published by Perry &
Spaulding, also Centennial Charts. Call on or address L. A. PEARY, General Agent, No. 15 Exchange St, Portland, Me.
d2w
apr7

we

CITY OF

___Tries. Good muck bed. Nice place
for a gardener. Price $2,300.
A l*o 25 acre* good land. $ mile from Morrill’s

Wanted.

Agents

thought with fierce resenting

Of those crowded, nameless graves,
Where your rancor, unrelenting,
Huddled in our murdered traves,
While above them
Baleful Winder foams and raves—

Farms for Sale.
Fiity acres, in Cape Elizabeth,

FOR NEW

EQUITABLE

To all whom it may Concern:
Notice is hereby given as required by the aforesaid
Order, which is made a part of this notice.
H. 1. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Attest,
ap4
dta26

four miles from Portland. Young
apple orchard of fifty grafteil trees.
One-third of an acre in strawber-

a new

Office,

April 3, 1876.

water, and all the modern improvements of h first-class house. Inquire of JORDAN BROS., No. 11 Dantorth St.
apr4dtf

Toilet Article. Very attractive Has
ready sale at large profit. Send for circnlar.
FRENCH TOILET POWDER CO.,
apr8dlwCl Courtland St., N. Y.

If we wept eur hapless brothers,
Famished in your piison pen—
Tortured, till their very mo hers
Scarce could knew their sons again;
Tottering, ghostlike—
Wringing tears from stalwart men—

City Clerk’s

^*S2a»sebago

WE

we!

RAILROADS.

STEAMSHIP LINE

This is

Casco street to connect with sewer in Congress street, and that thereafter this Board will determine and adjudge if public convenience and necessities requires the construction of said Sewer.
Read and passed.
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
A true copy,
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

For Sale.

_

STEAMEKS.

LINE Norfolk, Baltimore

hTOJNINGTONi

STATEMENT OF TIIE

through

New two story French-Roofed House,
Cumberland St., containing four.siEiwflF*0,422
fcjfirfrrf uELt een rooms fitted up with furnace, gas,

want a reliable man, with a moderate capital,
to take the place or a Partner retiring from our
firm; our business is Wholesale Groceries and Flour:
we have a good trade of several years standing, and
to the right man, we otter a fine chance for business.
Address
MERCHANTS,
Box 1619, Portland, Me.
aplOdtf

H

If

ORDERED,

^^»

Partner Wanted,

STEAMERS.

FIREINSURANCK

In Board of Mayor and Aldermen, l
April 3, 1876. f
That the City Clerk give notice to all
parties interested, by publishing a copy of this
order in one of the daily papers of this city, for three
successive weeks, that this Board, on WEDNESDAY, the twenty -sixth instant, at 5 o'clock P. M.,
at the Aldermen's Room in City building, will hear
all parties interested in the petition for a Sewer in
Prospect street to Casco street and thence southeast

and 98 ft. on
State St. Will be sold on liberal terms at 43 cents
110 charge for the bui
ldings. Inquire
of JOHN C. PROCTER, 93
ap8(13w
Exchange St.

WANTS.

us,

INSURANCE.

CITY OF PORTLAm

,M A

For’our most misguided zeal.

Oh, forgive us,

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

York St.,

should be intersected with cross bare about a
foot square, to support tho cloth. These articles are just the tliiDgs for bringing forward
flower seeds in season for transplanting.—
Ohio Former.

That majestic brow of thine;
Oh, lorgive us,
Prostrate low before thy shrine.

If

plants are never struck down, nor I
REAL ESTATE.
faded, nor checked in growth, neither do
they grow up long, sickly and weakly, as they
do under glass, and still there is abundance
For Sale or to Let
of light.
Brick House with all modern
IMF*A
improvements
The heat entirely arises from below, is eq- [••••LNo 65 Dantorth St. Possession m 30 days.
Brick House 66 Dantorth
uable and temperate, which is a great object.
MwjAlso
St., with a
1
good stable. Immediate possession given.
The vapor arises from the manure and earth,
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Inquire of
is condensed by the cool air passing under
93 Exchange St.
apr8dlw_
the surface of the shade, and hangs in drops
For Sale.
upon the inside, and therefore the plants do
not require so frequent watering.
If the
on the corner of State and
tf&l A desirable lot
a ^ story
frames or stretchers are made large they
Dwelling House and
■liivTi
MiLs able Lot 142 ft. on

sun, the

s
p

g
I ortland.

Posters, Hand Bills, Bill Heads,

Ind

] t

Carim h.
due in p™.

Et

I

lards, Tags,

11 lOtice.

&e.

printed

at shoit

i 50

fs

PortlandTat

trai11 "IU|

Passon-

Stations, and
ed>, Bt,,PB at a"
m
•»!».' mfttlaFd at 5-10 P- from
New

.ft

York,
*? through
stun, nt
Stations when signaled, arrives
in Port land
at 10.50 p. m.
1 AOcnl 1 min from Gorham
at 6.00 a. m., arrives in
Portland at 6.40 a. m.
J. M. LUNT, Sunt.
aP*
dtt

To Whom it I?Iay Concern.

tliey

liiiys
leave
’ll4 F'information
J1’ un "l0apply
For further
to
<Jeileral AgenLPortland.
J-F AMES, A g’t, Pier 38, E.
h., New York.
1 lekets and State
Rooms can also he obtained at 22
E ackange Street.
ocidtf

orthJnrt8

New London, leaving Norwich Line Steamers at 5 00
m., and Worcester at 8.00 a.
m„ stops at
Spnngvale, Alfred, Saco River, Gorham Saccarappa and Westbrook, arrives in
“■"ecUon with ,ho
MaineCenind
n°“
<;rand Trunk Railroads.
a.

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
ortland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
'. M., and leave Pier 38 Fast River, New York, evry MONDAY ami THURSDAY at 4P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
lute, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
ith tine accommodations for passengers, making
lls the most convenient and comfortalde route for
■avellcrs between New York and Maine.
These
earners will touch at Vineyard Haven (lurin
the
tmmer months on their passage to and from
New
ork.
Passage in State Room $3, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from
Philadelphia, Moneal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
Freights taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to srnd their
freight to the

is hereby given that application will be
NOTICE
made at next me-ting of Mayor and Aldermen
erect

i ir
I

J

1

ar.d maintain a steam boiler
permission to
of No. 169 Commercial St.
C. A. KENNARD.
Portland, April 3d, 1876.
»prficoU2w*

:i rear

